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Abstract 
 

Glioblastoma (GBM) remains the most difficult primary solid tumor of the central nervous system 

despite the intensively growing body of research on its molecular and cellular characteristics. 

Whereas GBM treatment is aggressive and involves surgical resection, radiotherapy, and 

chemotherapy, tumor recurrence is unavoidable. GBM treatment resistance is associated with 

genetic and cellular heterogeneity, as well as phenotypic plasticity.  

To improve understanding of Glioblastoma heterogeneity, we developed custom genetic tracing 

strategies for subtype-specific transcriptional states from Glioblastoma patient signatures. In GBM 

cells, our novel technology enabled us to identify intrinsic and non-cell autonomous determinants 

of cell fate commitment. In vitro and in vivo, we discovered that the mesenchymal GBM adapts in 

the presence of microenvironmental signaling and is regulated by inflammatory and differentiation 

programs. We demonstrated that cell fate commitment towards a mesenchymal state is adaptive 

and reversible and occurs through partially overlapping transcriptional responses, including 

external signaling and ionizing radiation. Importantly, using synthetic locus control regions 

(sLCRs), we were able to uncover crosstalk between innate immune cells and glioma-initiating 

cells, directing the tumor cells into a mesenchymal state linked to increased resistance to 

chemotherapy.  

Here, we build on this innovative approach to trace cell fate transitions in complex biological 

settings, with a focus on the cellular crosstalk between malignant and non-tumor cells in the 

context of phenotypic plasticity and therapeutic resistance. Beyond that, this method offers the 

broad translational potential to be applied to other fields of research, including developmental 

biology or regenerative medicine. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 

Das Glioblastom (GBM) repräsentiert den am schwierigsten zu behandelnden primären soliden 

Tumor des Zentralnervensystems dar, trotz der intensiv wachsenden Zahl von Studien zu seinen 

molekularen und zellulären Eigenschaften. Obwohl die GBM-Therapie aggressiv ist und 

chirurgische Resektion, Strahlentherapie und Chemotherapie umfasst, ist ein Wiederauftreten des 

Tumors unvermeidlich. Die GBM-Behandlungsresistenz ist mit genetischer und zellulärer 

Heterogenität sowie phänotypischer Plastizität verbunden. 

Um das Verständnis der Heterogenität des Glioblastoms zu vertiefen, haben wir maßgeschneiderte 

genetische Tracing-Strategien für subtypspezifische Transkriptionszustände aus Glioblastom-

Patientensignaturen entwickelt. In GBM-Zellen ermöglichte uns unsere neuartige Technologie, 

intrinsische und nicht-zellautonome Bestimmungsfaktoren von Zellzuständen zu identifizieren. In 

vitro und in vivo konnten wir zeigen, dass sich der mesenchymale GBM-Subtyp als adaptive Identität 

in Gegenwart von Mikroumgebungssignalen ausbildet und durch Entzündungs- und 

Differenzierungsprogramme reguliert wird. Wir haben gezeigt, dass die Ausbildung eines 

mesenchymalen Zellzustand adaptiv und reversibel ist und durch verschiedene Auslöser wie 

externer Signaltransduktion und ionisierende Strahlung mit teilweise überlappenden 

transkriptionellen Signaturen eingenommen werden kann. Insbesondere konnten wir mithilfe 

synthetischer Locus-Kontrollregionen (sLCRs) eine Interaktion zwischen Zellen des angeborenen 

Immunsystems und Glioma-Zellen aufdecken, wodurch die Tumorzellen in einen mesenchymalen 

Zustand versetzt wurden, der mit einer erhöhten Resistenz gegen Chemotherapie verbunden ist. 

Hier bauen wir auf diesem innovativen Ansatz auf, um Übergänge von Zellzuständen in 

komplexen biologischen Umgebungen zu verfolgen, mit einem Schwerpunkt auf der zellulären 

Wechselwirkung zwischen gesunden und Tumorzellen im Zusammenhang mit phänotypischer 

Plastizität und therapeutischer Resistenz. Darüber hinaus bietet diese Methode ein breites 

translationales Potenzial für die Anwendung auf andere Forschungsgebiete, einschließlich der 

Entwicklungsbiologie oder der regenerativen Medizin. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Glioblastoma 

1.1.1 Epidemiology and histopathology of Glioblastoma 

Gliomas are tumours of the brain that make up 80% of all malignant brain tumours. 

Gliomas were historically divided into four classes (grades I–IV) based on microscropic 

appearance and histological features, with grade IV, often known as Glioblastoma (GBM; Louis 

et al., 2007; Jovčevska et al., 2013; Weller et al., 2015). Adult gliomas are currently categorized into 

two types based on the mutational status of two important biomarkers, the isocitrate 

dehydrogenase genes IDH1 and IDH2. Lower histologic grades are associated with a better 

prognosis and a median survival of more than 12 years in IDH-mutant gliomas, but they frequently 

progress to higher grades and clinical behavior later in the disease's natural history.  

GBMs fall into the category of Isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) wild-type (IDHwt) in the 2021 

WHO classification of CNS malignancies, and they are the most aggressive kind of diffuse gliomas, 

with an overall mean survival rate of 12–17 months following diagnosis (Stupp et al., 2005; Louis 

et al., 2021). GBM has an incidence of 3.2 diagnoses per 100.000 inhabitants with a median age of 

65 years and is slightly more prevalent in men than in women (Thakkar et al., 2014; Tamimi et al., 

2017).  

 

1.1.2 Therapeutic approaches for Glioblastoma 

The current standard treatment regimen for newly diagnosed GBM patients was 

introduced in 2005, and it includes as a first-line intervention a maximum safe surgical resection. 

Since GBMs are extremely heterogeneous and prone to infiltrating neighboring tissues, total 

surgical resection is nearly impossible. Therefore, radiotherapy and concomitant administration of 

temozolomide (TMZ), an FDA-approved alkylating agent, are usually following surgery in the 

standard-of-care (Stupp et al., 2005; Weller et al., 2013). However, the outcome of this therapy is 

limited to a 14-month survival benefit and even less in elderly patients (Stupp et al., 2009; Scott et 

al., 2012). Unfortunately, virtually all patients show tumor regression after the first-line treatment 

with a 5-year recurrence rate as high as 90% (Weller et al., 2013). Once the tumor is recurring, 

therapeutic options are also limited and the success of second surgery or re-irradiation is modest 

and can only be applied to patients with favourable prognostic indications (Ringel et al., 2015; 

Suchorska et al., 2016; Kazmi et al., 2019; Birzu et al., 2021).  
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Since GBM is a highly vascularized tumor, anti-angiogenic therapies with Bevacizumab (a 

monoclonal antibody binding the VEGFR) have advanced as far as phase III clinical trials, but 

only shown an increase of progression-free-survival without improved overall-survival, which is 

why it is now used alone or in combination trials for recurrent GBM (Chinot et al., 2014; Gilbert 

et al., 2014; Birzu et al., 2021). Similarly, precision medicine specifically targeting aberrant signaling 

pathways discovered in GBM has gained momentum in an attempt to improve patient outcome. 

These include either monoclonal antibodies (e.g. Bevacizumab) or small molecule inhibitors 

targeting various receptor tyrosine kinases such as EGFR or PDGFR (Weller et al., 2013; Wilson 

et al., 2014). However, results from phase II clinical trials for multiple targeted therapies did not 

show clear results, although it is noteworthy that small sample sizes and very heterogenous pre-

treatment histories of patients impede a systematic assessment (Wen et al., 2006; Raymone et al,. 

2008; Raizer et al., 2009; van den Bent et al., 2009; Peereboom et al., 2010; Birzu et al., 2021).  

Further experimental therapies have been developed and are currently in various phases of clinical 

trials. These approaches span immunotherapy including cancer-peptide vaccines, CAR-T cell 

therapies and check-point inhibition, oncolytic viral therapy, epigenetic drugs such as histone 

deacetylase inhibitors as well as targeting the tumor microenvironment, where the list is of course 

not exhaustive (Wilson et al., 2014; Wick et al., 2018; Birzu et al., 2021; Oronsky et al., 2021). 

Glioblastoma remains one of the deadliest cancers even after decades of study. Improvement of 

patient outcomes beyond the standard-of-care has stalled, due to the addition of targeted therapies 

and novel approaches largely failing to significantly improve overall-survival and the lack of a 

standardized treatment regimen for inevitably recurrent tumors.  

Taken together, this also condenses to the view that a one-fits-all therapy is and certainly will not 

be successful in the future. Instead, combinatorial approaches of multivariate therapies, as well as 

discovering biomarkers or prognostic parameters in order to stratify patients towards more 

favourable outcomes may prove beneficial. 

 

1.1.3 Mechanisms of treatment resistance 

Resistance to therapy has been historically largely revolving around the role of genetic 

mutations to overcome drug sensitivity in cancer research (Schmitt et al., 2016). This working 

model included the possibilities of mutations that either alter the structure of the target in order 

to alleviate binding of the inhibitor, the bypassing of the target through activation of downstream 

effectors or the upregulation and reliance on an alternative compensatory signaling pathway. 

Underlying to this form of genetic resistance mechanism is either the selection of pre-existing 
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resistant subclones with certain genetic alterations or the selective acquisition of new mutations 

that confer resistance (Hata et al., 2016; Boumahdi et al., 2020). The evolutionary trajectory of 

resistance is influenced by the degree of spatial tumor heterogeneity, as tumors with a high degree 

of subclonal variety would be more likely to harbour pre-resistant clones than tumors with a more 

homogenous clonal architecture, as well as the temporal dynamics underlying these processes 

(Andor et al., 2015; Maley et al., 2017). 

More recently it has been increasingly recognised that genetic factors alone are likely not the only 

driver of therapy resistance and other possible non-genetic mechanisms are also to be taken into 

account (Sharma et al., 2010; Marine et al. 2020). These include adaptive responses of tumor cells 

towards more drug-tolerant cellular states through epigenetic and transcriptional reprogramming. 

Such a process is referred to as phenotypic plasticity and in normal cells represents a natural way 

to cope with perturbations in their environment such as developmental changes or injury. In the 

context of cancer, therapy-induced phenotypic plasticity offers tumor cells the possibility to shift 

towards a non-sensitive cellular state and further fuels the level of intratumoral heterogeneity 

(Gupta et al., 2019).  

Adaptive responses can either be driven by tumor intrinsic response programmes or influenced by 

anatomical features and members of the microenvironment, which form together with cancer cells 

the tumor eco-system (Maley et al., 2017; Labrie et al., 2022). Furthermore, phenotypic plasticity 

in response to a certain therapeutic stress is not a one-way street and in principle allows tumor 

cells to partly revert to their initial state upon removal of treatment pressure. Both, genetic and 

non-genetic resistance mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and are likely to act in an interplay 

and influence each other with selection for those mechanisms which are ultimately having the 

highest success of conferring resistance (Maley et al., 2017; Boumahdi et al., 2019; Marine et al., 

2020).  

Which form or combination of resistance mechanisms are responsible for the poor response of 

Glioblastoma patients to virtually any tested treatment approach remains one of the biggest 

challenges in clinical management of the disease. What is known is that Glioblastoma exhibits a 

high degree of heterogeneity at the inter- and intra-tumoral as well as cellular level, as described in 

the following paragraphs, and that this heterogeneity is likely a major contribution to its therapeutic 

resistance. 
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1.1.4 The genomic landscape of GBM 

Historically, characterization of brain tumors has relied on histologic tissue assessment and 

grading based on the degree of anaplasia to provide a diagnosis for patients (Louis et al., 2007). 

However, exclusive histophatological glioma classification does not provide sufficient information 

on the biological properties of a tumor (e.g. treatment response) and consequently is insufficient 

for accurate patient stratification (van den Bent et al., 2010). As advances in sequencing 

technologies have emerged, vast amounts of genetic information from hundreds of brain tumor 

samples have been generated and are now used in conjunction with histopathology in a multi-

layered approach to define brain tumor subtypes.  

The identification of IDH mutations in gliomas was a major turning point in our understanding 

of this disease. Mutations of IDH result in accumulation of the oncometabolite d-2-

hydroxyglutarate (d-2-HG), which mechanistically leads to abnormal DNA and histone 

methylation, eventually resulting in widespread CpG island hypermethylation (Parsons et al., 2008; 

Yan et al., 2008; Balss et al., 2008; Noushmehr et al., 2010; Weller et al., 2015). IDH mutations are 

most prevalent in low-grade gliomas, associated with younger patient ages and longer overall 

survival, and are characteristic of secondary GBMs (Yan et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2013; Weller et 

al., 2015). They are considered to be one of the early-occurring genetic alterations during tumor 

intiation, although IDH mutant alone was not sufficient to develop gliomas in mouse models 

(Sasaki et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2015).  

GBMs are IDH-wildtype, WHO grade IV gliomas and reside among the most extensively 

genetically characterized tumor types due to large-scale sequencing efforts by The Cancer Genome 

Atlas consortium (TCGA 2008). GBMs usually display diverse and complex genomic patterns with 

several genetic mutations and chromosomal aberrations, such as the frequently observed gain of 

chromosome 7 and monosomy of chomosome 10. However, the bandwidth of mutations tends 

to revolve around three distinct biological pathways connected to known oncogenic pathways. 

Firstly, activating mutations of members of the receptor tyrosine kinase MAPK/PI3K signaling 

pathways, including deletion of phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), amplifications of 

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and platelet-derived growth factor receptor alpha 

(PDGFRa) or mutations of Neurofibromin 1 (NF1) and PI3 kinases. Secondly, alterations in 

proto-oncogenes associated with the p53 tumor suppressor pathway, including TP53 and murine 

double minute 2 and 4 (MDM2, MDM4), leading to an inhibition of apoptosis. The third major 

pathway affected by frequent genomic alterations is the tumor suppressive retinoblastoma (RB1) 

pathway, with cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK4, CDK6, CCND2, CDKN2A/B) as regulators of 

cell cycle regulation displaying disruptive abberations. Typically, mutations within a single pathway 
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occur at variable frequencies and are mutually exclusive, with the exception of receptor tyrosine 

kinases in the PI3K pathway. Additionally, mutations of TERT and ATRX are common, which 

are key regulators of chromatin remodelling and telomere length (TCGA 2008; Verhaak et al., 

2010; Brennan et al., 2013; Aldape et al., 2015; Ceccarelli et al., 2016). Around 40% of IDH-wild-

type Glioblastomas have EGFR amplification, and a majority of these tumors also have a genomic 

rearrangement resulting in exon 2–7 deletion. This mutation results in the production of EGFR 

variant III, which lacks the extracellular ligand-binding region of the deleted exons but is 

constitutively active (Lee et al., 2006; Weller et al., 2015; Aldape et al., 2015).  

 

1.1.5 Molecular subtype classification of GBM 

Although much information about the genetics of the disease has been generated, the high 

degree of genomic and histopathological heterogeneity has prevented major breakthroughs in the 

development of effective treatments. Purely genotype-targeted therapies have not significantly 

improved patient outcome, since they either display poor brain penetrance associated with severe 

patient toxicity or are overcome by evading mechanisms by the tumor (Jain 2018; Le Rhun et al., 

2019). For instance, targeted inhibition of EGFR, which is an established target and oncogenic 

driver in GBM, has not yet shown therapeutic effects, since there is evidence of the existence of 

extrachromosomal DNA (ecDNA) which increases its expression and offers a straightforward 

escape route (Nathanson et al., 2014). 

In an effort to resolve inter-patient variability and to integrate further molecular profiles for GBM 

classification, TCGA combined data from three distinct platforms into a single coherent dataset. 

Based on bulk tumor gene expression data from several hundred GBMs, they discovered gene 

expression profiles that defined four transcriptional subtypes of GBM, which they termed 

proneural, mesenchymal, classical, and neural (Verhaak et al., 2010). 

The proneural subtype (PN) has been linked to specific point mutations in IDH1 and TP53, and 

amplification of PDGFRA expression. Characteristic markers of the oligodendrocyte lineage and 

neuronal development (PDGFRA, OLIG2, NKX2-2, DCX, DLL3, ASCL1, TCF4, 

SOX2/4/10/11) are signature genes of the proneural subtype, whereas EGFR and PTEN are 

usually wildtype. A majority of secondary GBMs (i.e. those arising from lower grade gliomas) as 

well as patients diagnosed below the age of 40 years are marked by a proneural subtype signature 

(Phillips et al., 2006; Noushmehr et al., 2010; Verhaak et al., 2010).  

The classical (CL) subtype is especially marked by chromosome 10 loss and chromosome 7 

amplification, which encodes the EGFR gene, resulting in high levels of EGFR expression with 
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frequent point mutations or the presence of EGFRvIII. Further characteristics include deletion of 

the CDKN2A gene and absence of mutations, which are common in the other two subtypes like 

IDH1, PDGFRA, TP53 and NF1 (Verhaak et al., 2010).  

The mesenchymal (MES) subtype is associated with a hemizygous deletion of the NF1 gene and 

deletion of PTEN and featured the expression of markers genes of mesenchymal differentiation 

and astrocytic genes (S100A1, CHI3L1, CD44, MET), as well as being associated with 

inflammation, the NFkB signaling pathway, high degrees of necrosis and infiltration of immune 

cells (Phillips et al., 2006; Verhaak et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2017). A later study focusing on glioma-

intrinsic gene signatures suggested the neural subtype to be an artifact of healthy brain tissue, likely 

stemming from the tumor borders. Through filtering steps for environmental contaminants, the 

number of transcriptional subtypes was reduced to mesenchymal, classical and proneural. 

Although the approximately 50 marker genes per subtype were considerably smaller than the 840 

genes of the previous TCGA subtype clusters, about 50% of signature genes were identical (Wang 

et al., 2017). 

Besides gene expression, also DNA methylation profiling has been used to build a classification 

for gliomas (Galbraith & Snuderl, 2022). The first comprehensive study comparing the 

methylomes of glioma patients classified them into three groups, one of which had a significant 

degree of hypermethylation at a wide number of genomic loci and was consequently designated 

the glioma-CpG island methylator phenotype (G-CIMP). Tumors that fell into the G-CIMP 

category showed a tendency for improved patient survival and were highly associated with 

mutations in IDH1 and the proneural gene expression subtype (Noushmehr et al., 2010). A later 

study compiled DNA methylation patterns of adult and pediatric glioma patients and similarly 

identified six distinct clusters that predominantly separated younger from adult patients, which 

further subdivided based on the presence of mutations in IDH (Sturm et al., 2012). The role of 

IDH mutations as a clinical biomarker and disease classifier was further corroborated in a follow-

up study by Ceccarelli et al., who performed comprehensive molecular profiling of 1,122 adult 

gliomas and a pan-glioma methylation profiling spanning multiple adult and pediatric brain tumors 

(Ceccarelli et al., 2016; Capper et al., 2018). As a result, the WHO adopted in its updated 

classification system of central nervous tumors the use of DNA methylation and specifically 

delineated IDH mutated gliomas from Glioblastomas, which are defined as IDH wildtype (Louis 

et al., 2021).  

Despite the identification of molecular classifiers based on transcriptional signatures, their clinical 

impact remained obscure. The initially reported survival advantadge of proneural patients in the 

study of Verhaak et al., 2010 was later corrected by stratifying patients according to IDH 
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mutational status, with IDH wildtype patients of neither transcriptional subtype displaying a 

marked survival difference in newly diagnosed Glioblastoma (Sturm et al., 2012; Ceccarelli et al., 

2016). Ultimately, molecular classification did not prompt the development of new therapies, 

despite the fact that these years of extensive studies shed light on the complex relationship between 

genetic mutations, modifications in DNA methylation, chromatin remodelling, and gene 

expression, and provided understanding of how dysregulation at various levels may contribute to 

the pathobiology of GBM. 

 

1.2 Cell-intrinsic and external factors of GBM intra-tumoral 
heterogeneity 

1.2.1 Transcriptional signatures define a continuum of cellular states and 
plasticity 

Although the derivation of a molecular classification system for GBM by the TCGA has 

proven valuable to increase the understanding of the molecular variability of GBMs between 

patients (inter-tumoral heterogeneity), the diversity within individual tumors (intra-tumoral 

heterogeneity) could not be assessed with bulk tumor sequencing methods. This was addressed by 

moving from bulk tumor analyses to spatially-resolved tumor multi-region sampling and later also 

to the single-cell level. Sottoriva et al. proved that various transcriptome subtypes exist inside the 

same tumor by evaluating multiple diverse GBM tumor regions (Sottoriva et al., 2013). In the first 

single-cell study on GBM, Patel et al. demonstrated that single tumor cells within the same tumor 

can adopt all three TCGA-defined molecular subtype signatures (Patel et al., 2014). Taken together, 

these studies show that numerous transcriptome profiles corresponding to distinct cellular states 

coexist within a GBM tumor and that the expression profile of bulk tumors is a composite of 

GBM cells with very diverse transcriptional states. 

Much attention has been drawn to the establishment of a concept of self-renewing glioma stem 

cells (GSCs) at the apex of tumor cell hierarchy and as a source for tumor initiation and 

maintenance (Singh et al., 2003; Lathia et al., 2015; Lan et al., 2017; Mitchell et al., 2021). As a 

broad functional definition, GSCs have been ascribed the capacity to propagate a tumor when 

transplanted into a recipient animal and recapitulate its characteristic histology. Further properties 

of GSCs have been inferred from this functional definition, such as their ability of self-renewal 

and being the drivers of tumor relapse as a result of their resistance to chemo- and radiotherapy 

(Bao et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2012; Gimple et al., 2019; Prager et al., 2020). 

Traditionally, putative markers enriching for GSCs were used for isolation from tumor samples 
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such as CD133, CD44, CD15, SOX2, L1CAM, PDGFRA and EGFR (Singh et al., 2004; Galli et 

al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006; Piccirillo et al., 2006; Son et al., 2009; Anido et al., 2010). However, a 

clear definition of what a GSC is, what functional properties are included, and what surface 

markers are presented is interpreted differently by multiple groups in the field and therefore sparks 

some controversy (Parada et al., 2017; Prager et al., 2019; Prager et al., 2020; Suvà & Tirosh, 2020).  

With the advent of single-cell RNA-sequencing of GBMs, the granularity of cellular states 

among malignant cells could be greatly enhanced, which seemed to increasingly challenge the 

theory of a strict unidirectional hierarchy in GBM. Among IDH-wildtype glioma, it has been 

shown that single tumor cells occupy multiple cellular states, which all contain proliferating cells 

and are able to individually give rise to tumors (Patel et al., 2014; Neftel et al., 2019; Bhaduri et al., 

2020). Each cellular state displayed a characteristic transcriptional signature either associated with 

neurodevelopmental cells or a mesenchymal programme (Astrocyte (AC)-like, Neural progenitor 

cell (NPC)-like, Oligodendrocyte progenitor cell (OPC)-like and Mesenchymal (MES)-like) and 

displayed variable expression patterns of all previously established GSC-isolation markers. 

Furthermore, cellular state plasticity was described, with tumor cells of each isolated cellular state 

being able to switch their fate and reconstruct the initial heterogeneity of the tumors they were 

extracted from (Neftel et al., 2019).  

These discoveries lay the ground for the concept of "GSC-multiplicity," in which GSC-like features 

are understood as transient biological properties of a cellular state, which can be acquired or lost 

rather than as a discrete entity atop a hierarchical stem cell hierarchy (Suvà & Tirosh, 2020). Indeed, 

among putative GSC populations from other studies, a certain bifurcation into a more 

proliferative/stemness and developmental-like programme (overlapping with OPC/NPC or PN) 

and a second trajectory driven by differentiation and inflammatory injury-response (overlapping 

with AC/MES or CL) appears to be a feature that is common among multiple reports (Fig. 1; 

Neftel et al., 2019; Bhaduri et al., 2020; Couturier et al., 2020; Richards et al., 2021; Yabo et al., 

2021).  
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Figure 1 - Dynamic cell state transitions within a continuum of cellular states as drivers of 
phenotypic heterogeneity. 
GBMs contain tumor cells with a variety of cellular states, with many cells displaying intermediate states, 
indicating phenotypic fate transitions. The transcriptional signatures aligned to the two principal axes of 
variation contrast the stemness and differentiation status, metabolic programmes, and molecular profiles, 
which are related with TCGA-subtypes or neurodevelopmental-like profiles from single tumor cells. Cell 
fate decisions can be influenced by various state-attractors, are not terminal and characterised by a dynamic 
and reversible nature. 
 

However, fate commitment to one state is not an ultimate decision, and GBM cells can 

interconvert flexibly in response to various stimuli in the tumor microenvironment or external 

signaling, as well as re-establish stem-cell-like characteristics from more differentiated states 

(Dirkse et al., 2019).   
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1.2.2 Mechanisms and clinical implications of phenotypic plasticity 

Apart from intratumoral heterogeneity on the genetic level, phenotypic plasticity of tumor 

cells is a key challenge in the development of effective treatment strategies, as indicated in the 

previous paragraphs. (Fig. 2). This concept is defined as the ability of tumor cells to switch between 

cellular states dynamically and reversibly, each of which is marked by a very characteristic profile 

of biochemical and biophysical properties (Cabrera et al., 2015; Gupta et al., 2018). A flexible 

transition along a continuum of more differentiated and slowly proliferating cell fates towards 

tumor-promoting stem-like states allows tumor cells to adapt and respond to various perturbations 

during tumor formation, progression and eventually develop therapeutic resistance.  

 

 
Figure 2 - Mechanisms of genetic and non-genetic therapy resistance. 
Tumors are composed of cells with varying sensitivity to systemic or targeted therapies. While sensitive 
tumor cells are eradicated, treatment resistance in a subset of tumor cells can be mediated by multiple 
mechanisms. Genetic drug resistance includes either the selection of pre-existing resistant clones with 
distinct mutations (illustrated by differentially colored nuclei; top panel) and their subsequent clonal 
expansion or the evolution of novel resistance-confering mutations under selective pressure. Non-genetic 
mechanisms include an adaptive response of drug-tolerant cancer cells and their transcriptional remodelling 
towards resistant cellular states (bottom panel). This process of phenotypic plasticity likewise allows the re-
establishment of initial cellular states after removal of the therapeutic intervention. 
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The mechanisms underlying cell state transitions are very complex and involve exogenous stimuli 

as well as cell-autonomous factors, and can likewise be triggered or amplified by therapeutic 

interventions (Fig. 3; Das et al., 2020; Thankamony et al., 2020; Marine et al., 2020). Glioma cell 

adaptability to distinct tumour microenvironments involves a non-restrictive transcriptional 

programme that enables them to transition between cell states. In this regard, epigenetic 

modifications are crucial to enable swift and, unlike genetic alterations, reversible cell state 

transitions depending on the activation or repression of particular genes. Chaligne et al. observed 

that targets of the histone modifying Polycomb complexes, which leave repressive chromatin 

marks, are characteristically hypomethylated in stem-like cells of IDH wildtype GBM (Chaligne et 

al., 2021). Similarly, Johnson et al. discovered significant levels of methylation in regulatory regions 

of genes involved in cell differentiation and stress response and identified marked changes in 

methylation patterns of glioma cells that were challenged with stressors such as hypoxia or ionizing 

radiation (Johnson et al., 2021). 

One very well described example of a cell fate transition is the process of epithelial-mesenchymal-

transition (EMT), where cancer cells lose epithelial properties, such as apico-basal polarization and 

cell-cell contacts, and acquire mesenchymal traits, which are linked to an increased migratory and 

invasive phenotype with enhanced resistance to therapy and apoptosis (Kalluri & Weinberg, 2010; 

Shibue & Weinberg, 2017; Dongre & Weinberg, 2019). An analogous case to EMT in GBM is the 

process of proneural-to-mesenchymal transition (PMT), which has been described upon treatment 

and tumor recurrence. This expression has been termed due to the fact that this sort of cell fate 

transition is typically observed in the proneural subtype of GBM, but more commonly is also 

referred to as mesenchymal transition or transdifferentiation. PMT and EMT share similarities 

with regards to their cellular properties, molecular marker expression and pathological features.  

In IDH-wildtype GBM, the mesenchymal subtype has shown a tendency to worse overall patient 

survival and displayed more aggressive traits compared to other signatures (Phillips et al., 2006; 

Verhaak et al., 2010; Segerman et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). Patients with initial non-

mesenchymal tumors tend to shift their dominant subtype towards mesenchymal states in 

recurrent tumors after first-line therapy (Wang et al., 2017; Varn et al., 2021). On the subject of 

how mesenchymal transition may be coordinated mechanistically, a number of studies have 

previously been published, indicating a complex interaction of cell-intrinsic and 

microenvironmental variables, which will be explored in the following section. 
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Figure 3 - Microenvironmental and intrinsic modifiers of cellular state plasticity. 
Cellular plasticity in GBM is governed by a combination of external, as well as cell-intrinsic mechanisms. 
Extrinsic cues originate from the tumor microenvironment which consists of diverse tumor niches with 
varying availability of metabolites and oxygen, as well as neighbouring cells of the immune system or the 
healthy brain parenchyma that can engage in paracrine signaling with tumor cells. Cell-intrinsic factors 
affecting phenotypic heterogeneity and plasticity include the underlying genetic background of a cell, 
inherent core transcriptional networks that can be activated or amplified in response to stress, such as 
therapy, as well as the permissiveness of the epigenome as a driver of transcriptional remodelling.    
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1.2.3 Treatment-related cellular plasticity 

With the current standard of care for newly diagnosed GBM patients, comprising maximal 

tumor resection followed by radiochemotherapy, the median survival only marginally improves 

(Stupp et al., 2005). Together with a high rate of recurring tumors and a 2-year survival of less than 

20%, the treatment failures have been partly attributed to therapy-induced phenotypic plasticity 

and, in particular, a PMT. Following surgical excision and different therapies, a typical trajectory 

of tumor regrowth towards a mesenchymal phenotype has been described in multiple studies 

(Phillips et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Varn et al., 2021). As part of the standard 

of care, radiotherapy was hypothesized to potentially promote mesenchymal transition. Upon 

exposure to radiation, upregulation of the mesenchymal marker genes CD44, CHI3L1, VIM and 

COL1A1 together with NFkB pathway activation as well as the induction of transcriptional master 

regulators of mesenchymal GBM, such as CEBPb and STAT3, have been described (Bhat et al., 

2013; Halliday et al., 2014; Lau et al., 2015; Minata et al., 2019; Behnan et al., 2019). Importantly, 

Bhat et al. have showed that glioma-initiating cells underwent PMT in response to TNFa treatment 

and NFkB activation. In this study, as well as in others, mesenchymally committed tumor cells 

have proven more resistant to radiotherapy, which offers an explanation for the poor response of 

recurrent tumors (Bhat et al., 2013; Segerman et al., 2016).  

Due to the fact that GBMs display a high degree of vascularization, tumors were suspected to 

show an improved response to antiangiogenic therapy. However, the use of Bevacizumab did not 

have an effect on overall-survival and has only marginally improved the progression-free survival 

of patients from 1.5 to 4.2 months (Friedman et al., 2009; Lai et al., 2011; Chinot et al., 2014; Wick 

et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017). In a study by Piao et al., anti-angiogenic treatment triggered the 

activation of genes implicated in a mesenchymal programme, invasion and migration, as well as 

stimulating the infiltration of immune cells, leaving room for speculation of PMT as the cause for 

treatment failure (Piao et al., 2012; Piao et al., 2013). Additionally, anti-angiogenic therapy has been 

found to increase glucose metabolism in tumor cells, resulting in increased lactic acid production, 

which is also a common feature of hypoxia-response (Fack et al., 2015; Harris, 2002).  

Whether TMZ treatment, as the second arm of standard therapy, also plays a role in mesenchymal 

transition is not well investigated yet, although a TMZ-induced hypermutation phenotype has been 

described, which might trigger some of the cascades leading to mesenchymal differentiation 

(Johnson et al., 2014; Barthel et al., 2019). Taken together, these reports highlight that phenotypic 

plasticity and, in particular, mesenchymal transition, represents a way for tumor cells to overcome 

therapeutic pressure and a major hurdle in the development of new therapies.  
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1.2.4 The role of hypoxia on shaping tumor cell plasticity 

Oxygen is one of the most essential components of cellular metabolism for most 

eukaryotes, and a lack of oxygen leads to a state that is called hypoxia. Due to the fast proliferating 

nature of solid tumors, cancer cells are often located far away from nutrient and oxygen-supplying 

blood vessels, which makes hypoxia a hallmark of many cancers (Harris, 2002). Especially in the 

brain, oxygenation can vary significantly depending on the region, and in brain tumors oxygen 

levels as low as 1.5% O2 have been described (Beppu et al., 2002).  

GBM tumors are characterised by distinct anatomic components, such as tumor bulk, the 

infiltrative front, microvascular proliferation and pseudopalisading cells around necrosis 

(Hambardzumyan & Bergers, 2015; Puchalski et al., 2018). The latter two create hypoxic 

microenvironments, as necrotic foci are characterised by abscence of vascularization and hyper-

proliferative blood vessels are usually functionally aberrant, which limits the efficiency of oxygen 

supply. Mechanistically, the cellular response to hypoxia is mediated by the stabilisation and nuclear 

translocation of the hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) transcription factors, which induce 

transcription of a large variety of downstream targets involved in angiogenesis, glycolosis, 

autophagy, and invasion (Jain et al., 2007; Monteiro et al., 2017; Chédeville & Madureira, 2021).  

In GBM, HIF1a has been proposed to directly control mesenchymal transition through the 

regulation of ZEB1, consistent with its role in promoting EMT in a variety of other cancers (Jacobs 

et al., 2015; Tam et al., 2020). In a number of recent studies, transcriptional states of mesenchymal 

Glioblastoma have been repeatedly associated with expression signatures of hypoxia response 

(Neftel et al., 2019; Wang L et al., 2019; Couturier et al., 2020; Pine et al., 2020; Richards et al., 

2021). signalingHowever, whether a lack of oxygen is ultimately the driver of mesenchymal 

transition or the independent activation of the HIF transcriptional network and simultaneous 

promotion of a mesenchymal signature may explain the connection remains to be experimentally 

tested. 

 

1.2.5 Metabolic alterations related to phenotypic plasticity 

Given the diverse set of tumor niches with varying metabolite availability and tumor cells' 

energy-demanding high proliferative index, a modulated metabolism may also be able to influence 

phenotypic plasticity and cellular state. A well-described phenomenon observed in many cancer 

cells is an increase in glycolytic activity at the expense of the tricarboxylic acid cycle in order to 

sustain the high energy consumption for tumor maintenance and growth, which is known as the 

Warburg effect. This process is characterized by increased glucose absorption and elevated aerobic 
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glycolysis, which converts glucose to pyruvate, ultimately resulting in increased lactate generation 

(Vander Heiden et al., 2009; Liberti et al., 2016).  

In mesenchymal GBM, glycolytic activity has been reported to be greatly increased as compared 

to the proneural subtype, and mesenchymal signatures have been repetitively associated with 

necrotic tumor regions, which are typically hypoxic and prone to anaerobic glycolytic processes 

(Verhaak et al., 2010; Mao et al., 2013; Agnihotri & Zadeh, 2016; Yin et al., 2017; Varn et al., 2021). 

Increased levels of lactate in the extracellular space of tumors have been demonstrated to induce 

acute inflammation through NFkB pathway activation, trigger the infiltration of various immune 

cells and promote the polarization of macrophages into a pro-inflammatory M2 state, all of which 

are closely connected to mesenchymal GBM signatures (Shime et al., 2008; Végran et al., 2011; 

Rivera & Bergers, 2013; Colegio et al., 2014; Noy & Pollard, 2014).  

Furthermore, a recent study attempted to characterise GBM using biological pathways instead of 

genetic or transcriptional subtyping. They found that tumor cells were aligning along two major 

axes: proliferation/neurodevelopment and cellular metabolism. The metabolic category was 

subdivided into a mitochondrial (MTC) and a glycolytic/plurometabolic (GPM) component, the 

latter of which demonstrated substantial changes in glycolysis, carbohydrate and lipid metabolism 

and was strongly related to a mesenchymal signature (Garofano et al., 2021).  

Although these findings suggest that certain metabolic characteristics may influence cellular 

plasticity and, in particular, the mesenchymal signature, the specific molecular mechanisms and the 

question of whether altered metabolism is the cause or an effect of mesenchymal GBM remains 

to be elucidated.  

 

1.2.6 Impact of the tumor microenvironment on GBM plasticity 

The GBM tumor microenvironment (TME) is composed of diverse niches with distinct 

cell types, histological features, and biological processes that undergo dynamic changes throughout 

tumor initiation and progression (Hambardzumyan & Bergers, 2015). Tumor cells have evolved 

the ability to adapt to the particular conditions found in each TME niche, and direct interactions 

between tumor cells and non-malignant cells are believed to be critical in sustaining cellular 

plasticity (Prager et al., 2020; Mitchell et al., 2021; Venkatesh et al., 2019).  

The TME is inhabited by a large diversity of cell types in the healthy human brain, including 

neurons, astrocytes, fibroblasts, pericytes, endothelial cells and immune cells (Charles et al., 2012; 

Quail & Joyce, 2013; Tomaszewski et al., 2019). Tumor associated macrophages and microglia 
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(TAM) make up the highest fraction of immune cells and can reach up to 50% of the total tumor 

mass (Hambardzumyan et al., 2016; Quail & Joyce, 2017; Darmanis et al., 2017).  

Numerous studies have drawn a relationship between an enrichment of pro-inflammatory and 

immunological signatures and the mesenchymal subtype. In comparison to proneural and classical 

subtypes, mesenchymal tumors had the lowest purity score, suggesting the presence of infiltrating 

non-neoplastic cells in this subtype (Wang et al., 2017). This drop in purity was shown to be related 

to NF1 deletion, a critical regulator of the mesenchymal subtype of GBM (Marques et al., 2021). 

Higher resolution single-cell studies have confirmed these results and shown that the mesenchymal 

signature was in fact amplified in tumor cells, as opposed to being an artifact of the large number 

of infiltrating immune cells in bulk-level profiling (Neftel et al., 2019; Wang LB et al., 2021).  

TAMs are known to be capable of releasing a range of pro- and anti-inflammatory factors, as well 

as pro-angiogenic and extracellular matrix remodelling cytokines (Bhat et al., 2013; Engler et al., 

2013; Szulzewsky et al., 2016; Poon et al., 2017; Sa et al., 2020). In the tumor microenvironment, 

TAMs align along a variety of cellular states associated with decreased expression of homeostatic 

microglia core signature genes and enhanced signatures related to inflammation, metabolism and 

hypoxia. In turn, GBM cells release a broad spectrum of cytokines and chemokines, which have 

the ability to attract and activate TAMs (Broekman et al., 2018; Sankowski et al., 2019). Besides 

TAMs, infiltration of all types of T cells (CD8+ cytotoxic, regulatory, CD4+ helper) is also strongly 

associated with mesenchymal tumors, when compared against proneural and classical (Rutledge et 

al., 2013; Kaffes et al., 2019; Wang LB, et al., 2021). 

Besides immune cells, other non-neoplastic cell types also engage in interactions with GBM cells 

(Wang X et al., 2018; Pavlyukov et al., 2018). Recent evidence revealed that physical interactions 

between tumor cells and neurons form a synapse-like connection, that plays an important role in 

their interplay through molecular and electrochemical communication that is able to promote 

tumor growth and invasion (Venkatesh et al., 2019; Venkataramani et al., 2019). Apart from 

paracrine signaling, direct interactions of GBM cells with one another via exosomes or long tumor 

microtubes have been shown to increase stemness and resistance to radiochemotherapy (Osswald 

et al., 2015; Weil et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2021).  

In summary, this raises the possibility that bidirectional communication exists between the tumor 

microenvironment and GBM cells, and that this communication may establish an environment 

that promotes a mesenchymal signature in GBM cells. However, so far this represents correlative 

evidence and a direct causal relationship remined to be experimentally proven, alongside the 

mechanistical details and whether these interactions entail both direct cell-to-cell contact and 

paracrine pathways. 
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1.3 Lineage tracing and fate mapping 

Lineage tracing and fate mapping are two similar but distinct techniques for determining the 

identity or behavior of cells and their progeny. Fate mapping tries to reconstruct and describe the 

developmental origin of adult tissue during the maturation process of embryonal tissue at a certain 

developmental stage. In contrast, lineage tracing focuses on identifying the relationship between a 

given cell and its progeny at each division in order to construct cellular hierarchies. Although 

derived from fate mapping, the objective of lineage tracing is to reconstruct lineage hierarchy down 

to the level of a single cell, therefore compromising spatial resolution (VanHorn & Morris, 2021). 

Lineage tracing has proven useful to advance insights into Glioblastoma biology in the past, 

such as the search for the cell-of-origin and the dynamics of tumor maintenance and relapse after 

therapy. For instance, Liu et al. labelled neural stem cells (NSC) with a mosaic fluorescent reporter 

and traced the derived cell lineages (neurons, astrocytes, OPCs, and oligodendrocytes) throughout 

tumorigenesis in glioma mouse models. Using this lineage tracing method, they were able to 

demonstrate that the resulting GFP-positive tumors were predominantly composed of cells of the 

OPC lineage, with no proliferation of GFP-positive NSC, astrocytes, or neurons (Liu et al., 2011). 

In a similar mouse model, the lab of Luis Parada employed lineage tracing of GFP-tagged NSCs 

to discover glioma cells with a quiescent phenotype that are less proliferative than the bulk of 

tumur cells and capable of rebuilding the tumor following chemotherapy-induced growth arrest 

(Chen et al., 2012).  

Instead of utilising fluorescent reporters, cellular barcoding was employed to monitor the cell fate 

of subpopulations of human Glioblastoma cells in orthotopic transplantation-based mice models. 

This led to the discovery of a hierarchical model of slow-cycling stem cells which give rise to a 

fast-proliferating progenitor population that is in turn generating non-replicating cells. 

Furthermore, the authors could identify a rare subset of glioma cells that appeared to be pre-

resistant to chemotherapy and able to re-expand the tumor mass after therapy (Lan et al., 2017).  

Despite the enormous progress made by lineage tracing approaches in understanding 

Glioblastoma tumor formation, maintenance, and response to therapy, it remains difficult to 

interpret observations and distinguish causality from correlation in order to construct a reliable 

model for clinical improvement (Gimple et al., 2022).  
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1.4 Specific Aims 

In most solid tumors, intratumoral genetic heterogeneity is widely believed to contribute to 

therapy resistance and tumor recurrence through clonal selection of already resistant clones, 

although non-genetic resistance mechanisms are also starting to gain increasing attention (Marine 

et al., 2020; Bell et al., 2020). The development of targeted therapies together with advanced 

longitudinal profiling has further underlined this fact (McGranahan et al., 2017). Although for 

GBM after the standard of care, there is undoubtedly an emergence of new mutations, and in 

extreme cases, a hypermutated phenotype, evidence of clonal selection is rarely observed. In fact, 

initial tumor-driving mutations of early tumor formation seem to remain, and later occurring 

mutations add on top of these largely in a spatially enclosed and stochastic manner (Johnson et al., 

2013; Kim et al., 2015; Wang J et al., 2016; Barthel et al., 2019; Touat et al., 2020; Schaettler et al., 

2022). This suggests that intratumoral heterogeneity on the genetic level alone and clonal selection 

of therapy-resistant tumor cells do not represent the primary factors of therapy failure in the 

majority of patients.  

Rather than that, phenotypic plasticity with multi-factorial variables operating individually on a 

specific tumor cell and in conjunction with the whole tumor and its microenvironment offers 

several pathways to overcome resistance to all present treatment approaches. Some of these 

processes are of paracrine nature, with individual glioma cells secreting soluble factors to 

neighbouring tumor cells or the TME and in turn receiving feedback in the form of cytokines and 

chemokines. In interplay with other cell-intrinsic mechanisms, they offer glioma cells the 

possibility of dynamic cell state transitions during tumor initiation, progression, or under 

therapeutic pressure. Each cellular state manifests on a phenotypic level with different properties 

of differentiation/stemness status, proliferative capacity and activated metabolic pathways and on 

the molecular level with the acquisition of distinct transcriptional signatures (Fig. 4; Azam et al., 

2020; Nicholson & Fine, 2021; Yabo et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021; Wang Z et al., 2021).  

However, the detailed molecular mechanisms and causal relationships revolving around 

phenotypic plasticity and their implications for clinical management of GBM are still the subject 

of ongoing research. 
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Figure 4 - The layers of heterogeneity in GBM. 
GBM tumors display a high degree of heterogeneity, which manifests at multiple levels of biological 
resolution. On inter-patient scale, tumors present with different histological features and bulk-tissue 
molecular profiles, allowing clustering of patients into subtypes. Within an invidiual patient, the spatio-
temporal distribution of primary and recurrent tumors and particular tumor niches are highly heterogeneous 
and influential on tumor biology. At the highest resolution on single-cell level, cellular heterogeneity is 
characterised by the cellular composition of the tumor microenvironment, as well as cellular states of 
individual tumor cells.    
 

Directly connecting to this loose end, this thesis presents a novel approach to generating synthetic 

genetic tracing reporters of GBM cellular states to further broaden the understanding and 

consequences of tumor heterogeneity in GBM and has the following specific aims:   

 

Aim 1: The main objective of this work is to develop and validate genetic tracing vectors 

(sLCR) for Glioblastoma subtypes that will be used to study cell fate transitions. 

  

Aim 2: Exploration of the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying Glioblastoma 

heterogeneity through the use of sLCRs. 

 

Aim 3: Investigate the mechanisms underlying treatment response and resistance using 

sLCRs. 
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2 Results 

2.1 Generation of Glioblastoma-subtype synthetic Locus Control 
Regions (sLCRs) 

Although branded as a genetic disease, epigenetic and transcriptional dysregulation are 

important hallmarks of cancer, which are partly influenced and super-imposed by genomic 

mutations and external factors (Hanahan et al., 2011; Bradner et al., 2017; Sengupta et al., 2017). 

This complexity is especially pronounced in Glioblastoma, where overarching discrete gene 

expression clusters, which might delineate malignant cells of different origin or clonal evolution 

and could be considered “cell types”, are interfused with further diversity of tumor cells adopting 

a continuum of cellular states. Taken together, these mechanisms fuel critical disease 

characteristics, such as tumor progression, metastasis and therapy resistance (Dagogo-Jack et al., 

2017; Suvà & Tirosh, 2019; Marusyk et al., 2020). 

To trace Glioblastoma subtype identities and get a better understanding of the underlying 

molecular mechanisms, we developed synthetic genetic tracing vectors, which allow identification 

of discrete cellular states and monitoring of cell-fate transitions (Fig. 5A). The generation of 

synthetic locus control regions (sLCRs) underlies the assumption that cell fate determination is 

regulated by transcription factors that bind to cis-regulatory elements (CREs) to activate tissue- or 

cell state-specific gene expression signatures within a target-phenotype. Consequently, these 

vectors aim to transform the entire regulatory network of CREs within a target-phenotype into a 

synthetic stretch of DNA, which is driving the expression of a fluorescent reporter protein.  

From patient-derived TCGA datasets, we extracted for each Glioblastoma subtype (Mesenchymal 

[MES], Proneural [PN] and Classical [CL]; Verhaak et al., 2010; Fig. 5B and Table 2) a list of 

differentially regulated genes (DRGs) for genes that are highly associated with each subtype 

(signature genes) and their regulators (genes coding for transcription factors). To compile a list 

with genomic coordinates of the CREs that represent the regulatory network for each 

Glioblastoma subtype, all known transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) around the genomic 

loci of all signature genes were identified. As exemplified for the case of the MES-GBM targeting 

MGT#1-sLCR, the output of this analysis is a list of genomic coordinates with CREs and their 

associated binding probabilities for the target phenotype-specific TFs (Ext. Fig. 5A). In each case, 

certain CREs contained clusters of varying numbers of TFBS that appeared together (Fig. 5C + 

Ext. Fig. 5B). Due to experimental constraints for the length of an sLCR and consequently the 

number of CREs to be included, a selection needs to be made according to the following criteria:  

covering a high transcription factor binding sites number (i) and diversity (ii), as well as a known 
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distance from the nearest endogenous transcriptional start site (iii). With some TFBS often 

clustering together at certain CREs (Ext. Fig. 5B), such regulatory elements need to be selected in 

order to maximize the output for criteria (i) and (ii) (Fig. 5D).  Additionally,  to meet criteria (iii), 

the last CRE to be selected should be close to a natural transcriptional start site in order to facilitate 

transcription of the downstream reporter.  
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Figure 5 - Generation of Glioblastoma-subtype synthetic Locus Control Regions (sLCRs). 
(A) Schematic illustration of the development of Glioblastoma sLCRs using gene expression data. (B) 
TCGA Glioblastoma molecular subtype clusters derived from patients (adapted from Verhaak et al.., 2010). 
(C) Heatmaps of pairwise correlations between strong TFBS motifs at Glioblastoma subtype-specific loci. 
Above each panel, the number of transcription factors and signature genes employed in the analysis is 
shown. MES=Mesenchymal; PN=Proneural; CL=Classical. (D) Heatmap of chosen CREs used to create 
the MGT#1-sLCR and associated TF binding probability. (E) Diagram of the MGT#1-sLCR with CREs, 
a sLCR-dependent fluorescent reporter, and a sLCR-independent selection fluorophore. (F) ssGSEA 
normalized scores for input genes for the corresponding sLCRs are shown above (Methods). In each 
quadrant, the cell states identified by (Neftel et al., 2019) are indicated, and the original single-cell position 
is kept in the two-dimensional representation (Methods). For a head-to-head comparison, TCGA subtypes 
(Verhaak et al., 2010) are shown below. 
 

 In accordance with these parameters, we aimed to generate sLCRs for genetic tracing of 

mesenchymal, classical and proneural Glioblastoma subtypes, which will hereafter be referred to 

as MGT, CLGT, and PNGT. This was accomplished by combining 5-6 of the identified cis-

regulatory elements (representing 40-60% of the regulatory potential) into a lentiviral vector where 

the sLCR is driving a fluorescent protein alongside with a second sLCR-independent nuclear H2B-

CFP fusion protein driven by a ubiquitously active PGK promoter to facilitate sorting of 

transduced cells (e.g. MGT#1; Fig. 5E).  

To test whether the sLCRs we have generated are  specifically labelling their targeted Glioblastoma 

subtype identity, we performed single-sample gene set enrichment analysis (ssGSEA) on a patient-

derived Glioblastoma single-cell dataset. Consistently, ssGSEA showed a high enrichment score 

for the input genes of each individual reporter, corresponding to known cell states of freshly 

purified single Glioblastoma cells (Neftel et al., 2019), and their related TCGA subtype (Fig. 5F). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extended Figure 5 - Generation of Glioblastoma-subtype synthetic Locus Control Regions 
(sLCRs).  
(A) Heatmap of the top 500 selected CREs (rows) for Glioblastoma mesenchymal subtype with binding 
probability for TFBS (columns). (B) Heatmap of pairwise correlations between strong TFBS motifs at 
Glioblastoma mesenchymal subtype-specific loci. Number of MES-GBM transcription factors = 62. 
Number of MES-GBM signature genes = 27. 
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2.2 sLCRs identify their target phenotype in vitro in human glioma-
initiating cells 

To test the functionality and relative expression in vitro, we next transduced proneural and 

mesenchymal sLCRs (synthetic reporters representing two opposite Glioblastoma subtypes) into 

a near-isogenic pair of human glioma-initiating cells (hGICs). These cells were derived from 

spontaneously immortalized human neural progenitor cells (Stock et al., 2012) and genetically 

manipulated with commonly identified mutations of patients in the TCGA-GBM cohort (Fig. 6A) 

and have a proneural-like expression signature, possibly inherited from the cell of origin. In 

addition to PTEN-knockdown and shared spontaneous aberrations, the near-isogenic pair 

background consists of TP53 and NF1 depletion (IDH-WT hGICs) or IDH1R132H and 

TP53R273H mutants’ over-expression (IDH-mut hGICs; Fig. 6A). Both lines are capable of 

inducing high grade tumor formation upon intracranial orthotopic injection into the brains of 

immuno-compromised mice, with full penetrance and a median survival of 36 days (IDH-WT 

hGICs or 26 days (IDH-mut hGICs; Fig. 6B).  

When lentivirally-transduced and selected with the mesenchymal reporter MGT#1 and the 

proneural reporter PNGT#2, live-cell imaging and FACS quantification showed that PNGT#2 is 

more expressed than MGT#1 in both hGIC lines, with MGT#1-expression being relatively lower 

in the IDH-mutant cells  (Fig. 6C, top and Fig. 6D). We aimed to further test the specificity of our 

mesenchymal and proneural reporters by extending the panel of cell lines to patient-derived glioma 

stem cells (GSCs) and cancer cell lines of non-brain-tumor cell lines with epithelial (lung and breast 

cancer) and non-epithelial (leukemia) origin. After transduction and FACS selection of each cell 

line with MGT#1 and PNGT#2, we quantified the expression of each reporter using RT-qPCR 

and normalised through endogenous GAPDH and the number of reporter integrations into 

genomic DNA (see methods).  

In accordance with the intended design, both sLCRs were well expressed in the patient-derived 

GSCs and displayed low expression in "off-target" cell lines, such as leukemia cell lines (Fig. 6C, 

bottom). Interestingly, the mesenchymal reporter MGT#1 showed high expression levels in cells 

with a well-established mesenchymal background (GBM166 and MDA-231) as opposed to cells 

of epithelial identity (H2122 and MCF-7), independently of the tissue of origin and was able to 

trace epithelial-mesenchymal-transition (EMT) through TGFB-signaling in A549 epithelial lung-

cancer cells (A549 vs. A549+TGF-β; Fig. 6C, bottom and Ext. Fig. 6). 
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Figure 6 - sLCRs are capable of identifying their target phenotype in vitro in human 
glioma-initiating cells. 
(A) Left, genetically engineered alterations and brightfield image of the human glioma-initiating cell (hGIC) 
model used in this study. Right, a summary of the most commonly registered aberrations discovered in the 
TCGA Glioblastoma patient cohort. (B) Survival analysis and H&E staining of tumors in NOG mice 
following orthotopic intracranial injection of hGICs. (C) Schematic illustration of an sLCR and 
fluorescence live-cell imaging of reporter expression is shown above. The heatmap below shows the 
expression of MGT#1 and PNGT#2 genes normalized by GAPDH and the number of integrations relative 
to hGICs. hGICs=human glioma initiating cells; GSCs=glioma stem cells. Additionally, selected non-brain 
tumor cell lines are included. (D) FACS profile of IDH-wt-hGICs and IDH-mut-hGICs transduced with 
the indicated reporters, followed by FACS sorting for the reporter-independent marker H2B-CFP. (E) 
Schematic illustration of the transcriptional profiling of bulk, MGT#1- and PNGT#2-expressing hGICs. 
(F) Heatmap representing GSEA-adjusted p-values (see Methods) for the specified Glioblastoma 
subtypes/state-signatures and comparisons in the corresponding hGIC lines. 
 

As our hGICs are cultured as neurospheres under serum-free stem cell conditions, the ambivalence 

between differentiation and self-renewal, together with individual single-cell decisions and intrinsic 

stochastic fluctuations can drive some degree of heterogeneity among the population (Höving et 

al., 2021). Such heterogeneity may be reflected by differences in transcriptional regulation and 

cellular states of individual cells and therefore we intended to test whether subsets of hGICs with 

higher expression of either sLCR would be more homogeneous in terms of gene expression 

profiles than the population average. FACS-purified IDH-mut-hGICs and IDH-WT-hGICs based 

on high expression of either reporter could be distinguished by RNA-seq and principal component 

analysis (Fig. 6E). From the resulting profiles, we next performed gene-set enrichment analysis 

(GSEA) for mesenchymal and proneural gene-sets from patient-derived bulk and single-cell data. 

In the context of IDH-WT-hGICs, high expression of MGT#1 enriched for mesenchymal gene 

sets in contrast to PNGT#2-high as well as bulk unsorted cells, which were enriched for proneural 

and cell cycle-related gene sets (Fig. 6F).  

Interestingly, mesenchymal Glioblastoma gene sets were more enriched in IDH-wild-type than 

IDH-mutant cells, in line with observations from Fig. 6C-D. Taken together, the data suggest that 

sLCR are reliably indicative of different cellular states, as high expression in vitro corresponds to 

an enrichment of expression profiles for their respective target phenotypes. 

In summary, we have developed a method that can transform cis-regulatory elements of 

transcriptomic signatures from biologically- or clinically-relevant phenotypes into synthetic locus 

control regions to allow genetic tracing of cellular identities and cell fate transitions. 
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Extended Figure 6 - Mesenchymal-sLCR MGT#1 provides tissue-independent infor-
mation on mesenchymal identity.   
(A) Heatmap depicting the expression of the MGT#1 reporter in lung and breast cancer cell lines treated 
as indicated. GAPDH expression was used to normalize gene expression, and the number of integrations 
was calculated relative to the H2122 cell line (see Methods). (B) Live cell imaging of mVenus (EMT 
reporter) and DRAQ5 (nuclear dye) in the indicated cell lines and conditions. 
 

2.3 Synthetic genetic tracing in vivo reveals Glioblastoma 
heterogeneity 

It was shown using cellular barcoding and single-cell RNA-sequencing that in patient-

derived xenograft (PDX) models, Glioblastoma cells with a certain subtype identity may create 

tumors with malignant cells recapitulating the whole panel of cellular states (Neftel et al., 2019). 

This study reinforces the view that tumor cells in the mouse brain microenvironment are capable 

of dynamically transitioning between cellular states and highlights the exceptionally plastic nature 

of GBM cellular states.  

To test whether sLCRs would be suitable for genetic tracing of tumor cell fate transitions in vivo, 

we intracranially transplanted IDH-wt-hGICs with MGT#1 into immunodeficient mice (n=10). 

All animals developed high grade tumors, with large areas of the mouse brain being infiltrated (Fig. 

7A). Counterstaining of the tissue for MGT#1 revealed that the reporter was primarily expressed 

in areas inside of the tumor, in many cases in particular at the invasive front to the healthy mouse 

brain (Fig. 7A-B). Although the majority of tumor cells did not show a signal for MGT#1, these 

cells still had visible H2B-CFP puncta, facilitated through mitotic chromatin condensation in 

dividing cells, ruling out the possibility that these cells did not harbour a functional integration 

cassette of the reporter (Fig. 7B-D). Consequently, this suggests that MGT#1 expression informs 

about functional intratumoral heterogeneity in vivo with a subset of tumor cells acquiring a 

pronounced mesenchymal identity.  
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Figure 7 - Synthetic genetic tracing in vivo reveals Glioblastoma heterogeneity. 
(A) Above, schematic representation of the experiment. Coronal forebrain images of IDH-wt-hGICs-
MGT#1 xenograft in NSG mice at a humane end point are shown below (n=10). Lower left, HE staining; 
lower right, insets of mVenus, Tubulin, and DAPI counterstained tissue with uniform MGT#1-high 
invasive glioma front. (B) A representative lesion with a mix of high and low mesenchymal reporter 
expression. (C-D) Representative H2B-CFP expression (arrowhead) in MGT#1-positive and MGT#1-
negative lesions. (E) A schematic illustration of the experiment is shown above. Below is a representative 
t-SNE map of reporter expression in vitro and in vivo for IDH-wt-hGICs using the indicated dual reporter 
combination. The gating approach is illustrated in (Ext. Fig. 7b). (F) Quantitative analysis of t-SNE data in 
(E). (G) In vitro and in vivo expression of the dual reporters for the specified pairs (n=3/group). The 
significance of differential expression of each in vivo reporter group as compared to its relative in vitro control 
is determined using an unpaired t-test (****P<0.0001, ns=not significant). (H) Bubble plot showing GSEA-
adjusted p-values and comparisons for the specified Glioblastoma subtypes/states. (I) Volcano plot of the 
differential expression analysis of PNGT#2-high and MGT#1-high in vivo. A selection of genes is 
highlighted. (J) Ingenuity pathway top upstream regulator analysis of differential expression analysis in (I). 
 

To understand the dynamics of GBM cell states in vivo, we generated dual-sLCR lines of IDH-WT- 

and IDH-mutant-hGICs with one mVenus-driven mesenchymal reporter (MGT#1 or MGT#2) 

together with one mCherry-driven non-mesenchymal reporter (PNGT#1, PNGT#2, CLGT#1 

or CLGT#2). Upon orthotopic intracranial injection into NOG mice (n=18), all animals showed 

tumor formation starting from day 14-20, as monitored by IVIS (Ext. Fig. 7a A-B). At humane 

endpoint, with a median survival of 36 days (IDH-WT hGICs) or 26 days (IDH-mut hGICs) (Fig. 

6B), animals presented with large tumors that in most cases also infiltrated into distant areas of the 

brain (Ext. Fig. 7a C). 

After freshly isolating tumor cells, we applied t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-

SNE) to categorize parallel in vivo/in vitro flow cytometry data; this consisted of hierarchical 

components including cell shape, granularity, viability dyes, mesenchymal and non-mesenchymal 

fate reporters (Ext. Fig. 7b). We observed in vivo a significant increase in cells with high expression 

of the mesenchymal reporter MGT#1 (p<0.0001) and a milder but still significant decrease in 

proportions of tumor cells with proneural or classical reporter expression (p<0.01) compared to 

their in vitro counterparts profiled simultaneously (Fig. 7E-G). 

We next wanted to deduce the transcriptional identity of mesenchymally-committed cells in vivo. 

Therefore, we FAC-sorted hundreds of IDH-WT-hGICs from xenograft cell suspensions with 

high expression of mesenchymal (MGT#1) and non-mesenchymal reporters (PNGT#2 and 

CLGT#1) and profiled their gene expression signatures with RNA-seq alongside with the in vitro 

cultured counterparts. The profiles we generated from tumor cells with high MGT#1 expression 

in vivo were significantly enriched for the TCGA mesenchymal-GBM gene set as opposed to tumor 

cells sorted for high non-mesenchymal reporter expression, which in turn showed enrichment for 

the TCGA proneural-GBM and oligodendrocyte-like (Neftel-OPC) gene sets (Fig. 7H).  
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Extended Figure 7a - Synthetic genetic tracing in vivo reveals Glioblastoma heterogeneity. 
(A) Bioluminescence imaging using IVIS of NOG mice injected with hGICs expressing the specified sLCR-
combinations. (B) Quantification of the bioluminescence intensity and area of the tumors shown in (A). 
(C) Fluorescence microscopy of freshly dissected mouse brains in dorsal and sagittal sections at humane 
endpoint. Tumors exhibit MGT#1-mVenus and PNGT#2-mCherry sLCR signals. 
 

Likewise, instead of comparing the two opposing cell states found in vivo and focusing the analysis 

on the comparison of MGT#1-high in vivo against PNGT#2-high in vitro, we can observe a 

significant enrichment for a patient-derived mesenchymal-GBM gene set (Neftel-MES1). Finally, 

comparing the transcriptional profiles between MGT#1-high expressing tumor cells in vivo against 

in vitro, revealed an enrichment for the astrocyte-like (Neftel-AC) gene set to be a dominant feature 

of MGT#1-high cells in vivo (Fig. 7H). 

One powerful aspect of our genetic tracing technology is the possibility to selectively isolate cells 

that highly express the reporter within an experimental or biological setting and profile their 

transcriptome to learn about the underlying molecular mechanisms governing the cell fate 

determination. We wanted to utilise this aspect in order to identify the hallmarks of proneural-to-

mesenchymal transition in vivo. For this purpose, we performed differential gene expression 

analysis between MGT#1-high in vivo cells against cells with the most opposing cellular state 

(PNGT#2-high) in vitro. We found 954 genes in the MGT#1 in vivo cells, and 234 genes in the 

PNGT#2 subset in vitro to be specifically upregulated (padj<0.05; log2FC±1.5; Fig. 7I). As 

expected, we found mVenus (the MGT#1 reporter protein) to be among the most significantly 

upregulated genes (log2FC=5.34; padj=0) and mCherry (PNGT#2 reporter protein) among the 

list of depleted genes, yet not meeting the criteria for statistical significance (log2FC=-0.48; 

padj=0.42; Fig. 7I). Genes that marked MGT#1-high hGICs in vivo were found to be transcription 

factors of the early growth factor response (EGR1, EGR2, EGR3) as well as members of the Fos 

(FOS, FOSB, FOSL2) and Jun (JUN, JUNB) transcription factor families (Fig. 7I). The latter are 

known members to form the ubiquitous dimeric AP-1 transcription factor complexes, which are 

crucial for cells to rewire their gene expression profiles in response to various extracellular and 

cell-autonomous signaling cues (Angel & Karin, 1991; Karin et al., 1997; Eferl & Wagner, 2003). 

Inferring potential upstream regulators via ingenuity pathway analysis revealed that the upregulated 

genes of MGT#1-cells in vivo are ranging downstream of several pro-inflammatory regulators, 

including TNFα (z-score=2.655, p=4.49-24), NFκB (z-score=1.915, p=3.05-13), and interferons 

(Fig. 7J). Further putative upstream regulators comprise targets of the synthetic retinoic acid 

tretinoin (z-score=2.99, p=3.31-22), the TGFB and VEGF pathways (z-score=2.51, p=3.28-26 

and z-score=1.531, p=3.2-15, respectively; data not shown). 
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In conclusion, we were able to harness our synthetic reporters in order to trace a cell fate transition 

of rather homogenously proneural hGICs in vitro towards a more heterogeneous distribution in 

vivo, with a fraction of highly mesenchymally-committed tumor cells. Furthermore, selective 

isolation and transcriptomic profiling of distinct reporter-expressing cells allowed identification of 

molecular key players underlying the phenotypic plasticity. 
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Extended Figure 7b - Synthetic genetic tracing in vivo reveals Glioblastoma heterogeneity. 
A gating strategy for FACS analysis of live and single IDH-wt-hGICs-MGT#1-CLGT#1 cells in vitro and 
in vivo is demonstrated. Freshly dissociated mouse brain tumor samples were pre-gated for viable cells before 
dimensionality reduction of all acquired parameters (FSC-H/W/A, SSC-H/W/A, positive and negative 
viability dyes, and mVenus/mCherry sLCR expression). By superimposing sLCR expression heatmaps on 
the generated t-SNE maps, we discovered and gated glioma cell clusters that separated from mouse cells. 
Further t-SNE dimensionality reduction of gated glioma cells was done to analyze clustering of the sLCR 
reporter distribution in individual in vivo-derived tumor cells and to compare it to in vitro-cultured cells used 
for transplantation that were simultaneously analysed. The quantification of sLCR-high cells was established 
by developing a four-quadrant gating scheme in mVenus vs. mCherry plots on in vitro cells to identify sLCR-
high populations and then applying this gating scheme to t-SNE gated in vivo glioma cells. 
 

2.4 The mesenchymal Glioblastoma identity is adaptive and reversible 

Glioblastoma cells are highly plastic and can undergo cell fate transitions along certain axes 

of variation converging over single-cell transcriptomic states: Oligodendrocyte progenitor cell 

(OPC)-like, Neural progenitor cell (NPC)-like, Astrocyte (AC)-like and Mesenchymal (MES)-like 

(Neftel et al., 2019). A Projection of the previously defined TCGA-bulk signature subtypes over 

the single-cell identities suggests two major axis of variation with the MES subtype as a conserved 

entity, the Proneural subtype being a mixture of NPC- and OPC-like states and the Classical 

subtype consisting of AC-like and MES-like cells (Fig. 5F).  The OPC-, NPC-, and AC-like states 

mirror normal neurodevelopmental pathways, whereas the MES-like state stands out with no clear 

relationship and may diverge from this paradigm  (Neftel et al., 2019; Couturier et al., 2020).   

Our hGICs were derived from human neural progenitor cells (Fig. 6A) and express in vitro high 

levels of the proneural reporter PNGT#2 (Fig. 6C-D). In contrast, MGT#1 is expressed at low 

levels in vitro and highly MGT#1-expressing cells only emerge in the context of a physiologically 

relevant tumor microenvironment (Fig. 7A-G). We therefore hypothesised that the proneural 

identity of our cells might be engraved and sustained by intrinsic mechanisms, whereas the 

acquisition of a mesenchymal state might be an adaptive reaction and requires external signaling. 

To test this hypothesis, we subjected our reporter-bearing hGICs to a phenotypic screen, where 

we provided external signaling to the standard in vitro culture conditions with the addition of an 

array of cytokines and bioactive compounds (Fig. 8A). In comparison to the untreated condition, 

after 48h of compound exposure  our mesenchymal reporter  was strongly upregulated in IDH-

WT-hGICs in response to TNFα signaling, human/bovine serum, LIF and to a lower extent to 

Activin A, highlighting these compounds as potential mediators of the mesenchymal state (Fig. 

8B-C).  
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Figure 8 - The mesenchymal Glioblastoma identity is adaptive and reversible. 
(A) Schematic representation of the phenotypic screening procedure with sLCRs. (B) A bubble plot 
depiction of the screening for the indicated factors that regulate MGT#1 in IDH-mut- and IDH-wt-hGICs 
(left) or MGT#1, MGT#2, PNGT#1 or PNGT#2 in IDH-wt-hGICs (right) (right). The size and color of 
the bubbles denote the extent and direction of the change. (C) Bar graph illustrating individual responses 
to the specified factors/sLCRs 48 hours after induction. (D) Representation of the MGT#1/2-mVenus 
gene's longitudinal expression in response to the indicated conditions beginning on day 0. (stimulation). 
The time-point for cytokine withdrawal is indicated by arrows. (E) Bubble plot showing GSEA-adjusted p-
values for the specified GBM subtypes/states and comparisons between MES-inducing stimuli. (F) 
Heatmap representing the normalized values of all up-regulated genes for the highlighted comparisons. 
MGT#1-mVenus expression is indicated separately for each sample grouped according to condition 
(green). (G) Upset plot of all intersections for the specified MGT#1 activation stimuli, sorted according to 
the magnitude of the intersections. The circles in the matrix that are interconnected represent number of 
genes that are found in common. 
 

The screening results were further validated via fluorescence live-cell imaging and FACS (Ext. Fig. 

8a A+B). Of further note and in line with earlier observations, the IDH-mutant cells displayed an 

attenuated MGT#1-activation in response to external signaling (Fig. 8B and Ext. Fig. 8a C).  

In contrast to the mesenchymal reporters, we were unable to discover signaling molecules in the 

same screen that consistently altered the expression of the proneural reporters, with the exception 

of interferon gamma and serum, which moderately increased PNGT#1 expression (Fig. 8B).  Since 

proneural reporters have a high baseline-expression, which cannot easily be modulated by external 

signaling, we reasoned that the proneural identity is anchored in our cellular model either by the 

cell of origin or the Receptor-tyrosine-kinase signaling rather than dependent on external stimuli 

(e.g. from the microenvironment).  

In contrast to that, the mesenchymal identity appeared to be an adaptive state, which is acquired 

in response to external signaling. Harnessing the power of our genetic tracing reporters, we next 

wanted to investigate whether the acquisition of a mesenchymal identity represents a stable 

transition or would also be reversible. After we instructed IDH-WT-hGICs to a mesenchymal 

state in presence of the previously identified triggers for a period of 48h (Fig. 8B), we have removed 

the cytokines from the culture medium and repeatedly measured reporter intensity over a time-

course of 7 days. Within a time frame of five days, the intensity of the MGT#1 reporter faded 

back to baseline levels when cells were switched back to the basal medium (Fig. 8C-D). 

Importantly, these results were reproducible across two independently designed mesenchymal 

reporters (i.e. MGT#1-2; Ext. Fig. 8a D-E).  
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Extended Figure 8a - The mesenchymal Glioblastoma identity is adaptive and reversible. 
(A) Representative confocal live cell imaging of MGT#1/PNGT#2 dual-sLCR IDH-wt-hGICs after 48h 
of exposure to indicated stimuli.  (B) Representative FACS profiles demonstrating MGT#1 activation in 
IDH-wt-hGICs in response to the specified stimuli. (C) A representative FACS profile of MGT#1 and 
PNGT#2 expression in specified hGIC genotypes under the indicated conditions. (D) Bar plot illustrating 
the individual response of an independently designed MGT#2-mVenus sLCR to the indicated compounds 
48 hours after induction. (E) Representation of the MGT#2-mVenus gene's longitudinal expression in 
response to the indicated conditions beginning on day 0 (stimulation). The time-point for cytokine 
withdrawal is indicated by arrows. 
 

One of the top mesenchymal triggers in our screen turned out to be TNFα. TNFα is a well-

described activator of the NFκB signaling pathway, which acts on genes regulating inflammation, 

cell survival, proliferation and differentiation (Hayden et al., 2014). This is in line with the presence 

of binding sites for the transcription factor NFκB in the cis-regulatory elements representing the 

MGT#1 reporter (Table 2 and Table 3), our identification of NFκB signaling being a regulator of 

the mesenchymal fate in vivo (Fig. 7J) and validating previous studies with patient-derived glioma 

cell lines (Bhat et al., 2013). To confirm that TNFα stimulation resulted in the upregulation of 

genes associated with the MES-GBM signature, we performed RT-qPCR in IDH-WT and -mutant 
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hGICs before and after treatment with TNFα. Besides a strong induction of transcripts for 

mVenus and TNF, we detected specific upregulation of prominent mesenchymal-GBM marker 

genes, such as CD44, CHI3L1, EGFR and Tenascin C (Ext. Fig. 8b A). Furthermore, on the 

protein level, TNFα led to the phosphorylation of the NFκB-subunit p65, p38-MAPK and STAT3, 

which is a well-described master regulator of mesenchymal transformation in malignant gliomas 

(Carro et al., 2009; Ext. Fig. 8b B). CRISPR-Cas9 mediated ablation of p65 resulted in reduced 

baseline protein levels of MGT#1-mVenus and drastically attenuated its induction by TNFα, 

underlining the crucial role of NFκB signaling for mesenchymal transition (Ext. Fig. 8b C). The 

measured induction of the sLCR in response to TNFα was specific to the MGT#1-reporter and 

not observable in a non-specific control-sLCR, which is expressing mCherry under an ubiquitously 

active polyubiquitin C (UBC) promoter (Ext. Fig. 8b D).  

Next, we wanted to clarify whether also the various other elicitors of MGT#1 expression we found 

in our screen would independently cause the adoption of a mesenchymal gene expression 

signature. We FAC-sorted after 48h IDH-WT-hGICs that upregulated MGT#1 in response to 

TNFα, human Serum, FBS, LIF or Activin A and profiled their transcriptome using RNA-seq and 

compared those signatures to unsorted homeostatic hGICs and to MGT#1-high cells from 

xenografts. Except for the weak MGT#1-inducer Activin A and to a lower extent with LIF, all 

treatments promoted the acquisition of a signature that is enriching for mesenchymal gene sets 

found in human GBM patients (Fig. 8E; TCGA-MES 2010 [Verhaak et al., 2010]; TCGA-MES 

2017 [Wang et al., 2017] and MES1 2019 [Neftel et al., 2019]). This data suggests that multiple 

routes over different stimuli can independently from each other converge over the acquisition of 

a more or less pronounced mesenchymal fate. Interestingly, when comparing all treated in vitro 

profiles to the one generated from MGT#1-high xenografts, we could observe that each 

compound generally had a milder transcriptional activation and each shared particular clusters of 

upregulated genes with MGT#1-high expressing cells in vivo (Fig. 8F). Notably, in this analysis, the 

transcriptional outputs of TNFα, human serum and LIF treated cells shared the greatest similarities 

with the profiles obtained from MGT#1-high cells in vivo, which prompts the hypothesis that 

mesenchymal transition in vivo might be driven by a combinatorial effect of multiple external 

stimuli (Fig. 8G). 

To sum up, genetic tracing of cell fate transitions using our sLCRs revealed that the proneural 

Glioblastoma cell state appears to be a rather stable entity, which builds on intrinsic signaling, 

whereas the mesenchymal identity represents an adaptive and reversible state. Multiple 

independent roadways to mesenchymal transition in vitro were identified, each inducing a 
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characteristic gene expression profile, which share similarities to in vivo mesenchymal 

differentiation and are also correlating to human mesenchymal GBM patients. 

 

 
Extended Figure 8b - The mesenchymal Glioblastoma identity is adaptive and reversible.  
(A) Validation of the expression of the specified genes in response to Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha (TNFa) 
treatment in the indicated GICs using reverse transcription-quantitative PCR. ANOVA followed by 
Dunnet's post hoc test; n=3 biologically independent samples; ****=P<0.0001; mRNAs are normalized to 
b-Actin and IDH-wt-hGICs control cells. (B-C) Immunoblotting using the conditions and antibodies 
specified. (D) A representative FACS profile of the expression of selected markers under the specified 
condition. UBC-mCherry is a control reporter construct derived from a broadly expressed promoter (UBC). 
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2.5 Genetic tracing of mesenchymal Glioblastoma demonstrates cell 
fate transition in response to ionizing radiation but not hypoxia 

The current standard-of-care for newly diagnosed GBM patients consists of maximal 

surgical resection followed by radio-chemotherapy (Stupp et al., 2005). Despite treatment, the 

tumor invariably recurs at a >90% rate, leaving patients with a poor prognosis and 2-year-survival 

of less than 20% (Omuro et al., 2013).  Therapy-resistant recurrent tumors often present 

themselves in a more aggressive and invasive form with second-line treatments being sparse and 

largely ineffective (Weller et al., 2013; Birzu et al., 2020).  Due to phenotypic and transcriptomic 

plasticity, a frequent treatment-induced switch in transcriptional identity towards the mesenchymal 

GBM signature was seen upon recurrence (Wang et al., 2017; Varn et al., 2021). The connection 

between mesenchymal transition and radiotherapy - which is a part of the standard-of-care - has 

been intensively reported on, yet a direct causal link remains to be demonstrated (Phillips et al., 

2006; Bhat et al., 2013; Halliday et al., 2014; Behnan et al., 2019).    

Given that our sLCRs permit the monitoring of cell fate changes, we sought to determine 

experimentally if ionizing radiation (IR) would establish a mesenchymal identity on our hGICs. 

We subjected MGT#1-bearing hGICs to various doses of IR with phosphorylation of the DNA 

damage marker γH2AX confirming the induction of double-strand breaks. After a time frame of 

72h post irradiation, we measured a dose-dependent increase of MGT#1 expression, indicating 

the acquisition of a mesenchymal signature (Fig. 9A). To prove that a proneural-mesenchymal-

transition (PMT) had occurred, we sorted MGT#1-high IDH-WT-hGICs after 48h post 

irradiation with 20Gy and performed transcriptional profiling via  RNA-seq. We found 135 genes 

significantly up- and 31 genes down-regulated (log2FC±1.5; padj<0.05) and gene-set enrichment 

analysis of these genes confirmed that these cells underwent PMT, coupling it with the DNA 

damage-induced activation of the ATM signaling pathway for DNA repair (Fig. 9B-C). 

Another critical driver of GBM transcriptional heterogeneity can also be found in the context of 

the tumor microenvironment. Glioblastoma cells are exposed to and reside in various anatomical 

features of a tumor (i.e. infiltrating tumor edge, cellular bulk tumor, pseudopalisading cells around 

necrotic areas and the perivascular niche), with each enriching for a characteristic transcriptional 

profile of tumor cells (Puchalski et al., 2018; Varn et al., 2021). Especially within necrotic or poorly 

vascularized areas of the tumor, GBM cells are exposed to hypoxic conditions due to low oxygen 

availability caused by the increased oxygen diffusion distance from the nearest blood-vessel supply. 

The master regulators of the hypoxia response are HIF transcription factors and through 

stabilization of HIF-1/2α, hypoxic cells were reported to be transcriptionally remodelled to 

produce a range of pro-angiogenic factors and attract inflammatory cells (Monteiro et al., 2017).  
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Figure 9 - Mesenchymal Glioblastoma genetic tracing reveals cell state change in response 
to ionizing radiation but not hypoxia. 
(A) Activation of MGT#1 in response to increasing ionizing radiation (IR) doses at 72-hour time point. 
The inset displays immunoblotting with the identified antibodies and the corresponding conditions 1 hour 
after ionizing radiation delivery. (B) Heatmap of genes significantly differentially regulated by ionizing 
radiation (padj<0.05 and log2FC>1.5) in the MGT#1-high IDH-wt-hGICs fraction (pink, n=3) compared 
to non-irradiated control cells (blue, n=3). (C) Graphs of gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) for the 
indicated gene sets. (D) Quantification of the relevant sLCRs by FACS under hypoxic (blue), low oxygen 
(green), and normoxic (pink) conditions. (E) Representative FACS profiles of sLCR expression in hGICs 
following 3 days of severe hypoxia (magenta) versus low oxygen (yellow) (green). (F) A schematic 
representation of the RNA-seq experimental design is shown above. Below, heatmap of the genes that were 
differently regulated between hypoxic (blue, n=3) and normoxic (pink, n=3) environments (padj<0.05 and 
log2FC>1.5). The color-coding of the heatmap is determined by the relative rlog-normalized gene 
expression values across samples. (G) Bubble plot of the top hypoxia-responsive gene sets. Significance and 
gene ratio are denoted by color and size, respectively. 
 

It was demonstrated that through the HIF1α-ZEB1-axis, GBM cells are enhancing their invasive 

ability and undergo a mesenchymal transition (Joseph et al., 2015). Furthermore in single-cell-

sequencing studies of GBM patients, the mesenchymal signature was found to be partially 

constituted by genes involved in hypoxia-response signaling (Neftel et al., 2019). To investigate 

whether exposure of glioma cells to hypoxic conditions alone is sufficient to induce a mesenchymal 

identity, we cultured sLCR-modified hGICs under low oxygen (3% O2) levels, hypoxia (1% O2), 

and ambient oxygen partial pressure (21% O2). The expression of the mesenchymal MGT#1 and 

MGT#2 reporters remained constant throughout all conditions, which also did not change if cells 

were exposed to levels of severe hypoxia (0.5% O2) for a duration of three days (Fig. 9D-E). We 

next transcriptionally profiled hGICs from low oxygen, hypoxic and normoxic conditions by 

RNA-seq, which revealed a set of differentially regulated genes (Fig. 9F). In line with the 

experimental setup and the behaviour of our reporters, we found an enrichment of gene sets 

related to response to low oxygen levels, which was not accompanied by an enrichment for a 

mesenchymal signature (Fig. 9G).  

In summary, sLCRs allowed us to decouple the cause-effect relationship of physiological stimuli 

from the observed phenotypic consequences. Whereas ionizing radiation leads to the acquisition 

of a mesenchymal identity in a cell-intrinsic way, hypoxia alone does not appear to cause 

mesenchymal commitment and likely acts in a non-cell-autonomous fashion, possibly through the 

interplay with other mediators. 
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2.6 Crosstalk between tumor and innate immune cells drives non-cell 
autonomous phenotypic plasticity. 

Mesenchymal trans-differentiation may occur either in a glioma cell-intrinsic or a 

microenvironment-driven modality. Microenvironmental factors such as the bidirectional 

interaction with non-neuronal cells, including glial cells, endothelial cells and pericytes, and in 

particular brain-resident microglia and infiltrating monocyte-derived macrophages, have been 

linked to the formation of GBMs (Venkatesh et al., 2019; Venkataramani et al., 2019). GBM 

tumors are composed of a range of subclonal populations of malignant cells in various biological 

states that coexist in the same tumor microenvironment, with mesenchymal tumors comprising 

more macrophages, neutrophils, and other immunoglobulins and a lower tumor content (Wang Q 

et al., 2017; Neftel et al., 2019; Wang LB et al., 2021). Cell-cell contact and paracrine pathways are 

involved in these interactions, which result in phenotypic adaptation of tumor and TME 

subpopulations in diverse tumor environments (Hambardzumyan et al., 2016). Understanding the 

impact of cell intrinsic and extrinsic variables on intratumoral variability in GBM patients is critical 

for designing and optimizing GBM multimodal therapeutic options. 

The issue remains as to whether there is a causal link, how immune cells might modulate cancer 

cells at the molecular level, and if this can be exploited therapeutically. GAMs may not only be 

recruited by mesenchymal Glioblastoma cells, but they may also actively contribute to the 

specification of these cells. We co-cultured IDH-wild-type cells with an early-passage immortalized 

human microglia cell line to test this hypothesis (hMG cl.C20; Garcia-Mesa et al., 2017). The in 

vitro co-culture of hGIC tumor spheres and hMG cells was set up utilizing trans-well inserts, which 

allow cell-cell contact while keeping the two populations physically separated. Under these 

conditions, hMG upregulated MGT#1 expression to a level equivalent to TNF (Fig. 10A-D). 

Concomitantly, the hMG changed their morphology when co-cultured together with hGICs, 

supporting the occurence of a bidirectional crosstalk (Ext. Fig. 10A). 

Next, we differentiated primary human CD34+ cells into immature cells known as myeloid-

derived suppressor-like (MDSC-like) and the human monocytic cell line THP-1 into M1 or M2 

macrophage-like cells to see whether non-brain innate immune cells may also direct mesenchymal 

differentiation in human GICs. When co-cultured with macrophage-like cells, MGT#1 was highly 

elevated, with M1 polarized cells causing the highest phenotypic commitment, whilst MDSC-like 

cells only prompted a minor MGT#1 activation (Fig. 10A-C). This is consistent with our finding 

that cytokines linked with innate immunity, such as TNF, evoke a more explicit MGT#1 activation 

than signaling molecules originating from adaptive immunity or stroma (IFN/IL-2 and IL-6, 

respectively; Fig. 8A-B).  
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Figure 10 - Innate immune cells drive non-cell autonomous mesenchymal commitment in 
tumor cells. 
(A) Schematic illustration of hGICs co-cultured with immune cells in the absence of direct interaction (see 
Methods). (B) Representative FACS profiles of IDH-wt or IDH-mut-hGICs-MGT#1 cells cultivated alone 
or in co-culture with human microglia (hMG#cl.20) or human CD34+ myeloid-derived suppressor-like 
cells produced in vitro (MDSCs). (C) Representative FACS profiles of IDH-wt-hGICs-MGT#1 cells grown 
alone or in co-culture with human THP1-derived M1 or M2 macrophage-like cells for the specified time 
periods. (D) Representative FACS profiles and gating technique of IDH-wt-hGICs-MGT#1 cells cultured 
alone or in the presence of TNFa or co-cultured with hMG. Venn diagram of NFkB-related genes via 
Ingenuity Pathway is shown below. The DRGs are calculated in comparison to the control hGICs 
(log2FC>1, padj<0.05). (E) Heatmap of the DRGs associated with the specified conditions. Reads from 
RNA-seq were normalized to the number of transcripts per million, log2 transformed, and z-scored. The 
limma R package was used to determine statistical significance (control, n=3, hMG, n=3, TNFa, n=2; 
padj<0.05). (F) Ingenuity Upstream Regulator Analysis of genes up-regulated in IDH-wt-hGICs-MGT#1-
high cells by hMG co-culture against TNFa. (G) Dimensional reduction using UMAP of the MGT#1 
activation triggers expression profiles by aggregating all up-regulated genes (see Methods). (H) Upset plot 
of all intersections for the given MGT#1 activation cue comparison, sorted according to the magnitude of 
the intersections. The circles in the matrix that are interconnected represent number of genes that are found 
in common. 
 

We utilized FACS to isolate and transcriptionally profile MGT#1-high expressing IDH-wt-hGICs 

following co-culture to discover how microglia promote a mesenchymal Glioblastoma state in a 

non-autonomous way. TNFα was used as a control because innate immune cells in mouse and 

human glioma can be a potential source for secretion of TNFα (Quail et al., 2016; Szulzewsky et 

al., 2016). Both cell types were transcriptionally altered as a result of the co-culture (Ext. Fig. 10B). 

As compared to their monocultured counterparts, C20hMG in co-culture with hGICs started to 

express more homeostatic core microglia markers (CSF1R, P2RY12, CX3CR1, TMEM119) and 

genes of glioma-associated microglia (e.g. SPP1, Sankowsi et al., 2019), suggesting mutual 

modulating effects of expression signatures towards a model system to study the cross-talk 

between innate immune cells and glioma cells (Ext. Fig. 10C). Microglia and TNFα both activate 

NFκB-related genes in hGICs, but each predominantly through a private collection of genes, as 

demonstrated by pathway analysis (Fig. 10D-E). Our approach offered no indication that TNFα 

induced the hMG-driven phenotype (data not shown). Instead, MGT#1-high expressing IDH-wt-

hGICs triggered by microglia revealed a modification of the metabolic transcriptome that included 

genes involved in cholesterol production and the SREBP1/2 pathway (Fig. 10E-F).  

Extracellular lipid droplets have long been known to exist in Glioblastoma (Manuelidis et al., 1961) 

and it has recently been shown that GBM cells display a dis-regulated cholesterol metabolism, are 

incapable of energy-intensive de novo cholesterol synthesis and rely on cholesterol uptake from 

the tumor microenvironment via low-density lipoprotein receptors (LDLRs) to fuel their growth, 

potentially granting them to direct the surplus of metabolic capacity into invasion and proliferation 

(Villa et al., 2016; Pimoradi et al., 2019).  
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Extended Figure 10 - Innate immune cells drive non-cell autonomous mesenchymal 
commitment in tumor cells. 
(A) Brightfield images of C20hMG monoculture or co-culture with hGICs. (B) Principal component 
analysis of the RNA-seq profiles indicated. The distances were determined using the average level of 
expression of selected human MG markers collected from (Gosselin et al., 2017). (C) Heatmap of the 
C20hMG expression profile of microglia-specific marker genes under specified culture conditions. The 
arrows denote canonical markers of human brain homeostatic microglia. (D) Representative FACS profiles 
of IDH-wt and IDH-mut-hGICs-MGT#1 treated for the given time with 15µg/ml oxLDL or control. (E) 
Representative FACS profiles of IDH-wt-hGICs-MGT#1 after 48 hours of treatment as indicated. In co-
culture experiments, hMG cells were pre-treated with the indicated drugs for 24 hours prior to seeding of 
IDH-wt-hGICs-MGT#1. At the time of seeding IDH-wt-hGICs for co-culture, the drug treatments were 
renewed. (F) PROGENY was used to conduct a pathway analysis of condition-specific genes for each 
MGT#1 activator. 
 

Oxysterols represent enzymatically modified forms of Cholesterol and regulate the activity of liver 

X receptors (LXRs), which in turn maintain cholesterol homeostasis through modulation of LDLR 

expression for Cholesterol uptake and ABCA1/ABCG1 Cholesterol efflux pumps (Ahmad et al., 

2019). Consequently, we treated our cells with oxidized Low-Density Lipoprotein (oxLDL), which 

has been shown to activate the SREBP1/2 pathway through PPARγ. MGT#1 activation was 

triggered by OxLDL in both IDH wild-type and mutant models (Ext. Fig. 10D).  

Furthermore, we evaluated whether the nitric oxide (NO) production route is capable of triggering 

mesenchymal trans-differentiation. Endothelial cell NO activity has previously been associated 

with glioma development and invasiveness, and upregulation of the NO pathway activity is a 

frequent hallmark of innate immune cell activation (Charles et al., 2010). NOC-18, a NO donor, 

similarly induced MGT#1 expression to levels equivalent to those induced by hMG or TNFα. In 

contrast, neither incubation with anti-LDLR antibodies nor the NOS inhibitor NG nitroarginine 

methyl ester (L-NAME) was able to prevent microglia from inducing MGT#1 (Ext. Fig. 10E). 

This suggests that innate immune cell-driven phenotypic alterations in glioma may be regulated by 

many concurrent processes. Following that, we conducted gene expression profiling of MGT#1-

expressing IDH-wt-hGICs governed by oxLDL and NOC-18 and compared the results to all of 

the MGT#1-high expression profiles obtained earlier. In this way, we were able to explore 

common features and investigate how distinct upstream signaling inputs are incorporated into the 

transcriptional response identified by our reporter. Although each form of upstream signaling 

resulted in a distinct transcriptional output, we discovered that the microglia-induced mesenchymal 

transition shared characteristics with oxLDL, NOC-18, TNF, and - to a lesser degree - serum and 

LIF (Fig. 9G-H and Ext. Fig. 10F).  

Collectively, our findings demonstrate a causal connection between the crosstalk of innate immune 

cells  and glioma cells in vitro and mesenchymal trans-differentiation.  
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2.7 Therapeutic implications of innate immune cell-induced phenotypic 
alterations 

Resistance to widely used and clinically tested GBM therapeutic agents has been found to 

be closely related to the development of mesenchymal GBM (Bhat et al., 2013; Sandmann et al., 

2015; Segerman et al., 2016). GBM cells with a mesenchymal identity have been shown to be more 

resistant to radiotherapy, which is currently used to treat GBM patients, and a proneural-

mesenchymal-transition in response to chemoradiotherapy has been described (Bhat et al., 2013; 

Halliday et al., 2014). Moreover, the tumor microenvironment plays an important role in 

overcoming selective forces during tumor growth and therapeutic stress adaptation. Tumor-

associated macrophages and microglia (TAMs) are important constituents of the stroma whose 

interactions with glioma cells are linked to tumor aggressiveness and resistance to standard 

therapies (Hambardzumyan et al., 2016). It will be critical to understand the impact of human 

tumor microenvironmental characteristics on intratumoral variability in GBM in order to create 

and optimize multimodal therapeutic options for patients with GBM. 

To this end, we sought to explore if the microglia-driven mesenchymal state described in our study 

might be correlated to and may have therapeutic implications for actual GBM patients. First, we 

looked for enrichment of the signatures we found in microglia co-cultured cells and hGICs treated 

with the previously reported pro-mesenchymal triggers in Glioblastoma patient expression 

profiles. Patients who were classified as mesenchymal based on TCGA transcriptional subtypes, 

also showed high enrichment for the microglia-driven signature, as well as  signatures from cells 

treated with TNFa, human serum, IR, NOC-18, and OxLDL (Fig. 11A). Furthermore, both 

TNFα- and the microglia driven-signatures scored high for mesenchymal single Glioblastoma cells 

by ssGSEA (Fig. 11B). Microglia exposure, in particular, seemed to affect the expression of DNA 

damage and cell cycle genes in Glioblastoma cells (Fig. 11C-D).  

In order for standard-of-care actions to succeed, Glioblastoma cells must engage DNA damage 

responses and proliferate (Stupp et al., 2009). In other words, the microglia-driven program 

discovered here may have major therapeutic implications, in a way that Glioblastoma cells exposed 

to microglia react differentially to therapies. To test our prediction, we FAC-sorted hGICs 

according to high or low MGT#1 expression and subjected them to a series of conventional and 

targeted chemotherapeutics. Remarkably, both IDH-wt- and IDH-mut-hGICs expressing 

MGT#1 demonstrated increased resistance to DNA damage response-based treatments when 

compared to their sLCR-low and naive counterparts (Olaparib, ATR inhibitor VE-821, 

Topotecan, Mitomycin C; Fig. 11E-F).  
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Figure 11 - Therapeutic implications of phenotypic changes in glioma initiating cells 
driven by innate immune cells. 
(A) Heatmap displaying the relative ssGSEA normalized score for the given gene sets in patients with 
TCGA Glioblastoma. Gene sets showing various GBM subtypes/states are included, as are up-regulated 
MGT#1 activation triggers (Fig. 10 G-H). Additionally, the IDH1 and NF1 mutation statuses, as well as 
the corresponding GBM subtypes, are highlighted. (B) ssGSEA-normalized scores for up-regulated 
MGT#1-high genes as shown in Fig. 10D. (see Methods). The cell states specified by (Neftel et al., 2019) 
are represented in each quadrant, and the original dot positions are preserved in the two-dimensional 
representation of GBM cell states (or meta-modules; Methods). (C-D) GSEA with differential scores for 
the indicated comparisons. Students t-test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are employed separately to 
determine significance. (E) Left, schematic illustration of sLCR chemosensitivity profiling in the sLCR high 
and low states. On the right, the dot indicates the log[IC50] value for FAC-sorted MGT#1-high and 
MGT#1-low fractions of the specified genotypes in response to increasing drug concentrations. The dotted 
line indicates the 10µM concentration threshold, which is not achievable in brain tissue. (F) Concentration-
dependent dose-response curves for MGT#1-high, -low, or naive IDH-wt-hGICs subjected to increasing 
concentrations of various chemicals as outlined in (E). 
 

Our observations imply that when innate immune cells drive Glioblastoma cells to activate 

cholesterol production, the therapeutic advantage of reducing cell-intrinsic cholesterol levels may 

be lost. Importantly, the aforementioned differential response to chemotherapeutics was selective, 

since IDH-wt and IDH-mut-hGICs exhibited a comparable dose-response to targeted treatments 

such as BAY11-7085 (IκB inhibitor) and WP1066 (STAT3 inhibitor) regardless of MGT#1 

expression status (Fig. 11E-F). 

In conclusion, synthetic genetic tracing demonstrated a causal relationship between glioma cells 

undergoing a mesenchymal cell fate transition imposed by innate immune cells and the 

development of resistance to DNA-damage-based treatments. 

 

2.8 Logical design of sLCRs for complex cellular states beyond GBM 

To generate sLCRs in a more robust and automated way, we have developed a 

computational framework, which employs an algorithm for logical synthetic reporter design (LSD). 

From a pool of CREs which is derived from the two lists of differentially regulated signature genes 

and transcription factor genes, the algorithm scores, ranks and selects the top listed CREs in order 

to maximise the total amount and diversity of all identified TFBS for the final selection of the 

reporter (Fig. 12A). At this stage, we envision to introduce in the future ATAC-seq, ChIP-seq or 

other chromatin-accessibility profiles in order to delineate cis-regulatory DNA-boundary regions 

or filter the signature genes for cell-type specific TFBS accessibility.  
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Figure 12 - Automation via logical sLCR design algorithm streamlines unbiased reporter 
generation. 
(A) Diagram illustrating the LSD sLCR design method. Steps (I-III) show sLCR assembly by iterative 
selection of the highest-ranked CREs from the CRExTFBS matrix (see Methods). Each iteration eliminates 
the CRE and TFBS with the highest score from the CRExTFBS matrix until there were no TFBS or CRE 
remaining in the CRExTFBS. Using the ranking list, N CREs are assembled with priority for the CRE 
nearest to a natural TSS. (B) ssGSEA comparison of Glioblastoma subtype-specific TF selection. Top panel 
presents the input to the first generation sLCR TF, while bottom panel evaluates the input to the LSD-
sLCR TF. Boxplots provide the score for the expression profiles of Glioblastoma patients (TCGA-GBM) 
categorized by their identified transcriptional subtype. Wilcox.test (adj.pvalue < 0.05) was used to compare 
Glioblastoma subtypes for each TF gene-set. (C) FACS profile of TNFa-stimulated reporter activation of 
lentiviral- and transposon-mediated  reporter integration of MGT#1 (1st generation sLCR) and MGT#4 
(LSD-sLCR) in hGICs after 24h. Note similar induction for 1st gen. MGT#1 sLCR and LSD-generated 
MGT#4. (D) Schematic of the systematic screening of sLCRs designed on diverse phenotypic signatures 
and tested in three difference species. (E) Density plot for fluorescence intensities of sLCRs (n=28), 
transfected in human epithelial 293T, rat epithelial CHO-K1 and mouse fibroblast NIH3T3 cell lines. (F) 
Box plot of sLCR activities, defined as fluorescence normalized by controls and control plasmid 
transfection efficiency per cell line. Left, activity scores for negative untransfected controls (n=9) and 
positive control plasmids (n=3) including GFP, mCherry and iRFP670 channels. Right, aggregate plot 
shows relative activity of human sLCR transfected in human (293T) or non-human (CHO-K1, NIH3T3) 
cells. Each sLCR measurement was assessed in technical triplicates. Statistical significance was calculated 
with 2-way ANOVA followed by Dunnet post-hoc test. (G) Schematic representation of a CRISPR 
activation screen utilising sLCRs to identify cell state-specific modulators. 
 

We generated the second generation of GBM subtype-specific sLCRs MGT#4, PNGT#3, and 

CLGT#3 using the same list of signature genes and a subset of subtype-specific TFs (high-

expressed TF genes, > quantile 75 percent) derived from TCGA-GBM patients' RNA-seq 

expression profiles. Single-sample gene set enrichment analysis (ssGSEA) using lists of TFs 

associated with either subtype on GBM molecular profiles of TCGA patients suggests that both 

sLCR reporter systems hold the potential to be transcriptionally activated and thus being 

representative of their target phenotype (Fig. 12B).  

Experimentally, we tested side-by-side the inducibility of LSD-generated and first generation 

mesenchymal-GBM reporters through TNFa mediated NFkB-pathway activation, which we have 

shown to be a well-characterised mesenchymal trigger. Both, the first generation MGT#1 and the 

LSD-sLCR MGT#4 were strongly induced upon 48h treatment with TNFa, independent of the 

delivery system used for genetic engineering (Fig. 12C).  

Next, we wanted to test whether our pipeline allows the systematic generation of functional 

reporters for a broad range of cellular states and target phenotypes. For this purpose, we generated 

a total of 28 sLCR targeting multiple biological settings (e.g. ER stress response, cellular 

senescence, T-cell exhaustion, glioma-associated microglia reprogramming and SARS-CoV2 entry) 

using the LSD-algorithm. The signature gene and transcription factor lists, as well as the chosen 

fluorescent protein, selection markers and transgene-delivery systems varied significantly among 

this pool of reporters. We transiently transfected all sLCRs into human 293T, mouse NIH3T3 and 
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hamster CHO-K1 cells in order to assess their transcriptional activity and functionality in a setting 

of diverse tissue- and species-background (Fig. 12D). Most of the sLCRs displayed a low intensity 

of expression, although their overall activity was significantly above the background. Interestingly, 

although the average sLCR intensity and activity is higher in human 293T as compared to "off-

target" cell lines, the non-human cells still displayed measurable reporter activity despite the fact 

that a different genome and TFBS annotation was used to construct them (Fig. 12E-F). This 

suggests the notion that sLCRs generated with our algorithm are functional, responsive to their 

targeted transcriptional signature and robust enough to show activity in a tissue- and species-

independent manner without the need for a specific promoter, given that parts of the regulatory 

network associated to the target signature are sufficiently conserved.  

The manifestion of a target phenotype is accompanied by the acquisition of a transcriptional 

signature, which can be measured and serves as input for sLCR generation. However, detailed 

understanding of the underlying transcriptional networks is not necessary for this purpose, yet 

often holds the key for the development of therapies targeting the cellular state of interest, as in 

the case of GBM. For this reason, sLCRs can be used to uncover cell state-specific amplifiers when 

combined with unbiased genetic screens, such as CRISPRa. Reporter-bearing cells, modified with 

the dCas9-VPR system and infected with a genome-wide CRISPRa library can be either maintained 

for an unbiased approach or selectively stimulated with putative modulators until reporter-

expressing cells are FAC-sorted for sequencing and identification of enriched sgRNAs. Coupled 

with the use of patient-derived data, such type of screens may likely help to identify key amplifiers 

of the targeted cellular state and can likewise be used to counter-screen for molecules to disrupt 

its transcriptional activation (Fig. 12G).   
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3 Discussion 
 

Large-scale genomic and transcriptome profiling of GBMs revealed an extraordinary degree 

of inter- and intratumoral heterogeneity and outlined critical features of GBM cells, such as 

intrinsic plasticity and reversible adaptation to variable microenvironmental settings. Multiple 

attempts to resolve this heterogeneity and establish a classifier for transcriptomic subtypes of 

GBMs converged on a fluid continuum of cellular states, in which tumor cells can readily 

interconvert along several axes of cellular properties, such as proliferation, stemness, 

differentiation, inflammation, neurodevelopmental programs, metabolism and the tumor 

microenvironment.  

In this context, the resulting phenotypic plasticity has been considered an essential source of intra-

tumoral heterogeneity, paving one potential way for treatment resistance and establishing a disease 

that is highly adaptive and persistent.. In the end, it is unlikely that treatment failure for GBM can 

be explained by a single mechanism of therapy resistance; rather, numerous simultaneous 

processes may be operating, with the most beneficial mechanism being selected for. 

Single-cell technologies and longitudinal tracking of molecular features from primary and recurring 

tumors greatly expanded our understanding of these mechanisms.  They provided valuable insights 

about  the situation in the patient at the time of sampling but still lack the ability to follow in real-

time the dynamic modalities of phenotypic adaption via cell fate transitions.  

In an attempt to bridge this technological gap, we developed an approach towards designing 

synthetic locus control regions that translate multifactorial signatures representing cellular states 

into fluorescent tracing vectors that offer the possibility to selectively identify cellular states and 

follow cell fate transitions in real-time and without perturbations. 

 

 

Employing lineage tracing reporters has generated a great advance in understanding of cell 

fate decisions and clarifying specific questions in disciplines like developmental or stem cell 

biology. In the field of cancer biology, lineage tracing has been proven a powerful tool and 

successfully applied to trace the contribution of individual tumor cells to tumor formation and 

relapse, although the scope remains limited to study very specific mechanisms (Chen et al., 2012; 

Driessens et al., 2012; Schepers et al., 2012).    

A common strategy for lineage tracing reporters is the labelling of a phenotype-specific signature 

gene, whose expression is correlated with the cellular fate of interest.  The validity of the underlying 
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dependency of single marker gene expression to target phenotype is an evident constraint in this 

design.  

Therefore, this approach is first of all limited to cell types for which one reliable and highly 

expressed marker gene can be identified and generally targets only one cell type at a time at its 

terminal differentiation endpoint. Linking the destiny of reporter-functionality to the expression 

or absence of one particular gene on one hand comes with the risk of either false-positive labelling 

in off-target cells, which might ectopically express this gene or false-negative labelling in case the 

marker genes expression is repressed. On the other hand, losing out on intermediate cell states 

along the fate trajectory, which do not yet express sufficient levels of the chosen marker gene, 

greatly diminishes such reporters' ability to trace the longitudinal dynamics underlying cell fate 

commitment. Last but not least, designing a lineage tracing reporter founded on a single-gene-to-

phenotype paradigm bears the possibility to rather be capturing the regulatory mechanism of this 

gene instead of the targeted cell fate.  

With our approach, we intend to turn the full regulatory network of cis-regulatory elements within 

a given target-phenotype expression profile into a synthetic promoter-like sequence to drive our 

reporter, rather than a single gene. This enables us to generate reporters for cases in which no 

reliable single marker gene can be identified and, in general, to target distinct cellular entities as 

well as more complex signaling pathways (e.g. endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress or senescence), 

which can be transient or context-dependent and have a characteristic expression profile.  

However, we  are acknowledging that certain challenges come along with the reporter design, 

which we are currently still further optimising. Firstly, the quality of the input transcriptomic 

profiles and specificity to the target phenotype are crucial for the pipeline to reliably identify 

signature genes and transcription factor genes (Fig. 5A). We expect a certain amount of unspecific 

marker genes to be tolerated by our method, although a larger number would possibly affect the 

reporter specificity, since an increase in the amount of unspecific CREs identified likewise 

increases the risk of such elements being included in the final output and skewing the reporter 

towards a false-positive induction.  

A systematic assessment on the possibility of compensatory mechanisms for the robustness of 

input data and, more importantly, under which circumstances this would be the case needs to be 

conducted in the future.  Second, in order to generate the list of cis-regulatory elements, their 

existence and the functional annotation of TFBS in publicly available databases as well as those 

experimentally derived or computationally inferred needs to be properly curated, which is in many 

cases still suboptimal and incomplete. Third, the experimental restraintson the length of a synthetic 

promoter due to technical feasibility of the transgene delivery system, time or budget limits may 
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restrict the choice of CREs that can be included. In this case, since not all regulatory elements 

from a typically large list (Ext. Fig. 5A) can be  included, a selection based on reasonably defined 

parameters needs to be made, where weighting the importance of each feature can be difficult and 

may also depend on the experimental context. Ideally, this selection should be a maximal coverage 

of all important CREs and be representative of the whole cistrome of the target phenotype. The 

current development of unsupervised or minimally-supervised sLCR selection algorithms, in 

combination with methods for massively parallel reporter testing such as STARR-seq, will be 

helpful in the future to pre-screen for active regulatory sequences and guide sLCR design (Arnold 

et al., 2013; Muerdter et al., 2015).  

 

 

In the case of GBM molecular subtypes, we succeeded in designing functional reporters, 

which reliably indicated their target phenotypes in silico and in vitro (Fig. 5F & Fig. 6). Our human 

glioma-initiating cell model is cultured under serum-free conditions, considered to be favourable 

for proliferation and maintenance of stemness of glioma stem cells (GSC; Singh et al., 2004; Lee 

et al., 2006). They express low levels of our mesenchymal reporter and display a strong inherent 

proneural identity in vitro under basal stem-cell culture conditions and in the absence of a tumor 

microenvironment. When provided with external signaling related to inflammation or 

differentiation cues, tumor cells rapidly and transiently acquired MES-features.  

Our observations support a concept of GSC-multiplicity in which, rather than maintaining a stable 

hierarchy of tumor cell identities, glioma cells undergo a proneural-mesenchymal-transition and 

are also capable of reverting to their initial state (Fig. 4). The ability to directly trace the adaptive 

and, more importantly, reversible mode of this mechanism further underscores phenotypic 

plasticity of GBM cells fluidly interconverting between states and the power of our approach. 

Of note, we observed that hGICs with the IDHR132H mutation appeared to have a generally 

attenuated response to pro-mesenchymal triggers, supporting the globally observed transcriptional 

reduction through hypermethylation of the IDH-mutant and its role as a biomarker for patient 

stratification (Han et al., 2020). Taken further, our observations of a generally dampened induction 

of a mesenchymal programme across conditions in IDH-mutant cells could provide experimental 

support for the general association of IDH-mutations to the proneural subtype (Noushmehr et al., 

2010; Verhaak et al., 2010; Brennan et al., 2013).  

Our reporters are well-suited to disentangle the individual contributions of important mechanisms 

for tumor initiation and progression to cell fate commitment and gain insights into their molecular 
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basis by systematically screening for cell fate transitions and characterizing their transcriptional 

responses.  

  

 

The mesenchymal GBM  correlates with a relatively higher aggressiveness compared to 

the other transcriptional subtypes, is often acquired upon recurrence and was linked to the 

application of radiochemotherapy (Phillips et al., 2006; Carro et al., 2010; Bhat et al., 2013; 

Segerman et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). There are numerous reports on phenotypic plasticity and 

proneural-to-mesenchymal transition (PMT), and it has been established that both external and 

intrinsic cellular mechanisms, which are either microenvironment-driven or -independent, play a 

role in mesenchymal transition (Bhat et al., 2013; Halliday et al., 2014; Behnan et al., 2019; Azam 

et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2021).  

The various pro-mesenchymal cues we were able to identify and transcriptionally profile add along 

those lines. We discovered that a subset of cells undergo mesenchymal transition  when exposed 

to a complex microenvironment in vivo and that the upstream regulators of this PMT are 

predominantly involved in inflammatory pathways and may be regulated by members of the AP-

1 transcription factor complex. This is largely consistent with the mediators of mesenchymal cell 

fate transition we have identified in our phenotypic in vitro screen, and comparative analyses suggest 

that the signature obtained from in vivo mesenchymal tumor cells  shared features with the 

transcriptional output from the triggers in the screen, which when combined appear to converge 

over the in vivo profile. This data indicate that the mesenchymal state that emerges in vivo is most 

likely a result of a combination of different external stimuli originating from distinct compartments 

of the tumor microenvironment, and that multiple effectors can orchestrate the acquisition of the 

same cellular state via multiple mechanisms.  

In terms of cellular characteristics, pathological features, and transcriptome changes, PMT in GBM 

is similar to the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) observed in other solid tumors. EMT 

occurs, when epithelial tumor cells lose their properties (cell–cell adhesion and polarity) and gain 

more aggressive mesenchymal characteristics (Dongre & Weinberg, 2019). Supporting this notion, 

we observed that our mesenchymal-GBM MGT#1 reporter was able to discriminate mesenchymal 

identities in a tissue-independent manner and, in particular, trace the process of TGFb-induced 

EMT in lung cancer cells (Serresi et al., 2021). Combined with the fact that the mesenchymal 

GBM-subtype is the only one that does not resemble neurodevelopmental programmes and is 

(together with the proneural subtype) the most robustly identified molecular signature across 

studies and technologies, mesenchymal transition  exhibits traits of a pan-cancer programme that 
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shares a common root of underlying molecular programmes, which we were able to extract and 

transform into a broadly applicable mesenchymal reporter with our method. 

 

 

GBMs inevitably become resistant to treatment, which has been linked in part to the 

development of a mesenchymal signature in recurrent tumors. Numerous studies have been 

conducted on the association between proneural-mesenchymal-transformation and radiotherapy, 

which is currently a component of the standard treatment (Phillips et al., 2006; Bhat et al., 2013; 

Halliday et al. 2014; Minata et al., 2019; Behnan et al., 2019). Such radiotherapy-related alterations 

have been shown to contribute to a poor response of relapsing tumors and consequently poor 

patient prognosis. 

Hypoxia, a hallmark of the tumor microenvironment in solid tumors including GBM, can also 

cause mesenchymal transition in a variety of malignancies via modulating hypoxia-inducible factors 

(HIF) and proteins (Tam et al., 2020). Hypoxic cells are transcriptionally remodelled by 

stabilization of HIF-1/2α, which activates pro-tumorigenic and -angiogenic factors such as 

VEGF/VEGFR, TGFβ, and PDGFR. Multiple studies have reported an enrichment of hypoxic 

signatures in mesenchymal GBM tumors (Patel et al., 2014; Neftel et al., 2019; Wang LB et al., 

2021).   

Genetic tracing using our mesenchymal reporter established a causal link between radiation-

induced DNA damage and PMT in our hGICs. In contrast, as an example of how our method 

allows to decouple causality and correlation, hypoxia did not trigger the activation of our 

mesenchymal reporter in a cell-intrinsic manner. This suggests that the transcriptional programme 

of hypoxia-response, which we have detected in our experiments, might not directly drive 

mesenchymal transition. One possible explanation is that hypoxia rather acts in conjunction with 

further external factors in a non-cell autonomous manner, for instance via the recruitment of 

innate immune cells. On the other hand, the detection of hypoxia-related signatures might be a 

secondary effect of tumor cells adapting to a glycolytic metabolism, which has been strongly 

associated with the mesenchymal state and regulated by HIF1a (Del Rey et al., 2017; Miska et al., 

2019; Garofano et al., 2021).  The aforementioned observations on mesenchymal GBM raise a 

serious concern about the possible therapeutic risk associated with both existing standard-of-care 

and new treatment approaches and highlight the need to understand causal connections between 

molecular processes, biological features such as metabolic programmes and phenotypic alterations 

(Lasorella & Iavarone, 2021). 
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Importantly, using our sLCRs, we were able to establish another causal relationship 

between mesenchymal transformation and the interaction with innate immune cells. While many 

reports could detect a correlation between the mesenchymal subtype and the presence of a 

immune-cell related signature, direct evidence of an immune-cell mediated mesenchymal 

commitment has remained elusive (Wang et al., 2017; Neftel et al., 2019; Wang LB et al., 2021).  

We were able to show that innate immune cell-like cells of the myeloid lineage, such as microglia 

and macrophages, engaged in a bi-directional crosstalk with tumor cells, which triggered the 

expression of our mesenchymal sLCR and adoption of a mesenchymal gene expression profile in 

a non-cell-autonomous way. This signature featured in part the transcriptional amplification of 

TNFa-mediated NFKB-pathway activation but also a distinct alteration in the metabolic pathway 

of cholesterol biosynthesis via SREBP1/2.  

Most importantly, we were able to show that the microglia-driven mesenchymal commitment is 

similar to mesenchymal states found in GBM patients and might have therapeutic implications as 

it renders tumor cells more resistant to chemotherapy. We observed a selective resistance towards 

compounds targeting DNA-damage response and replication, which was consistent with a 

downregulation of these pathways on the  transcriptional level  detected in co-cultured 

mesenchymal glioma cells (Fig. 11C-F).  

Cholesterol biosynthesis has been proposed in several studies as a potential target, as GBM cells 

were reported to be deficient in producing their own Cholesterol and relying on external sources 

for survival (Villa et al., 2016; Pirmoradi et al., 2019; Ahmad et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020). Small 

molecule inhibitors targeting Liver X receptors, which control Cholesterol levels in the cell by 

inhibiting uptake through reduced LDLR and promoting efflux through increased ABCA1 

transporter expression, have been developed and tested with some success on GBM cells in vitro 

(Villa et al., 2016). In our experiments, strong effects have not been observed, yet the data points 

towards a potential decrease of sensitivity towards LXR-623 (an agonist of Liver X receptor) of 

mesenchymally-converted glioma cells from microglia co-culture. 

To what extent the interaction with innate immune cells is driving a metabolic rewiring in our 

glioma cell model and whether these changes are directly associated with the mesenchymal 

programme and therapy-resistance we have observed still remains to be explored. Interestingly, a 

recent approach to subtype GBM according to biological pathways revealed a bifurcation into a 

neurodevelopmental/proliferative and a metabolic axis, which was subdivided into a mitochondric 

(MTC) and glycolytic/plurimetabolic (GPM) component. In this study, the GPM subtype showed 

significant alterations in glycolysis, carbohydrate and lipid metabolism and was related to the 

mesenchymal-GBM signature and immune-related functions (Garofano et al., 2021). This appears 
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in line with a second study, reporting on GSCs' falling along two major axes of variation, 

comprising of a neurodevelopmental trajectory and an injury response programme. The latter 

signature also showed overlap with the mesenchymal-GBM signatures, and a genome-wide 

CRISPR-Cas9 dropout screen found injury-response GSCs to be dependent on genes related to 

glycolysis and lipid metabolism (Richards et al., 2021).  

We must acknowledge the limitations of our experimental strategy, which involves the use of 

immortalized immune-cell-like cultures that may not retain all of the physiological features of their 

primary counterparts, although we tried compensating this by the fact that we are using multiple 

models of immune-like cells of different origin and could show similar results between THP1-

derived macrophages and immortalized human microglia (Fig. 10B-C). A recent study has 

confirmed our findings by showing that macrophages induce a mesenchymal transition of 

Glioblastoma cells in vivo and in vitro, likely through macrophage-derived Oncostatin M via STAT3 

signaling (Hara et al., 2021). The external signaling-driven highlighted mechanism in this study is 

different to ours, although we clearly showed that multiple routes exist to the acquisition of a 

mesenchymal state and on the other hand, also targeting a single mechanism for abrogation of 

pro-mesenchymal modulation is insufficient (Ext. Fig. 8b). Furthermore, Hara and colleagues do 

not provide insights into the cell-intrinsic consequences of glioma cells, especially on the aspect of 

activated metabolic programmes (e.g. glycolysis and lipid metabolism), which clearly are important 

and cannot be disconnected from mesenchymal transdifferentiation (Garrofano et al., 2012).    

Taken together, this calls for taking into account the mutual interactions of glioma cells with 

microenvironmental and immune cells and assembling multi-cellular test platforms in future drug 

screening and validation studies, which can ideally be coupled with our genetic tracing technology 

to monitor cell-fate transitions in real-time. 

 

 

Our data demonstrate the usefulness of sLCRs to gain valuable insights into GBM biology 

and provides the ground for adopting this approach beyond that. In fact, we could show that the 

mesenchymal MGT#1-reporter, designed specifically on the mesenchymal GBM signature, 

appears to be equally reporting on EMT in lung cancer cells and differentiate between more or 

less mesenchymally committment cell lines of non-glioma origin (Ext. Fig. 6; Serresi et al., 2021) . 

This implies that the concept of sLCR design might be suitable for further biological settings where 

genetic tracing can generate insights into disease-related or developmental processes. To foster an 

unbiased and more systematic construction of sLCRs for a diverse range of target phenotypes, we 

have devised an automated algorithm for the selection CREs, maximising the regulatory potential  
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in an approach with reduced supervision. Reporters generated with this algorithm are in general 

functionally active in abscence of a specific promoter and show similar specificity as first-

generation sLCRs in the case of mesenchymal GBM. Future experiments will be required to  

determine whether genetic tracing reporters hold the key to identifying the main regulators of cell 

state-specific transcriptional networks when coupled with genome-wide CRISPR-screens. 

 

 

Despite an intensively growing body of research on the molecular and cellular characteristics 

of Glioblastoma (GBM), it remains one of the most difficult solid tumors  to treat. Tumor 

recurrence is unavoidable, although rigorous treatment options for GBM patients exist, such as 

surgical resection, radiation, and chemotherapy. Since GBM displays a high level of genetic and 

cellular heterogeneity ,  as well as phenotypic plasticity, the question remains whether these 

properties  are major contributors to its therapeutic resistance. To address this, we developed 

synthetic genetic tracing vectors based on human Glioblastoma subtype expression profiles to 

monitor cell fate transitions and investigate the fundamental molecular and cellular mechanisms 

driving Glioblastoma heterogeneity and therapy resistance. Using our novel technology, we were 

able to uncover and characterize intrinsic and non-cell autonomous determinants of cell fate 

commitment in glioma cells. In particular, we found the mesenchymal GBM programme emerges 

in the presence of signaling cues from an intact microenvironment and is regulated by 

inflammatory and differentiation signals in vitro and in vivo. We provide ground for the 

mesenchymal identity to be considered a cellular state rather than an entity, since acquisition of a 

mesenchymal signature is an adapative and reversible process, which can be achieved via multiple 

routes with partially overlapping transcriptional responses, such as various stimuli of external 

signaling or ionizing radiation. We established a causal association between the mesenchymal state 

and the interaction of glioma cells with cells from the tumor microenvironment. Mesenchymally-

committed tumor cells from co-culture with innate immune cells display transcriptional alterations 

in cell cycle progression, DNA-damage response and cholesterol biosynthesis and were marked by 

selective resistance to targeted therapies. Overall, we are presenting sLCRs as an innovative 

approach to trace cell fate transitions in complex biological settings, such as uncovering a 

mechanistic role of cellular crosstalk between malignant and non-tumor cells in the context of 

therapy resistance and phenotypic plasticity. Beyond that, this method offers broad translational 

potential to be applied to other fields of research, such as developmental biology, infection biology 

or regenerative medicine. The presented framework represents the first generation of genetic 

tracing reporters and further sophistication in the process of selecting cis-regulatory elements by 
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including chromatin-accessibility profiles and the sLCR construction pipeline by implementation 

of algorithms and mathematical models will certainly enhance specificity and reliability of future 

reporter designs. 
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4 Material and Methods 

4.1 GBM-sLCR generation  

 To narrow our focus on cell intrinsic gene signatures, we screened out genes with low 

expression in GBM stem-like cells (GSCs) from prior investigations and confirmed their putative 

intrinsic expression in a validated cohort of GSCs from others. 

From the literature, we created a database of 1,818 motifs (position weight matrices, PWM) 

encoding known transcription factor binding preferences (Bucher et al., 1990; Berger et al., 2008; 

Badis et al., 2009; Jolma et al., 2010; Portales-Casamar et al., 2010). Pre-selected PWMs were based 

on subtype-specific TFs. The regions corresponding to DRGs were extracted from the hg19 

genome (Refseq table acquired from the UCSC genome browser (accessed on October 5, 2012) 

and fragmented into 150bp and 50bp windows (hereafter referred to as CRE). The scanned region 

surrounding each signature gene was manually demarcated by two distal CTCF sites that were 

more than 10 kb from the TSS or TES. FIMO(PMID: 21330290) was used to identify high-affinity 

TF-binding sites in specific genomic areas using the —output-pthresh 1e-4 —no-qvalue option. 

When several matches for the same PWM were detected for each window, the adj. p-value 0.01 of 

the best match (multiple backgrounds) was used as a proxy for the TF's affinity towards that 

location.  

The pairwise correlation heatmaps for TFBS in (Ext. Fig. 5B) employed the top 500 locations in 

terms of the -log10 score (p-value). With the top 100 scoring locations, heatmaps of genomic 

coordinates vs TFBS correlation were created, including the ones in (Fig. 5C). 

  

4.2 Vectors generation 

 The sLCRs were initially synthesized at IDT, then at GenScript, and most recently at 

VectorBuilder. MGT#1-mVenus was cloned into the PacI-BsrGI segment of the Mammalian 

Expression, Lentiviral FUGW vector (a gift from David Baltimore; Addgene#14883). Additional 

alterations, such as the insertion of H2B-CFP (a donation from Elaine Fuchs, Addgene#25998), 

the substitution of mVenus for mCherry, and the replacement of MGT#1 with all other sLCRs, 

were performed via restriction enzyme digestion or Gibson cloning.  

The Igk-mVenus-TM sequence was derived from (Ohinata et al., 2008). A NLS was used to modify 

the mCherry. The sLCRs vectors are a third-generation lentiviral system that was employed in 
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conjunction with the pCMV-G(Addgene#8454), pRSV-REV(Addgene#12253), and 

pMDLG/pRRE(Addgene#12251) vectors.  

  

4.3 Cell lines 

All lines used in this project were thawed from frozen batches and propagated for a limited 

number of passages (10-15x), and all lines were screened on a regular basis for contamination using 

the Mycoplasma Detection kit (Jena Bioscience11828383, PP-401L). Global expression profiling 

was used to authenticate all glioma initiating cells and GSC cell lines. Murine NIH3T3 cells were 

cultured in DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin. The hamster ovary-derived cell 

line CHO-K1 was cultured in DMEM-F12 + 10% FBS + 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin. All lines 

were cultured at 37˚C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator 

  

4.4 Human glioma cell lines 

Our lab developed the IDH-wt-hGICs and IDH-mut-hGICs, which will be described in the 

following paragraph. IDH-mut-hGICs were produced by transfecting human NPCs with 

pLenti6.2/V5-IDH1-R132H (kindly donated by Hai Yan, Duke University, USA), TP53R173H 

and TP53R273H (point mutations incorporated into TP53 ccsbBroad304 07088 from the CCSB-

Broad Lentiviral Expression Library), and pRS-Puro-s. Human NPC were transformed with the 

constructs pRSPURO-sh-PTEN(#1), pLKO.1-sh-TP53(TRCN0000003754), and pRS-shNF1 to 

generate IDH-wt-hGICs. Comprehensive genetic, transcriptional, and epigenetic characterisation, 

as well as in vivo tumor growth and phenotypic mimicry, have been established on these lines 

(unpublished data by the GG lab). Rainer Glass, LMU Munich, Germany, generously contributed 

the patient-derived glioma stem cell lines GBM2 (Binda et al., 2017; TCP#2), GBM14, and 

NCH421K (Campos et al., 2010). The lines GBM166 and GBM179 were kindly donated by Peter 

Dirks (University of Toronto, Canada (Pollard et al., 2009)) and the lines BLN-5 and BLN-7 

(Schulze-Heuling et al., 2017) were kindly provided by Phillip Euskirchen, Charité Berlin, 

Germany. 

All glioma lines were generated in vitro according to the protocol described (Gargiulo et al., 2013) 

with one modification. Along with EGF (20ng/ml; R&D, 236-EG), bFGF (20ng/ml; R&D, 233-

FB), heparin (1µg/ml; Sigma, H3149), and 1% penicillin and streptomycin, PDGF-AA (20ng/ml; 

R&D, 221-AA) is added to RHB-A (Takara, Y40001). This composition of the medium shall be 
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referred to as RHB-A complete. hGICs were cultivated at 37°C in a 5% CO2–95% air incubator 

with 3% O2 and a humidified environment. 

  

4.5 Cancer cell lines 

 The MCF7 and MDA-231 cell lines were kindly donated by the Rene Bernards lab at the 

NKI Amsterdam, Netherlands (Life Technologies, 21875091). Both cell lines were cultured at 

37°C in a 5% CO2–95% air incubator supplied with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin and streptomycin. 

A549 and H1944 cell lines (kindly donated by the Rene Bernards lab at NKI Amsterdam, 

Netherlands) were grown in RPMI media. Both cell lines were cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO2–

95% air incubator supplied with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin and streptomycin. 

  

4.6 Human Microglia cell line 

 Immortalized primary human Microglia C20 cells (kindly provided by David Alvarez-

Carbonell, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, USA (Garcia-Mesa et al., 2017)) were 

cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator in RHB-A medium supplemented with 1% FBS, 2.5mM 

Glutamine (Thermofisher; 35050038), 1µM Dexamethasone (Sigma; D1756), and 1% penicillin 

and streptomycin. 

  

4.7 Human hematopoietic progenitor CD34 differentiation 

SFEM II (StemCell Technologies, 09605), SCF, FLT3-L, TPO, and IL6 (all 100ng/ml; 

easyexperiments.com), UM171 (Selleck, 35nM), SR1 (Selleck, 0.75µM), and 19-deoxy-9-

methylene-16,16-dimethyl PGE2 (Cayman, 10µM) were used to grow donor-derived CD34+ cells. 

Prior to co-culture, CD34+ cells were differentiated into immature MDSC-like cells by shifting to 

RHB-A media supplemented with human SCF(50ng/ml) and human GM-CSF(100ng/ml) for 7-

12 days. 

  

4.8 Human Monocyte cell line differentiation 

The ATCC TIB-202 human monocytic THP-1 cells were obtained from S. Minucci (IEO 

Milan, Italy) and cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute media (RPMI 1640, Thermofisher) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, 10270106), 1mM pyruvate (Life 
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Technologies), and 2mM GlutaMAX (Life Technologies) (Thermofisher, 35050-038). After 48 

hours incubation with 150nM phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA, Cayman Chemicals; 

Cay10008014), THP-1 monocytes are differentiated into macrophages. 

By incubating macrophages with 20ng/ml IFN (R&D system, 285-IF) and 10pg/ml LPS, 

macrophages were polarized into M1 macrophages (Sigma, L2630). The polarization of 

macrophage M2 was induced by incubation with 20ng/ml interleukin 4 (Sigma, A3134) and 

20ng/ml interleukin 13. (PeproTech, 200-13). 

  

4.9  Transfection/Transduction 

 Transfection and transduction have been extensively described previously (Gargiulo et al., 

2014). Specifically, 12µg of DNA mix (lentivector, pCMV-G, pRSV-REV, and pMDLG/pRRE) 

was incubated for 15min at room temperature with FuGENE(Promega, E2311)-

DMEM/F12(Life Technologies, 31331), and then added to the antibiotic-free medium covering 

the 293T cells. A first batch of viral supernatant was collected 40h after transfection. The titer was 

determined according to the manufacturer's instructions using the Lenti-X p24 Rapid Titer Kit 

(Takara, 631280). We inoculated target cells with virus particles in the appropriate complete 

medium supplemented with 2.5µg/ml protamine sulfate. The medium was replaced with the 

appropriate complete media after 12-14h of incubation with the viral supernatant. 

  

4.10  Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)  

Harvested single cell suspensions from transduced cell lines were resuspended in cold media 

and filtered into FACS tubes. Sorting was performed using BD FACSAria III or Fusion systems. 

Depending on the fluorophores to be sorted, the suitable laser-filter combinations were 

determined. 

To exclude dead cells, events were typically gated according to their shape and granularity (FSC-A 

vs. SSC-A) and doublets were removed (FSC-A vs. FSC-H). Positive gates were set for populations 

with low to moderate levels of sLCR-dependent fluorophore expression using PGK-driven and 

constitutively transcribed H2B-CFP as a sorting reporter.  
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4.11  FACS analysis 

 FlowJo v10 was used for all analyses. To analyze the in vivo data in (Fig. 7E-G), freshly 

dissociated mouse brain tumor samples were pre-gated for viable cells prior to performing 

dimensionality reduction on all acquired parameters (FSC-H/W/A, SSC-H/W/A, positive and 

negative viability dies, and mVenus/mCherry sLCR expression) using the inbuilt auto t-distributed 

stochastic neighbor embedding (opt-SNE) (Perplexity 30, Iterations 1000). By superimposing 

sLCR expression heatmaps on the generated t-SNE maps, we discovered and gated glioma cell 

clusters that separated from mouse cells. Further t-SNE dimensionality reduction of gated glioma 

cells was done to analyze clustering of the sLCR reporter distribution in individual in vivo-derived 

tumor cells and to compare it to in vitro-cultured cells utilized for transplantation that were 

simultaneously assessed. The quantification of sLCR-high cells was accomplished by creating a 

four-quadrant gating scheme in mVenus vs. mCherry plots on in vitro cells to identify sLCR-high 

populations and using this gating scheme to t-SNE gated in vivo glioma cells (see Ext. Fig. 7b). 

  

4.12  Phenotypic screening 

 Tumor cells were propagated in the manner described previously until they were screened. 

In 384 well plates (Corning), we seeded 15,000 cells/50µl in Gibco FluoroBrite DMEM medium 

supplemented with the required growth factors. The SPARK 20M Injector system was used to 

distribute cells in a 50µl suspension into each well (50µl injection volume; 100µl/s injection speed). 

Cells that were not adherent (e.g. hGICs) were further centrifuged at 1500rpm for 1h 30min at 

37°C. Fluorescence was measured at the bottom of the plate using a SPARK 20M TECAN plate 

reader at 37°C in a 5% CO2 (added 3% O2 for hGICs) in a humidified cassette with the following 

settings for mVenus: monochromator, Ex 505nm/20nm, Em 535nm/7.5nm. Cell viability was 

determined in separate replicas using a 0.02 % AlamarBlue solution in FluoroBrite medium with 

the following settings: Fluorescence Monochromator, top reading, Ex 565nm/10nm, Em 

592nm/10nm. 

Automated aliquotation of DMSO-soluble compounds, such as GSK126, was performed using a 

D300e compound printer (TECAN), whereas cytokines were robotically aliquoted to each well 

using an Andrew pipetting robot (AndrewAlliance). PRISM7 was used to import the data 

(GraphPad). The fluorescence intensity of control dead cells was subtracted from all data as a 

background. Individual data were normalized to the control group mean and expressed as fold 

change.  
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4.13  Irradiation of hGICs 

 The XenX irradiator platform (XStrahl Life Sciences) was used to deliver the ionizing 

radiation, which is equipped with a 225 kV X-ray tube for targeted irradiation. hGICs cultivated 

in 6-well or 96-well plates were positioned in the beamline's focal plane and subjected to irradiation 

for a certain time period determined by an internal calculating program to reach the desired target 

dosage.  

  

4.14  Induction of hypoxia 

 To evaluate the effects of hypoxia on IDH-wt-hGICs, cells were transferred for 24h from 

a typical 3% O2 culture to ambient O2-levels. Cells were then seeded at a density of 250,000 cells 

per well into 6-well plates and cultured in 1% O2, 3% O2, and ambient O2, respectively. In the 

presence of severe hypoxia (Fig. 9E), plates were cultivated in pressured incubators (Avatar, 

Xcellbio) at 0.5 percent O2 and 5 Psi (344 mbar) over Berlin's normal atmospheric pressure of 

14.7Psi (1010-1030 mbar). Following 3 days of incubation, cells were collected into single cell 

suspensions using Accutase for FACS analysis of sLCR expression, and RNA was extracted 

according to the protocol for RNA sequencing. 

  

4.15  Gene Knock-out using CRISPR/Cas9 

 The knockout of RelA (p65) was carried out using the Gene Knockout Kit v2 (Synthego). 

The sgRNAs were dissolved to a stock concentration of 30µM in nuclease-free 1xTE buffer. RNP 

complexes were produced by combining Cas9 nuclease and gRNAs in a 6:1 ratio. Each RNP 

complex was nucleofected into 250,000 IDH-wt-hGICs-MGT#1 cells using the 4D-Nucleofector 

Core Unit's CA-138 pulse program (Lonza). Protein lysates from knockout and wildtype cells were 

prepared approximately 7 days after electroporation for western blot analysis of knockout 

efficiency. 

4.16  RT-qPCR 

cDNA was produced using the using the SuperScript™ VILO™ MasterMix (Invitrogen, 

11755050), commencing with 0.5–2.5µg RNA in a 20µl reaction and incubated at 25°C for 10 

minutes, 42°C for 60min, and 85°C for 5min. RT-qPCR was run in a 384-well ViiA7 System with 
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10ng cDNA/well and 1x Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, 4368702) in 

10µl/well. 

 

4.17  Immunoblot 

Cell pellets were lysed in RIPA buffer (20mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 150mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 

1mM EGTA, 1% NP-40), which was supplemented with a 1x Protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche), 

10mM NaPPi, 10mM NaF, and 1mM Sodium orthovanadate. If required, the lysates were 

sonicated, and electrophoresis was done using NuPAGE Bis-Tris precast gels in NuPAGE MOPS 

SDS Running Buffer (Life Technologies) (50mM MOPS, 50mM Tris Base, 0.1% SDS, 1mM 

EDTA). Protein was transferred onto Nitrocellulose membranes for 1h at 120mA in transfer 

buffer (25mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 192mM Glycine, 20% Methanol). Protein transfer was detected 

by staining for 5min with Ponceau Red, followed by two washes with TBS-T. Membranes were 

blocked for 1h at room temperature with 5% BSA in PBS. Primary antibodies were diluted in 

PBS+5% BSA and membranes incubated overnight at 4°C. Following three 5min TBS-T washes, 

membranes were incubated for 45min at room temperature with dilutions of suitable HRP-

coupled secondary antibodies in PBS+5% BSA. After three 5min washes with TBS-T, ECL 

detection reagent (Sigma, RPN2209) was added and membranes were exposed to ECL Hyperfilms 

(Sigma, GE28-9068-37) for chemoluminescent signal detection. 

  

4.18  Copy number normalised sLCR expression 

Transduction of hGICs, patient-derived glioma stem cells (GSCs), lung adenocarcinoma, 

breast adenocarcinoma, and leukemia cell lines using the sLCRs MGT#1 and PNGT#2 was 

performed as previously described. To accomplish lentiviral copy number normalisation, gDNA 

was extracted according to the manufacturer's protocol using AMPure XP beads. The relative 

abundance of sLCR integration sites inside the genomes of target cells was determined using qPCR 

with mVenus(MGT#1) and mCherry(PNGT#2) specific primers and N2 primers targeting a 

genomic region on Chromosome 13 for input normalisation. 1ng of gDNA was amplified in 

quadruplicate using the appropriate primers and Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix in a total 

reaction volume of 10µl. MGT#1 or PNGT#2 relative DNA quantities were normalized to N2 

levels to determine the copy number abundance of each sLCR in each sample. qPCR was used to 

determine the expression levels of sLCRs in matching samples in quadruplicates using the One 

Step TB Green PrimeScript RT-PCR Kit II (Takara, RR086A) with an input of 2ng total RNA 
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using mVenus(MGT#1) and mCherry(PNGT#2) specific primers and GAPDH primers for 

normalisation. MGT#1 or PNGT#2 relative sLCR expression was estimated by normalising over 

GAPDH expression for each sLCR in each sample. Both qPCR normalisations were performed 

as two separate technical replicates, with data from both runs merged for final normalisation. The 

final normalisation, as shown in (Fig. 6C), was accomplished by first correcting GAPDH-

normalised sLCR expression divided by N2-normalised copy number abundance and then 

normalising to IDH-wt-hGICs by calculating the fold-change increase in copy number normalised 

sLCR expression. 

  

4.19  Intracranial orthotopic glioma xenograft 

All mice experiments followed a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee and were done in compliance with European Union standards. Orthotopic glioma 

xenograft studies were performed using NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ(NSG) mice 

obtained from The Jackson Laboratory and maintained in a specific pathogen-free (SPF) 

environment. We utilized male and female mice ranging in age from 7 to 12 weeks. Orthotopic 

glioma xenograft experiments were carried out with changes to those previously described 

(Gargiulo et al., 2013; Gargiulo et al., 2014). Male and female NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid 

Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ(NSG) mice aged 7-12 weeks were utilized for injections. To summarize, the 

mouse's head was immobilized within a stereotactic frame and the skull exposed via a minor skin 

incision. A tiny burr hole was drilled at the stereotactic coordinates of 1.0mm anterior and 2.0mm 

lateral of the bregma. Throughout the surgery, mice were maintained on a warming pad under 1.5-

2% isoflurane mixed with ambient air and oxygen anaesthesia. Accutase-treated hGICs 

tumorspheres were resuspended as single cells at a concentration of 50,000 cells/µl. Typically, 4-

5µl of hGICs were stereotactically injected into the corpus callosum at a depth of 3mm below the 

cortical surface. To prevent intracranial pressure and reflux, the injection flow was set to 0.4µl/min 

and the needle was removed after one minute of rest. Bone wax was used to seal the burr hole, 

and surgical clips were used to close the scalp. Mice were returned to their cages and evaluated 

daily for evidence of neurological problems until complete recovery. Additionally, mice were 

followed using IVIS imaging as needed until neurological symptoms developed and animals were 

to be euthanized. Brains were harvested immediately upon death and evaluated under a 

fluorescence microscope to determine the tumor boundary. Xenografted tumors were processed 

the same day for FACS analysis and sorting, or cells were frozen in medium + 10% DMSO until 

needed. Following that, the residual brain tissues were fixed as stated below. For the experiment 
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depicted in (Fig. 7E-J), 8-week-old female NOG mice were utilized in accordance with same 

experimental methods and welfare requirements authorized by the Berlin authorities (LaGeSo). 

  

4.20  Tissue dissociation and brain tumor cell sorting 

The dissection of a brain tumor was previously documented in detail (Gargiulo et al., 2013; 

Gargiulo et al., 2014). To summarize, the tissue was sliced with a scalpel and digested in 

Accutase/DNaseI (947µl Accutase, 50µl DNase I Buffer, 3µl DNase I) at 37 °C using C-tubes in 

a Miltenyi Biotec OctoMACS dissociator (program 37C_BTDK_1). Before RBC lysis, suspensions 

were filtered through a 100µm cell strainer and then a 70µm cell strainer (NH4Cl, 155 mM; 

KHCO3, 10 mM; EDTA, pH 7.4, 0.1 mM). After washing in cold PBS, viability and cell count 

were determined automatically using a TECAN SPARK20M and 0.4% Trypan Blue staining. 

Typically, 200,000 cells/antibody were employed in 15ml Falcons when surface markers were 

evaluated. Staining volume was 50µl in RHB-A medium with primary antibody (e.g. CD133-APC; 

Miltenyi) for 30min on ice, in the dark. Two washes of PBS were used to eliminate unbound 

antibody. BD LSRFortessa was used to acquire data, whereas the BD Aria II/III or an Astrios 

Moflo was used to sort cells. Depending on the fluorophores being examined, the proper laser-

filter combinations were determined. To exclude dead cells, events were typically gated on the 

basis of shape and granularity (FSC-SSC), and we employed either Calcein UltraBlue or DRAQ5 

and ZombieRed as viability dyes (depending on the fluorophores being analyzed). FlowJo V10 was 

used to conduct the analysis. 

 

4.21  Immunohistochemistry 

Tissues and tumorspheres were fixed for 20min in 4% PFA. Following fixation, dehydration 

was accomplished by raising the concentration of EtOH from 70% to 100%, Xylene, and 

overnight Paraffin incubation. Paraffin-embedded samples were sliced using an HM 355S 

microtome (Thermo Scientific). Standard hematoxylin/eosin (HE) staining techniques were used, 

and slide images were taken using an automated microscope (Keyence).  

  

4.22  Immunofluorescence 

At room temperature, cells were grown on coverslips or spheroids spun down on glass, fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Sigma Aldrich, 16005) in PBS for 10min, washed three times 
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with PBS, permeabilized with 0.5% triton X-100 in PBS for 5min, blocked for 15min with 4% 

BSA (Roth, 3854.4). After staining with primary and secondary antibodies and 20µg/ml 

Hoechst33258 (Cayman, 16756-50),  coverslips were mounted onto glass slides using nail polish 

and Vectashield (Linaris, H1000). Deparaffinization and citrate buffer antigen retrieval were 

conducted using conventional methods on paraffin-embedded tissues. Triton X-100 0.25% in PBS 

was used to permeabilize the membranes, and endogenous peroxidases were inhibited when 

necessary using 3% H2O2 in water. Generally, we used 5% normal goat serum to block (NGS). 

Primary antibodies were anti-GFP (Abcam, ab6556, 1:1,000), anti-MED1 (Abcam, ab64965, 

1:500), and anti-Tubulin (BD T5168, 1:2,000), and secondary antibodies (1:200) were Alexa Fluor 

647, A31573, A11055, and A31571 Alexa Fluor 488, and A31570 Alexa Fluor 555. 

  

4.23  Imaging 

The Zeiss LSM700 andLeica MZ10 microscopes were employed in this study. Confocal 

images in (Fig. 7A-D) were obtained using a Zeiss LSM 700 with the appropriate laser-filter 

combinations. Live-cell imaging for mVenus, CFP and mCherry fluorescence in (Fig. 6 & Ext. 

Fig.8a) was obtained with Zeiss LSM 700. Epifluorescence images of freshly isolated mouse brains 

in (Ext. Fig. 7a C) were acquired with a Leice MZ10. ImageJ or Photoshop were used to process 

the images.  

 

4.24  Live-cell imaging for sLCR expression  

Human lung and breast cancer cells transduced with the MGT#1 reporter and treated with 

GSK126 (5µM for 5 days), TGF-β1 (5ng/ml for 5 days), or vehicle were seeded out on 384-well 

plates in Gibco's FluoroBrite DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS for live-cell imaging. 

Using 488nm excitation and a 470- to 540nm emission filter (confocal mode, 40x water objective), 

imaging was done on a high-content imaging platform (Operetta CLS, PerkinElmer). 

Maximum projections of MGT#1 reporter intensities and DRAQ5-stained nuclei from 5µm z-

stacks are displayed (Ext. Fig. 6B).  

4.25  Transwell co-culture 

Using hydrophilic PTFE 6-well cell culture inserts with a pore size of 0.4µm, co-cultures of 

hGICs and immortalized primary human Microglia C20 or human monocytes were established 

(Merck). Human microglia, CD34+ monocytes, or THP-1-derived M1/M2 macrophages were 
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seeded at 1.5x10e5 cells/well in respective media for 24h. After aspirating the media and washing 

the cells once with PBS, 1ml of RHB-A complete medium was added. 5x10e5 single hGICs were 

plated on the insert surface using a total volume of 1ml of RHB-A complete medium. After 48h 

of co-culture, hGICs and C20 human microglia were collected for further investigation. 

  

4.26  Drug dose-response screening 

Drug dose-response experiments were carried out according to the protocol outlined earlier 

(Serresi et al., 2018). Transduced hGICs were recovered from transwell co-culture assays and 

sorted into mVenus high and low populations using a BD FACSAria III. Cells were counted and 

seeded at a density of 7,000 cells/50µl/well in RHB-A complete media onto 384-well black walled 

plates using the SPARK20M Injector system (50µl injection volume; 100µl/s injection speed). 

Typically, drugs were dissolved in DMSO to a concentration of 10mM and dispensed using the 

D300e compound printer (TECAN) for dose-response studies with plate randomization and 

DMSO normalization. Cell viability was determined 72h after incubation with 10µl of 0.02% final 

AlamarBlue solution (Sigma, R7017) assay reagent using the following parameters: Fluorescence 

top reading, Monochromator, Ex 565nm/10nm, Em 592nm/10nm. PRISM7 was used to import 

the data (GraphPad). Fluorescence intensities from empty wells were subtracted from all results 

as a background. Individual data were adjusted to the mean of untreated positive and SDS-treated 

negative control conditions. The dose-response curve and IC50 values were determined using non-

linear regression modeling (log(inhibitor) vs. normalized response — Variable slope). 

  

4.27  RNA-seq Generation 

RNA was extracted using the TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen, 15596026), followed by 

isopropanol precipitation and purification using AMPure XP beads. The concentration of RNA 

was determined using the Qubit RNA HS Assay Kit (Invitrogen) and/or the One-Step TB Green 

PrimeScript RT-PCR Kit II (Takara Bio). RNA integrity was verified using the High Sensitivity 

RNA ScreenTape System (Agilent, 5067-5581). To create the GSC expression profiles required 

for the development of the GBM sLCR, the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep (Illumina, 

20020596) and Ribo-Zero Gold rRNA Removal Kit (Illumina, MRZG12324) kits were used 

according to the manufacturer's instructions. The resulting libraries were quantified using the 

Invitrogen Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity kit and/or the KAPA Library Quantification Kit 

(Roche, 7960204001). The TapeStation High Sensitivity D1000 ScreenTapes kit was used to 
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determine the suitable library size distribution (Agilent). Pooled libraries were sequenced in either 

single-read 51bp or paired-end 100bp mode on the Illumina HiSeq2500 or HiSeq4000 platforms. 

Cutadapt (https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/stable/) was used to trim Illumina adaptors from 

raw reads, and raw reads were aligned to the human genome (hg19 or hg38) using TopHat 

(Tophat2 v2.1.0; parameters: —library-type fr-firststrand -g 1 -p 8 -G ENSEMBL Annotation 

v82.gtf). The number of uniquely assigned reads for each gene was determined using HTSeq-count 

v0.6.1p1 (parameters: -m intersection-nonempty -a 10 -i gene id -s reverse -f bam). To produce 

log2 counts per million, reads were normalized and log2 converted (CPM). 

The TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep Gold Kit (Illumina, 20020598) was used to generate 

the in vitro RNA-seq data (Fig. 8-11) according to the manufacturer's procedure with an input of 

0.1-1µg total RNA. The in vivo RNA profiling was performed using the SMARTer Stranded Total 

RNA-Seq Kit v2 - Pico Input Mammalian (Takara Bio, 634413) (Fig. 6-7). The library was 

constructed according to the manufacturer's protocol using 0.2-10ng of total RNA as input. 

Quantity and quality controls were conducted in the manner stated before. Pooled libraries were 

sequenced in a 2x75bp or 2x100bp mode using the Illumina NextSeq500 or NovaSeq 6000 

platforms. The package bcl2fastq was used to perform the demultiplexing (v2.20.0). STARv2.6.0c 

was used to align the reads to a customized genome (GRCh38 comprising sLCRs and reporter 

sequences). The number of uniquely assigned reads for each gene was determined using HTSeq (–

m intersection-nonempty -a 10 -i gene id -s reverse -f bam). 

  

4.28  RNA-seq Analysis 

R v3.6 was used to conduct RNA-seq analysis on in vivo and in vitro high/low data sets (Fig. 

6 and Fig. 7). Following the data processing phase, the quality of each sample was determined 

separately using the dupRadar v1.18 R package (default parameters). Then, using DESeq2 v1.24 

on raw pre-filtered counts (>100 and >50), differential expression analyses were performed 

between particular sLCR activation, high/low, and in vivo/in vitro. Separate comparisons employed 

only MGT#1-high homogeneous samples (Fig. 7H). If log2FC > 1, padj < 0.05, and baseMean > 

5, genes were called as differentially regulated (Fig. 7I). The in vivo MGT#1-high gene set comprises 

only the genes that were significantly up-regulated in the comparison of in vivo MGT#1-high and 

-low samples. DESeq2 v1.24 was used to execute differential expression studies of MGT#1 

activation cues RNA-seq datasets (Fig. 8 & Fig. 10). After filtering for low-count genes, each 

condition (TNFa, Human Serum (huSer), ionizing radiation (IR), Activin A, NOC-18, oxidized 

LDL (OxLDL), and C20-human microglia co-culture) was compared separately to control samples 
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(filterByExpr function from the edgeR v3.26 R package). When necessary, batch correction using 

the sva v3.32 R package was used to account for technical discrepancies across sequencing runs. 

For the various representations, lists of up-regulated genes (log2FC > 1, padj < 0.05, and 

baseMean > 5) were considered gene sets (Fig. 8F-G, 10G-H, 11A, and Ext. Fig. 10F). The UpSetR 

v1.4 R package was used to identify common genes amongst MGT#1 activation signals (Fig. 8G 

and 10H). Notably, the control gene set was derived by comparing control samples to the 

remaining MGT#1-high samples. The umap function from the uwot R package was used to 

construct the UMAP dimensional reduction (Fig. 10G) (n neighbors=10, metric="manhattan", 

search k=100). The procedure was ran using the batch adjusted matrix (removeBatchEffect limma 

v3.46 R package function) filtered for each comparison by the sum of all up-regulated genes. The 

majority of the graphics in this research were created using ggplot2 v3.3.2, with the exception of 

the upset plots (above) and the heatmap in (Fig. 8F), which were created using the R package 

pheatmap v1.0.12 (Hierarchical clustering is based on Manhattan distance and the ward.D2 

clustering method). The RNA-seq analysis in (Fig. 9) was performed using the DESeq2 pipeline 

on raw pre-filtered counts (>50) for the specified comparisons. The heatmaps in (Fig. 9B & F) 

illustrate the substantially differentially expressed genes (padj < 0.05, log2FC > 1.5). They were 

created using the pheatmap package. The color coding indicates the relative rlog-normalized values 

of gene expression across samples. To conduct and show the Gene Ontology enrichment analysis, 

the enrichGO and dotplot functions from the clusterProfiler R package v.3.16.1 were used (Fig. 

9G). 

SeqMonk was used to examine the transcriptome profiles in (Fig. 10D-F), and reads were 

normalized using the standard process, which included DNA contamination correction. DESeq2 

differential gene expression analysis was performed using raw numbers. For visualization, the same 

pipeline with log transformation was utilized. The significance level was adjusted to 0.05 using 

normal SeqMonk settings, followed by independent intensity filtering. Quantification was carried 

out in the manner described previously. IPA was used to find the NFkB-related genes in MG 

versus hGICs and TNFa vs hGICs comparisons (Fig. 10E-F; Qiagen Bioinformatics). The MES 

GBM signatures were collected from the various publications, and Venny plots were created. For 

MES-GBM (log2FC > 0.5 fold with padj=0), PN-GBM (log2FC < -0.4 fold with padj=0), and 

SREBP (log2FC > 1 fold with padj=0), GSEA significance was calculated. 

The interaction map in (Fig. 10F) was constructed using the Ingenuity upstream regulator tool 

from IPA to compare MGT#1-high TNFa and MGT#1-high C20MG co-culture. When 

comparing TNFa and hMG samples, an independent filter of padj < 0.05, log2FC > 1, and 
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log2Avg > 5 was applied to the DESeq2 data, resulting in the selection of only up-regulated genes 

that matched to the TNFa and MG signature gene sets. 

  

4.29  Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 

Gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed to determine the enrichment of any 

of the GBM subtypes utilizing GBM cell-state public gene sets (Verhaak et al., 2010; Wang et al., 

2017; Neftel et al., 2019) in comparisons of RNA-seq profiles from FACS sorted cells following 

MGT#1 activation (above). The enrichment was built using the runGSA function in the piano 

v2.0.2 R package (parameters: geneSetStat="page", signifMethod="geneSampling", and 

nPerm=1000). The graph was created by calculating the enriched positive gene set as -

1*log10(padj(dist.dir.up) for the corresponding comparison (Fig. 6E-F, 7H, and 8E). GSEA was 

performed and displayed for the GBM signatures (Neftel et al., 2019) in (Fig. 9C) using the fast-

pre-ranked gene set enrichment analysis (fgsea) R package v.1.14.0, with all genes included in the 

comparison. The genes were pre-ranked using the log-fold change obtained from differential 

expression analysis for the relevant comparisons, with a permutation count of 100,000 used to 

determine the enrichment significance. The graphics for this study were created using ggplot2 

v3.3.2, except for the heatmap in (Fig. 6F), which was created using the R package pheatmap 

v1.0.12 (Hierarchical clustering is based on Manhattan distance and the ward.D2 clustering 

method). The single-sample Gene set enrichment analysis (ssGSEA) method was used in 

conjunction with gsva (ssgsea.norm=TRUE) from the GSVA v1.32.0 R package to generate a 

signature score matrix for GBM bulk (TCGA) and single-cell patient expression profiles (Neftel 

et al., 2019; Fig. 5F, 11A-C). The heatmap in (Fig. 11A) was created directly from this matrix 

(pheatmap v1.0.12 R package; hierarchical clustering is based on Manhattan distance and the 

ward.D2 method).  

 

4.30  LSD algorithm 

The LSD algorithm takes a list of PWMs, a list of marker genes of a target phenotype, and 

the reference genome of the organism of interest, and it generates a list of naturally-occurring, 

putative cis-regulatory elements used to assemble the synthetic-reporter. The algorithm can be 

divided into three steps. In step I, LSD generates a pool of potential CRE with a fixed length 

within user-defined regulatory landscapes (default is a 150bp window sliding with a 50bp step). In 

step II, LSD assigns TF-binding sites to the CRE pool using FIMO (default --output-pthresh 1e-
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4 --no-qvalue), and creates a matrix of putative CREs x TFBS. In step III, LSD ranks and selects 

the minimal number of CREs representing the complete set of TFBS. For that purpose, it uses an 

algorithm to sort and select the best CRE based on the overall TFBS affinity and diversity among 

input TFs showing high affinity for the CRE. Starting from the ranked CREs, LSD selects the 

highest-ranking CRE defined by the sum of the affinity score (-log10(p-value)) and TFBS diversity 

(number of different TFBS). Subsequently, it removes the selected CRE and the corresponding 

TFBS from the CRE x TFBS matrix and repeats the selection. This continues until either none of 

the CRE or of the TFBS is left. In the ranking, priority is given to CREs proximal to known TSS, 

based on 5' CAGE data (ENCODE) in order to increase the chances of successful transcriptional 

firing using the same strategy as above. Finally, LSD returns an ordered list of the selected CREs, 

together with a representation of the TFBS scores (Fig. 12A). Several reporters were designed 

using the LSD method, using different signature gene and transcription factor lists as input. First-

generation GBM-sLCRs were designed by manual integration of a selection of top-ranked CRE as 

described above.  LSD GBM-sLCRs used as input the first generation sLCR gene signatures, and 

a selection of subtype-specific TFs (high-expressed TF genes, > quantile 75%) obtained from 

TCGA-GBM patients’ RNA-seq expression profiles (RPKM-UQ). The framework to run the LSD 

algorithm is available at: https://gitlab.com/gargiulo_lab/sLCR_selection_framework. 

 

4.31  sLCR activity transfection screening 

To conduct assessment of sLCRs activites, we used three different cell lines of variable 

species-background. Cell lines were plated at a density of 3,000 cells (293T and CHO-K1) or 5,000 

cells (NIH3T3) in their respective medium in black-walled 96-well-plates for optical imaging 

(Greiner, #655090) and allowed to settle overnight.  For transfection on the following day, we 

used the Fugene HD reagent and determined optimised conditions according to the manufacturers 

protocol for each cell line in a 96-well-plate format in a pre-experiment. In brief, we found 100ng 

of DNA and varying ratios of Fugene:DNA ratios (293T 2.5:1; NIH3T3 4:1; CHO-K1 4:1) to 

yield sufficient transfection efficiencies in a total reaction volume of 100µl per well. Mastermixes 

of DNAs from 28 sLCR and three transfection control plasmids with Fugene reagent and cell line-

specific medium were prepared accordingly in a separate 96-well U-bottom plate and transferred 

to the screening plates using an electronic multichannel pipette. Every plasmid was transfected as 

biological triplicates alongside six untransfected wells for each cell line. After 48h of incubation 

time, nuclei were stained for 4h with 2µM Hoechst 33258 and fluorescent live-cell imaging for 

Hoechst, GFP, mCherry and iRFP was conducted on a high-content imaging platform (Operetta 
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CLS, Perkin Elmer). We used the non-confocal mode and a 10x air objective to image the whole 

field of view of every fluorescent channel in every well in our screen, while temperature and CO2 

control were active. Settings for LED power and detector exposure time were adjusted based on 

non-sLCR transfection controls and untransfected wells.  

 

4.32  High-content screening analysis for sLCR activities 

After filtering each fluorescent channel (sliding parabola 10px), we used the Harmony-

Software building blocks to identify and count nuclei based on Hoechst-staining. Fluorescent cell-

objects were identified based on GFP, mCherry or iRFP intensities. Fluorescent objects were 

filtered by applying a threshold for object size and mean intensities as well as number of objects 

were determined. Data with all relevant parameters was exported as csv files and analysed using R 

Studio. To account for differences in transfection efficiencies and to allow cross-comparison of 

sLCR expression among the three cell lines, we first calculated a transfection score as a proxy for 

efficiency. From the three non-sLCR transfection control plasmids (pMAX-GFP, UBC-mCherry, 

piRFP670) we established this score separately per cell line by determining the transfection_score 

= (control_fluorescent_objects_number / nuclei_number) for each control plasmid and calculated 

the combined mean from pMAX-GFP, UBC-mCherry and piRFP670. The value of this score 

represents the highest fluorescence intensity in the screen for each line and allows scaling of the 

sLCR plasmid activities between a value of 0 for untransfected controls and 1, as outlined in the 

following sentence. To assess the sLCR activity in each line, we calculated the sLCR_activity_score 

= (sLCR_fluorescent_objects_number / nuclei_number) and normalised this value by dividing 

through the previously established transfection score, that is setting the upper bar for the highest 

rate of fluorescent activity in each line and allows comparing sLCR activities across cell lines. Mean 

values of activity scores for each of the 28 sLCRs was calculated from the biological triplicates and 

data was plotted as box-plots using the ggplot2 package. Statistical testing was done through two-

way ANOVA with multiple comparisons testing and Dunnett contrasts p-value adjustment.   
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In detail, my own as well as the contribution of others will be outlined per individual figure in the 

following section.  

 

To Figure 5: 

IB originally developed the sLCR algorithm under input and supervision of GG. CC implemented 

the algorithm and used it to generated GBM-subtype specific sLCRs. CC together with GG 

sketched the outline of the method in (A). CC performed and plotted the analysis in (F). I have 

used the output from the pipeline of the top selected CRE to plot (D) and drawn the schematic 

with the final selection in (E). 

 

To Extended Figure 5: 

I have used the output from the pipeline to visualise the top selected CRE and conducted the 

pairwise-correlation plot of TFBS.  

 

To Figure 6: 

All generation, validation and maintenance of cell lines, acquired experimental data, analysis and 

plots in (A-E) have been done by myself with the following help: 

Intracranial injection and maintenance of animals until brain harvesting have been performed by 

EPO, Berlin-Buch. MS and YD helped in generating qPCR-data for the sLCR activity screening 

in (C). The wet lab part including cell culture and FAC-sorting for the experiment outlined in (E) 

have been conducted by myself. YD extracted RNA and conducted RNA-sequencing. CC analysed 

and plotted the data in (F).     

 

To Extended Figure 6: 

MS and SK generated with my help sLCR-bearing cell lines, conducted GSK or TGFb treatment 

and generated qPCR-data. I performed live-cell imaging of sLCR-modified cells.  

 

To Figure 7: 

MG together with AJG and EPO, Berlin-Buch performed intracranial injection, monitoring and 

maintenance of animals until harvesting of brains. I performed harvesting of organs, 

immunofluorescence staining and imaging, dissociated tissues, FAC-sorted tumor cells, analysed 

and plotted the FACS data in (A-G). YD extracted RNA and conducted RNA-sequencing. CC 

and YD analysed and plotted the data in (H-J). 
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To Extended Figure 7a: 

Intracranial injection, maintenance of animals and bioluminscence measurements until brain 

harvesting have been performed by EPO, Berlin-Buch. All analyses and plots have been created 

by myself. 

 

To Extended Figure 7b: 

From harvested organs, I dissociated tissues, decided the strategy for FAC-sorting, collected FACS 

data and devised the analysis strategy of dimensionality reduction. 

 

To Figure 8: 

I generated and maintained cell lines, catalogised compounds and developed, conducted and 

analysed the cytokine screening in (A-B). I treated cells, longitudinally monitored sLCR expression 

via FACS, analysed and plotted the data in (C-D). I treated and maintained cells, devised a strategy 

and conducted FAC-sorting for data shown in (E-G). YD extracted RNA and conducted RNA-

sequencing. CC analysed and plotted the data in (E-G). 

 

To Extended Figure 8a: 

All experimental data, analyses and plots in this figure have been done by myself.  

 

To Extended Figure 8b: 

All experimental data, analyses and plots in this figure have been done by myself with the exception 

of the generation of p65-KO and western blot validation, which SK performed together with me 

and under my direct supervision as a master student. MS helped with Western Blots in (B).  

 

To Figure 9: 

I have generated and maintained cell lines, performed irradiation experiments, FACS 

analysis/sorting and Western Blot in (A-B). YD extracted RNA, conducted RNA-sequencing, 

analysed and plotted the data in (B-C). I have generated and maintained cell lines under normoxia 

or hypoxia for data presented in (D-G). I conducted FACS experiments, analysis and visualisation 

in (D-E). YD extracted RNA, conducted RNA-sequencing, analysed and plotted the data in (F-

G). 
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To Figure 10: 

I have generated and maintained all cell lines presented in this figure, with the exception of CD34+ 

MDSC, which have been generated by GG. I have developed and conducted the co-culture 

experiments, performed FACS experiments, analysed and plotted the data from (A-D). I have 

generated, maintained and treated cell lines as well as conducted FAC-sorting for data presented 

in (E-H). YD extracted RNA and conducted RNA-sequencing. CC analysed and plotted the data 

in (E-G). GG generated the Venn-diagramm in (D).  

 

To Extended Figure 10: 

I have generated, maintained and treated all cell lines and conducted co-culture experiments 

presented in this figure. CC performed principle component analysis (B), C20-hMG marker 

expression heatmap (C) and PROGENy pathway analysis in (F).  

 

To Figure 11: 

MSq, GG and CC processed, analysed and plotted the data in (A-C). I have generated, maintained 

and treated cell lines as well as conducted FAC-sorting for data presented in (B-D). YD extracted 

RNA, conducted RNA-sequencing, analysed and plotted the data in (C-D). I have conducted co-

culture experiments, performed FAC-sorting, drug screening and viability assays, as well as 

analysed and plotted all data in (E-F). 

 

To Figure 12: 

CC developed and implemented with input from GG the LSD concept and pipeline as sketched 

in (A). CC performed the ssGSEA enrichment analysis and comparison of 1st generation with 

LSD-sLCRs in (B). I have generated hGICs with lentiviral and PiggyBac MGT#1 and MGT#4, 

respectively, and conducted experimental validation via stimulation with TNFa and performed 

FACS experiments, while GG has visualized results in (C). I have conceptualised the experimental 

outline of the sLCR screen, developed the image analysis pipeline and analysed and visualized the 

data of the screening results (E-F). BJ has performed the transfection of plasmids and imaging of 

the screening plates. GG has sketched the schematic in (D).  
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8 Appendix 
 

Oligonucleotides Resource  Supplier 

RELA sgRNA GAU-
CUCCACAUAGGGGCCAG 

Synthego 
   

Recombinant DNA Resource Supplier 

pCMV-VSV-G Plasmid #8454 Addgene 

pRSV-REV  Plasmid #12253 Addgene 

pMDLG/pRRE  Plasmid #12251 Addgene 

pHR-TRE3G-KRAB-dCas9-P2A-mCherry  Plasmid #60954 Addgene 

LV-CFP Plasmid #25998 Addgene 

pHR-Tet3G (61) NA 

Human CRISPR Knockout Pooled Library 
(Brunello) 

Plasmid #73179 Addgene 

Human Kinome CRISPRi library NKI NA 

FH1-MGT#1-mVenus  This paper Addgene ID 
#164094 

FH1-MGT#1-mCherry  This paper Addgene ID 
#164095 

FH1-MGT#2-mVenus  This paper Addgene ID 
#164096 

FH1-MGT#2-mCherry  This paper Addgene ID 
#164097 

FH1-PNGT#1-mCherry  This paper Addgene ID 
#164098 

FH1-PNGT#2-mCherry  This paper Addgene ID 
#164099 

FH1-MGT#1-mVenus-PGK-H2B-CFP  This paper Addgene ID 
#164100 

FH1-MGT#2-mVenus-PGK-H2B-CFP  This paper Addgene ID 
#164101 

FH1-MGT#2-mCherry-PGK-H2B-CFP  This paper Addgene ID 
#164102 

FH1-PNGT#1-mCherry-PGK-H2B-CFP  This paper Addgene ID 
#164103 

FH1-PNGT#2-mCherry-PGK-H2B-CFP  This paper Addgene ID 
#164104 

FH1-CLGT#1-mCherry-PGK-H2B-CFP  This paper Addgene ID 
#164105 
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FH1-CLGT#2-mCherry-PGK-H2B-CFP  This paper Addgene ID 
#164106 

pB-Supertransposase PB210PA-1  System Biosciences 
   

Antibodies Product code Supplier 

Alexa Fluor 647 A31573 Thermofisher 

A11055 

A31571 

Alexa Fluor 488 A21206 Thermofisher 

Alexa Fluor 555 A31570 Thermofisher 

GFP ab6556 Abcam 

Vinculin NA NA 

p-Stat3 y705 9145L Cell Signaling 

Stat3 sc-482x Santa Cruz 

p-NFKB p65 3033P Cell Signaling 

NFKB p65 86299 Abcam 

p-p38 t180 d3f9 45115 Cell Signaling 

p-p38 9211s Millipore 

Nestin 611658 BD Biosciences 

MED1 ab64965 Abcam 

BRD4 ab128874 Abcam 

Tubulin T5168 BD Biosciences 

p-yH2AX Ser 139 05-636 Millipore 

K27me3 07-449 Millipore 

H3 total 1791 Abcam 

E-Cadherin 31950 Cell Signaling 

Vimentin 5741s Cell Signaling 

Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H L) - HRP 626520 Invitrogen 
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Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (H L) - HRP G21234 Invitrogen 

CD133/2 (293C)-APC 130-090-851 Miltenyi 

Celcein UltraBlue 21908 AAT Bioquest 

ZombieRed 423110 Biolegend 

DRAQ5 62251 Thermofisher 

Hoechst 33258 16756 Cayman Chemicals 
   

Compounds Product code Supplier 

All-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) R2625 Sigma 

IL6 206-IL  R&D Systems  

LPS ALX-581 Enzo  

TNFα 210-TA  R&D Systems  

TGFb 240-B  R&D Systems  

IFNg 285-IF  R&D Systems  

Tenascin C MBS230239 Mybiosource  

HGF 294-HG  R&D Systems  

IGF 50356,1 Biomol  

FBS 10270106 Gibco  

GSK126 NA Cancer Epigenetics 

Activin A BV-P1078 Enzo  

NRG1 97642,1 Biomol  

IL1b CYT-094 Biotrend  

LIF GW-TL-633-100 FF Technology e.K. 

Human Serum 088HSER TEBU-Bio 

Topotecan sc-204919A SCBT 

Olaparib SEL-S1060 SelleckChem 

Bay11-7085 B5681 Sigma 

WP1066 S2796 SelleckChem 
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WAY-242623 PZ0257 SelleckChem 

Mitomycin C sc-3514 SCBT 

Temozolomide T2577 SelleckChem 

TAK733 S2617 SelleckChem 

VE-821 Cay17587 CaymanChem 

Ku-60019 Cay17502 CaymanChem 

NU 7441 Cay14881 CaymanChem 

IKK-16 (IKK Inhibitor VII) S2882 SelleckChem 

RHB-A Y40001 Takara 

BD Matrigel GFR-Red, Phenol-red-free 734-1101 VWR 

Matrigel-Matrix, Phenol-red-free 734-0272 VWR 

RPMI 1640 Medium 21875091 Life Technologies 
(Gibco) 

DMEM, high glucose, pyruvate 41966052 Life Technologies 
(Gibco) 

FluoroBrite Medium A1896701 Thermofisher 

Trypsin-EDTA (0.05%), phenol red 25300054 Life Technologies 
(Gibco) 

DMEM/F-12, GlutaMAX Supplement 31331093 Life Technologies 
(Gibco) 

MEM α, nucleosides, GlutaMAX Supplement 733-1693 lonza 

ALPHA MEM EAGLE W/O L-GLUTAMINE, 
DEOXYRI 

32571028 Life Technologies 
(Gibco) 

FuGENE HD Transfection Reagent E2312 Promega 

Dead Cell Removal Kit 130-090-101 Miltenyi Biotec 

rhFGF 233-FB-025/CF RD System 

PDGFaa recombinant human protein 221-AA-050 R&D Systems 

Recombinant Human EGF protein 236-EG-200 R&D Systems 

Recombinant Human Interleukin-6 (IL-6) 
Protein 

GW-TL-512-100 FF Technology e.K. 

Recombinant Human Interleukin-22 (IL-22) 
Protein 

GW-TL-631-50 FF Technology e.K. 

Recombinant Human Stem Cell Factor (SCF) 
Protein 

GW-TL-504-100 FF Technology e.K. 
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Recombinant Human FLT3 Ligand Protein GW-TL-505-100 FF Technology e.K. 

Recombinant Human Leukemia Inhibitory 
Factor (LIF) Protein 

GW-TL-633-100 FF Technology e.K. 

Recombinant Human Epidermal Growth 
Factor (EGF) Protein 

GW-TL-613-1000 FF Technology e.K. 

Recombinant Human PDGFbb Protein GW-TL-644-100 FF Technology e.K. 

Recombinant Human GM-CSF Protein GW-TL-302-A100 FF Technology e.K. 

Recombinant Human Thrombopoietin (TPO) 
(carrier-free) 

BLD-597402 Biozol Diagnostica 
(Biolegend) 

Y-27632 ROCK Inhibitor S1049 SelleckChem 

UM171 S7608 SelleckChem 

StemRegenin 1 (SR1) S2858 SelleckChem 

P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector® X Kit S  V4XP-3032 lonza 

Live/Dead Fixable Aqua Dead Cell Stain Kit L34965 ThermoFisher 

NOC-18 BV-2492 Enzo Life Sciences 

NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) S2877 Selleck Chemicals 

Low Density Lipoprotein from Human Plasma, 
oxidized (OxLDL) 

L34357 Life Technologies 

Anti-LDL Receptor antibody ab52818 Abcam 
   

Software and Algorithms Resource Version Link 

bcl2fastq v2.20.0 v2.20.0 Illumina 

R  v3.5; v3.6 https://cran.r-
project.org/  

Trim Galore  v0.6.2  https://www.bioinf
ormatics.babraham.
ac.uk/projects/trim

_galore/ 

bwa  v0.7.17-r1188 http://bio-
bwa.sourceforge.ne

t/ 

Tophat2 v2.1.0 https://ccb.jhu.edu/
software/tophat/in

dex.shtml  

Cutadapt v1.7.1 https://cutadapt.re
adthedocs.io/en/v1.

7.1/  

HTSEq v0.6.1p1  https://htseq.readt
hedocs.io/en/maste

r/ 
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dupRadar  v1.18 http://bioconductor
.org/packages/relea
se/bioc/html/dupRa

dar.html 

STAR v2.6.0c https://github.com/
alexdobin/STAR 

GlioVis NA http://gliovis.bioinf
o.cnio.es/  

UCSC Genome browser hg19  NA https://genome.ucs
c.edu/  

Venny v2.1 https://bioinfogp.cn
b.csic.es/tools/venn

y/ 

SeqMonk v1.47 https://www.bioinf
ormatics.babraham.

ac.uk/ 

GraphPad Prism v.8  https://www.graph
pad.com/scientific-

software/prism/ 

Flowjo v.10  https://www.flowjo.
com/ 

IPA NA https://www.qiagen
bioinformatics.com/
products/ingenuity-
pathway-analysis/ 

GSVA  v1.32.0 https://bioconducto
r.org/packages/rele
ase/bioc/html/GSV

A.html 

piano  v2.0.2 https://bioconducto
r.org/packages/rele
ase/bioc/html/pian

o.html 

fgsea  v1.14.0 https://bioconducto
r.org/packages/rele
ase/bioc/html/fgsea

.html 

Ggplot2  v3.3.2 https://cran.r-
project.org/web/pa
ckages/ggplot2/inde

x.html 

UpSetR  v1.4 https://cran.r-
project.org/web/pa
ckages/UpSetR/inde

x.html 

uwot v0.1.8 https://cran.r-
project.org/web/pa
ckages/uwot/index.

html 

pheatmap  v1.0.12 https://cran.r-
project.org/web/pa
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ckages/pheatmap/i
ndex.html 

DESeq2  v1.24 http://bioconductor
.org/packages/relea
se/bioc/html/DESeq

2.html 
clusterProfiler v3.16.1  https://bioconducto

r.org/packages/rele
ase/bioc/html/clust

erProfiler.html 

caRpools v0.83 https://cran.r-
project.org/web/pa
ckages/caRpools/ 

sva v3.32 https://www.biocon
ductor.org/package
s/release/bioc/html

/sva.html 
MEME suite tools  v5.0.2 http://meme-

suite.org/  

PROGENy v1.6 https://bioconducto
r.org/packages/rele
ase/bioc/html/prog

eny.html 

sva v3.32.1 https://bioconducto
r.org/packages/rele
ase/bioc/html/GSV

A.html  

sLCR original pipeline v1 https://gitlab.com/g
argiulo_lab/publicat
ions/slcr_publicatio

n    

Deposited Data Resource Accession Code 

Raw and analyzed data https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih
.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?a

cc=GSE136751  

GEO: GSE136751 

TCGA GBM RNA-seq http://cancergenome.nih.
gov 

phs000178.v3.p3 

GSCs RNA-seq https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih
.gov/geo/ 

GSE119834 

GSCs RNA-seq https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih
.gov/geo/ 

GSE67089 

GSCs RNA-seq https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih
.gov/geo/ 

GSE8049 

Table 1 - List of reagents, software and deposited data. 
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ID 

PHEN
O

TYPE  

FACS SIG
N

AL  
IDH-M

U
T G

ICS  

FACS SIG
N

AL  
IDH- W

T G
ICS 

TFBS RATIO
 

SIG
N

ATU
RE-

G
EN

ES 

TF G
EN

ES 

TFBS M
O

TIFS 

CRE 

SEQ
U

EN
CE 

LEN
G

TH 

M
G

T#1 

GBM
- M

ES 
(Verhaak et al. 

2010) 

w
eak 

w
eak 

47,50  

27  

62  

160 

5,51  

827  

M
G

T#2  

GBM
- M

ES 
(Verhaak et al. 

2010) 

w
eak  

w
eak  

51,25 

27 

62 

160 

6,91 

1037  

CLG
T#1 

GBM
- CL 

(Verhaak et al. 
2010)  

strong  

strong  

47,37 

32 

34 

114 

7,40 

1110  

CLG
T#2 

GBM
- CL 

(Verhaak et al. 
2010)  

strong 

strong 

54,39  

32 

34 

114 

7,41 

1112  

PN
G

T#1  

GBM
- PN

 
(Verhaak  et al. 

2010)  

strong 

strong 

52,35  

46 

60 

149  

7,09 

1064 

PN
G

T#2 

GBM
- PN

 
(Verhaak et al. 

2010 ) 

strong  

strong  

48,32  

46  

60  

149 

7,76 

1164  

Table 2 – Input data and features of sLCR reporters 
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Signature 
genes  

TF genes  

TFBS 
m

otifs 

 

KYN
U

; BN
C2; DO

CK2; F13A1; N
RP1; LHFPL2; PTPRC; AIM

1; CCL2; ALO
X5; PRDM

1; IL7R; AM
PD3; M

APK13; TES; CYBB; RAB11FIP1; IL15RA; LCP1; ST14; 
N

CF2; PLAU
; SERPIN

E1; TLR1; C3AR1; IRAK1; PTPN
7  

AHR; ARID3A; ARID5A; ARN
T; BACH1; BATF; CEBPB; CEBPD; CREB3L2; ELF1; ELF4; ELK3; ESR1; ETV7; FLI1; FO

SL1; FO
SL2; GATA6; HLX; HO

XB6; IKZF1; 
IRF1; IRF5; IRF8; JDP2; JU

N
B; KLF5; KLF6; M

AF; M
AFB; M

AFF; M
BD2; M

EF2A; N
FKB1; N

FKB2; PLAG1; PO
U

2AF1; PO
U

2F2; PRDM
1; PRRX1; REL; RELB; 

RREB1; RU
N

X1; RU
N

X2; RU
N

X3; SP1; SP100; SPI1; SRF; STAT2; STAT5A; STAT6; TBX19; TEAD3; TFE3; TFEC; VDR; VEN
TX; ZBTB7A; ZBTB7B; ZFHX3 

M
A0002.1_RU

N
X1; M

A0004.1_Arnt; M
A0050.1_IRF1; M

A0052.1_M
EF2A; M

A0061.1_N
F- kappaB; M

A0073.1_RREB1; M
A0079.1_SP1; M

A0080.1_SPI1; 
M

A0083.1_SRF; M
A0101.1_REL; M

A0105.1_N
FKB1; M

A0112.1_ESR1; M
A0117.1_M

afb; M
A0002.2_RU

N
X1; M

A0112.2_ESR1; M
A0151.1_ARID3A; 

M
A0163.1_PLAG1; M

A0080.2_SPI1; M
A0079.2_SP1; BU

0001_Arid3a_prim
ary; BU

0002_Arid5a_prim
ary; BU

0023_Gata6_prim
ary; BU

0035_Irf5_prim
ary; 

BU
0038_Jundm

2_prim
ary; BU

0041_M
afb_prim

ary; BU
0058_Sfpi1_prim

ary; BU
0075_Sp100_prim

ary; BU
0078_Srf_prim

ary; ETS0002_h -ELF1; ETS0005_h-
ELF4; ETS0008_h -Elk3; ETS0020_h -ETV7; ETS0022_h- Fli1; ETS0027_h-SPI1; HO

M
EO

0040_Hlx1_2350.1; HO
M

EO
0063_Hoxb6_3428.2; 

HO
M

EO
0146_Pou2f2_3748.1; HO

M
EO

0156_Prrx1_3442.1; TA0011_RU
N

X3_m
onom

er; TA0013_PO
U

2F2_m
onom

er; TA0026_PRDM
1_dim

er; HC_AHR_si; 
HC_ARI3A_do; HC_ARI3A_f1; HC_ARN

T_f1; HC_BACH1_si; HC_BATF_si; HC_CEBPB_f1; HC_CEBPD_f1; HC_ELF1_f1; HC_ELK3_f1; HC_ESR 1_do; HC_ETV7_si; 
HC_FLI1_f1; HC_FO

SL1_f2; HC_FO
SL2_f1; HC_GATA6_f2; HC_HXB6_f1; HC_IKZF1_f1; HC_IRF1_si; HC_IRF5_f1; HC_IRF8_si; HC_JU

N
B_f1; H C_KLF6_si; 

HC_M
AFB_f1; HC_M

AF_f1; HC_M
BD2_si; HC_M

EF2A_f1; HC_N
FKB1_f1; HC_N

FKB2_f1; HC_PLAG1_f1; HC_PLAG1_si; HC_PO
2F2_si; HC_PRDM

1_f1; 
HC_PRRX1_f1; HC_RELB_si; HC_REL_do; HC_RREB1_si; HC_RU

N
X1_f1; HC_RU

N
X2_f1; HC_RU

N
X3_si; HC_SP1_f1; HC_SP1_f2; HC_SPI1_si; HC_SRF_do; 

HC_STA5A_do; HC_STAT2_f1; HC_STAT6_do; HC_TEAD3_si; HC_TFE3_f1; HC_VDR_f1; HC_VDR_f2; HC_ZBT7A_f1; HC_ZBT7B_si; HC_ZFHX3_f1; 
HC_low

_KLF5_si; HC_low
_O

BF1_f1; TA0055_PRDM
1_full_m

onom
er_dim

er; TA0059_SP1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0067_ZBTB7A_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0068_ZBTB7B_full_m

onom
er; TA0111_ELF1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0112_ELF1_full_m

onom
er; TA0115_ELF4_full_m

onom
er; TA0121_ELK3_DBD_m

onom
er; 

TA0140_Elk3_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0142_FLI1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0143_FLI1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0144_FLI1_full_m
onom

er; TA0145_FLI1_full_m
onom

er; 
TA0153_SPI1_full_m

onom
er; TA0179_IRF5_full_dim

er; TA0180_IRF5_full_m
onom

er; TA0183_IRF8_DBD_dim
er; TA0184_IRF8_fu ll_dim

er; 
TA0186_M

EF2A_DBD_dim
er; TA0189_SRF_DBD_dim

er; TA0190_SRF_full_dim
er; TA0219_N

FKB1_DBD_dim
er; TA0220_N

FKB2_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0239_PO
U

2F2_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0240_PO
U

2F2_DBD_dim
er; TA0261_Pou2f2_DBD_dim

er; TA0262_Pou2f2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0275_RU

N
X2_DBD_dim

er; T A0276_RU
N

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0277_RU

N
X2_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0278_RU

N
X3_DBD_dim

er; TA0279_RU
N

X3_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0280_RU

N
X3_DBD_dim

er; TA0281_RU
N

X3_full_m
onom

er; TA0294_TBX19_DBD_dim
er; TA0318_TEAD1_full_dim

er; TA0319_TEAD3_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0379_TFE3_DBD_dim
er; TA0387_CEB PB_DBD_dim

er; TA0388_CEBPB_full_dim
er; TA0389_CEBPD_DBD_dim

er; TA0398_Cebpb_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0399_Creb3l2_DBD_dim
er; TA0400_Creb3l2_DBD_dim

er; TA0407_JDP2_DBD_dim
er; TA0408_JDP2_DBD_dim

er; TA0409_JDP2_full_dim
er; 

TA0410_JDP2_full_dim
er; TA0411_Jdp2_DBD_dim

er; TA0412_Jdp2_DBD_dim
er; TA0413_M

AFF_DBD_dim
er; TA0419_M

afb_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0420_M

afb_DBD_dim
er; TA0421_M

afb_DBD_dim
er; TA0659_PRRX1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0660_PRRX1_full_m

onom
er; TA0661_PRRX1_full_dim

er; 
TA0680_VEN

TX_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0681_VEN
TX_DBD_dim

er; TA0689_ESR1 _DBD_dim
er; TA0762_VDR_full_dim

er; TA0763_Vdr_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0847_TFEC_DBD_dim
er  

M
GT#1 

Table 3 – Signature genes, TF genes and selected TFBS motifs of MGT#1.  
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Signature 
genes  

TF genes  

TFBS 
m

otifs  

 

KYN
U

; BN
C2; DO

CK2; F13A1; N
RP1; LHFPL2; PTPRC; AIM

1; CCL2; ALO
X5; PRDM

1; IL7R; AM
PD3; M

APK13; TES; CYBB; RAB11FIP1; IL15RA; LCP1; ST14; 
N

CF2; PLAU
; SERPIN

E1; TLR1; C3AR1; IRAK1; PTPN
7 

AHR; ARID3A; ARID5A; ARN
T; BACH1; BATF; CEBPB; CEBPD; CREB3L2; ELF1; ELF4; ELK3; ESR1; ETV7; FLI1; FO

SL1; FO
SL2; GATA6; HLX; HO

XB6; IKZF1; 
IRF1; IRF5; IRF8; JDP2; JU

N
B; KLF5; KLF6; M

AF; M
AFB; M

AFF; M
BD2; M

EF2A; N
FKB1; N

FKB2; PLAG1; PO
U

2AF1; PO
U

2F2; PRDM
1; PRRX1; REL; RELB; 

RREB1; RU
N

X1; RU
N

X2; RU
N

X3; SP1; SP100; SPI1; SRF; STAT2; STAT5A; STAT6; TBX19; TEAD3; TFE3; TFEC; VDR; VEN
TX; ZBTB7A; ZBTB7B; ZFHX3 

M
A0002.1_RU

N
X1; M

A0004.1_Arnt; M
A0050 .1_IRF1; M

A0052.1_M
EF2A; M

A0061.1_N
F- kappaB; M

A0073.1_RREB1; M
A0079.1_SP1; M

A0080.1_SPI1; 
M

A0083.1_SRF; M
A0101.1_REL; M

A0105.1_N
FKB1; M

A0112.1_ESR1; M
A0117.1_M

afb; M
A0002.2_RU

N
X1; M

A0112.2_ESR1; M
A0151.1_ARID3A; 

M
A0163.1_PLAG1; M

A0080.2_SPI1; M
A0079.2_SP1;  BU

0001_Arid3a_prim
ary; BU

0002_Arid5a_prim
ary; BU

0023_Gata6_prim
ary; BU

0035_Irf5_prim
ary; 

BU
0038_Jundm

2_prim
ary; BU

0041_M
afb_prim

ary; BU
0058_Sfpi1_prim

ary; BU
0075_Sp100_prim

ary; BU
0078_Srf_prim

ary; ETS0002_h -ELF1; ETS0005_h-
ELF4; ETS0008_h -Elk3; ETS0020_h -ETV7; ETS0022_h- Fli1; ETS0027_h-SPI1; HO

M
EO

0040_Hlx1_2350.1; HO
M

EO
0063_Hoxb6_3428.2; 

HO
M

EO
0146_Pou2f2_3748.1; HO

M
EO

0156_Prrx1_3442.1; TA0011_RU
N

X3_m
onom

er; TA0013_PO
U

2F2_m
onom

er; TA0026_PRDM
1_dim

er; HC_AHR_si; 
HC_ARI3A_do; HC_ARI3A_f1; HC_ARN

T_f1; HC_BACH1_si; HC_BATF_si; HC_CEBPB_f1; HC_CEBPD_f1; HC_ELF1_f1; HC_ELK3_f1; HC_ESR1_do; HC_ETV7_si; 
HC_FLI1_f1; HC_FO

SL1_f2; HC_FO
SL2_f1; HC_GATA6_f2; HC_HXB6_f1; HC_IKZF1_f1; HC_IRF1_si; HC_IRF5_f1; HC_IRF8_si; HC_JU

N
B_f1; H C_KLF6_si; 

HC_M
AFB_f1; HC_M

AF_f1; HC_M
BD 2_si; HC_M

EF2A_f1; HC_N
FKB1_f1; HC_N

FKB2_f1; HC_PLAG1_f1; HC_PLAG1_si; HC_PO
2F2_si; HC_PRDM

1_f1; 
HC_PRRX1_f1; HC_RELB_si; HC_REL_do; HC_RREB1_si; HC_RU

N
X1_f1; HC_RU

N
X2_f1; HC_RU

N
X3_si; HC_SP1_f1; HC_SP1_f2; HC_SPI1_si; HC_SRF_do; 

HC_STA5A_do; HC_STAT2_f1; HC_STAT6_do; HC_TEAD3_si; HC_TFE3_f1; HC_VDR_f1; HC_VDR_f2; HC_ZBT7A_f1; HC_ZBT7B_si; HC_ZFHX3_f1; 
HC_low

_KLF5_si; HC_low
_O

BF1_f1; TA0055_PRDM
1_full_m

onom
er_dim

er; TA0059_SP1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0067_ZBTB7A_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0068_ZBTB7B_full_m

onom
er; TA0111_ELF1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0112_ELF1_full_m

onom
er; TA0115_ELF4_full_m

onom
er; TA0121_ELK3_DBD_m

onom
er; 

TA0140_Elk3_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0142_FLI1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0143_FLI1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0144_FLI1_full_m
onom

er; TA0145_FLI1_full_m
onom

er; 
TA0153_SPI1_full_m

onom
er; TA0179_IRF5_full_dim

er; TA0180_IRF5_full_m
onom

er; TA0183_IRF8_DBD_dim
er; TA0184_IRF8_full_dim

er; 
TA0186_M

EF2A_DBD_dim
er; TA0189_SRF_DBD_dim

er; TA0190_SRF_full_dim
er; TA0219_N

FKB1_DBD_dim
er; TA0220_N

FKB2_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0239_PO
U

2F2_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0240_PO
U

2F2_DBD_dim
er; TA02 61_Pou2f2_DBD_dim

er; TA0262_Pou2f2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0275_RU

N
X2_DBD_dim

er; TA0276_RU
N

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0277_RU

N
X2_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0278_RU

N
X3_DBD_dim

er; TA0279_RU
N

X3_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0280_RU

N
X3_DBD_dim

er; TA0281_RU
N

X3_full_m
onom

er; TA0294_TBX19_DBD_dim
er; TA0318_TE AD1_full_dim

er; TA0319_TEAD3_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0379_TFE3_DBD_dim
er; TA0387_CEBPB_DBD_dim

er; TA0388_CEBPB_full_dim
er; TA0389_CEBPD_DBD_dim

er; TA0398_Cebpb_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0399_Creb3l2_DBD_dim
er; TA0400_Creb3l2_DBD_dim

er; TA0407_JDP2_DBD_dim
er; TA0408_JDP2_DBD_dim

er ; TA0409_JDP2_full_dim
er; 

TA0410_JDP2_full_dim
er; TA0411_Jdp2_DBD_dim

er; TA0412_Jdp2_DBD_dim
er; TA0413_M

AFF_DBD_dim
er; TA0419_M

afb_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0420_M

afb_DBD_dim
er; TA0421_M

afb_DBD_dim
er; TA0659_PRRX1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0660_PRRX1_full_m

onom
er; TA0661_PRRX1_full_dim

er; 
TA0680_VEN

TX_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0681_VEN
TX_DBD_dim

er; TA0689_ESR1_DBD_dim
er; TA0762_VDR_full_dim

er; TA0763_Vdr_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0847_TFEC_DBD_dim
er  

M
GT#2 

Table 4 – Signature genes, TF genes and selected TFBS motifs of MGT#2.  
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Signature  
genes  

TF genes  

TFBS 
m

otifs  

 

AGPAT4; ALCAM
; AM

O
TL2; BEX4; BRD3; C1Q

L1; CAM
TA1; CHD7; CLASP2; DN

AJB5; DPF1; EYA1; GSTA4; HDAC2; HN
1; ICK; KCN

D2; KIF1A; KLF 12; 
M

AGEH1; M
LLT11; M

N
X1; N

CAM
1; N

FIB; N
O

L4; N
R0B1; O

LIG2; PATZ1; PELI1; PSIP1; RBPJ; RN
F144A; SATB1; SN

AP91; SO
X11; SO

X4; STM
N

1; TCEAL2; 
TCF4; TSPYL4; VAX2; W

ASF1; ZBTB5; ZN
F184; ZN

F643; ZN
F711  

BPTF; CDC5L; CTCF; E2F2; E2F3; ETV1; FO
XM

1; FU
BP1; GBX2; GTF2I; HIC2; HLTF; HM

BO
X1; HO

XD1; HO
XD3; HSF2; IN

SM
1; KLF12; M

AZ; M
ECP2; M

N
X1; 

M
YB; M

YBL1; M
YBL2; N

FIB; N
O

TCH1; N
R0B1; N

R2C2; O
LIG2; O

N
ECU

T2; PARP1; PBX1; PO
U

2F1; PSIP1; RBPJ; SATB1; SM
ARCC1; SO

X10; SO
X11; SO

X12; 
SO

X2; SO
X4; SO

X5; SP4; TBX5; TCF12; TCF4; TCF7L1; TFAP2A; TFAP4; THRA; VAX2; YBX1; ZBTB33; ZEB1; ZN
F238; ZN

F281; ZN
F589; ZN

F6 52; ZSCAN
16 

M
A0032.1.FO

XC1; M
A0069.1.Pax6; M

A0073.1.RREB1; M
A0077.1.SO

X9; M
A0090.1.TEAD1; M

A0143.1.Sox2; M
A0161.1.N

FIC; BU
0033.Irf3_prim

ary; 
BU

0069.Sox21_prim
ary; BU

0082.Tcf3_prim
ary; BU

0089.Tcfe2a_prim
ary; ETS0010.h -ERF; ETS0017.h -ETV4; HO

M
EO

0104_M
eis1_2335.1; 

HO
M

EO
0134_Pax6_3838.3; HO

M
EO

0149_Pou3f2_2824.1; HO
M

EO
0172_Tgif2_3451.1; TA0007_GLI2_m

onom
er; TA0028_GLI2; HC_ARN

T2_si; 
HC_BM

AL1_f1; HC_ERR3_f1; HC_ETV4_f1; HC_FO
XC1_f1; HC_FO

XO
1_si; HC_GLI2_f1; HC_HES1_f1; HC_HN

F4G_f1; HC_IRF3_f1; HC_JU
N

D_f1; 
HC_M

EIS1_f2; HC _N
R2F6_f1; HC_PAX6_f1; HC_PO

3F2_si; HC_RFX2_f1; HC_RREB1_si; HC_SM
AD1_si; HC_SO

X2_f1; HC_SO
X9_f1; HC_TBX2_f1; 

HC_TEAD1_f1; HC_TEAD3_si; HC_TFE2_f2; HC_low
_N

O
TC1_si; HC_low

_PRGC1_si; TA0040_GLI2_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0041_GLI2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0123_ERF_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0135_ETV4_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0166_SO

X9_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0177_IRF3_full_trim
er; 

TA0192_M
EIS1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0206_TGIF2_DBD_dim

er; TA0231_PAX6_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0245_PO
U

3F2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0246_PO

U
3F2_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0264_RFX2_DBD_dim

er; TA0265_RFX2_DBD_dim
er; TA0272 _Rfx2_DBD_dim

er; TA0273_Rfx2_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0282_GM
EB2_DBD_dim

er; TA0283_GM
EB2_DBD_dim

er; TA0284_GM
EB2_DBD_dim

er; TA0310_TBX2_full_dim
er; TA0311_TBX2_full_m

onom
er; 

TA0317_TEAD1_full_m
onom

er; TA0318_TEAD1_full_dim
er; TA0319_TEAD3_DBD_dim

er; TA0320_TEAD3_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0337_ARN

TL_DBD_dim
er; TA0374_TCF3_DBD_dim

er; TA0401_Creb5_DBD_dim
er; TA0433_FO

XC1_DBD_dim
er; TA0434_FO

XC1_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0435_FO
XC1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0443_FO

XG1_DBD_dim
er; TA0444_FO

XG1_DBD_m
ultim

er; TA0456_FO
XO

1_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0457_FO

XO
1_DBD_dim

er; TA 0458_FO
XO

1_DBD_m
ultim

er; TA0469_Foxc1_DBD_dim
er; TA0470_Foxc1_DBD_m

onom
er; 

TA0471_Foxg1_DBD_dim
er; TA0472_Foxg1_DBD_m

ultim
er; TA0473_Foxg1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0694_ESRRG_full_dim

er; TA0695_ESRRG_full_dim
er; 

TA0696_ESRRG_full_m
onom

er; TA0707_N
R2E1_full_m

onom
er; TA0708_N

R2E1_full_dim
er; TA0712_N

R2F6_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0713_N
R2F6_DBD_dim

er; TA0714_N
R2F6_full_dim

er; TA0720_N
r2e1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0721_N

r2e1_DBD_dim
er; TA0722_N

r2f6_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0723_N
r2f6_DBD_dim

er; TA0769_GM
EB2_DBD_dim

er; TA0800_SO
X21_DBD_dim

er; TA0801_SO
X21_DBD_dim

er; TA0802_SO
X21_DBD_dim

er; 
TA0803_SO

X21_DBD_dim
er; TA0804_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0805_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0806_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0807_SO

X2_full_dim
er; 

TA0808_SO
X2_full_dim

er; TA0809_SO
X2_full_dim

er; TA0822_SO
X9_full_dim

er; TA0823_SO
X9_full_dim

er; TA0824_ SO
X9_full_dim

er; 
TA0825_SO

X9_full_dim
er; TA0826_SO

X9_full_dim
er; TA0827_SO

X9_full_dim
er  

PN
G T#1  

Table 5 – Signature genes, TF genes and selected TFBS motifs of PNGT#1.  
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Signature 
genes  

TF genes  

TFBS 
m

otifs  

 

AGPAT4; ALCAM
; AM

O
TL2; BEX4; BRD3; C1Q

L1; CAM
TA1; CHD7; CLASP2; DN

AJB5; DPF1; EYA1; GSTA4; HDAC2; HN
1; ICK; KCN

D2; KIF1A; KLF12; 
M

AGEH1; M
LLT11; M

N
X1; N

CAM
1; N

FIB; N
O

L4; N
R0B1; O

LIG2; PATZ1; PELI1; PSIP1; RBPJ; RN
F144A; SATB1; SN

AP91; SO
X11; SO

X4; STM
N

1;  TCEAL2; 
TCF4; TSPYL4; VAX2; W

ASF1; ZBTB5; ZN
F184; ZN

F643; ZN
F711  

BPTF; CDC5L; CTCF; E2F2; E2F3; ETV1; FO
XM

1; FU
BP1; GBX2; GTF2I; HIC2; HLTF; HM

BO
X1; HO

XD1; HO
XD3; HSF2; IN

SM
1; KLF12; M

AZ; M
ECP2; M

N
X1; 

M
YB; M

YBL1; M
YBL2; N

FIB; N
O

TCH1; N
R0B1; N

R2C2; O
LIG2; O

N
ECU

T2; PARP1; PBX1; PO
U

2F1; PSIP1; RBPJ; SATB1; SM
ARCC1; SO

X10; SO
X11; SO

X12; 
SO

X2; SO
X4; SO

X5; SP4; TBX5; TCF12; TCF4; TCF7L1; TFAP2A; TFAP4; THRA; VAX2; YBX1; ZBTB33; ZEB1; ZN
F238; ZN

F281; ZN
F589; ZN

F6 52; ZSCAN
16 

M
A0032.1.FO

XC1; M
A0069.1.Pax6; M

A0073.1.RREB1; M
A0077.1.SO

X9; M
A0090.1.TEAD1; M

A0143.1.Sox2; M
A0161.1.N

FIC; BU
0033.Irf3_prim

ary; 
BU

0069.Sox21_prim
ary; BU

0082.Tcf3_prim
ary; BU

0089.Tcfe2a_prim
ary; ETS0010.h -ERF; ETS0017.h -ETV4; HO

M
EO

0104_M
eis1_2335.1; 

HO
M

EO
0134_Pax6_3838.3; HO

M
EO

0149_Pou3f2_2824.1; HO
M

EO
0172_Tgif2_3451.1; TA0007_GLI2_m

onom
er; TA0028_GLI2; HC_ARN

T2_si; 
HC_BM

AL1_f1; HC_ERR3_f1; HC_ETV4_f1; HC_FO
XC1_f1; HC_FO

XO
1_si; HC_GLI2_f1; HC_HES1_f1; HC_HN

F4G_f1; HC_IRF3_f1; HC_JU
N

D_f1; 
HC_M

EIS1_f2; HC_N
R 2F6_f1; HC_PAX6_f1; HC_PO

3F2_si; HC_RFX2_f1; HC_RREB1_si; HC_SM
AD1_si; HC_SO

X2_f1; HC_SO
X9_f1; HC_TBX2_f1; 

HC_TEAD1_f1; HC_TEAD3_si; HC_TFE2_f2; HC_low
_N

O
TC1_si; HC_low

_PRGC1_si; TA0040_GLI2_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0041_GLI2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0123_ERF_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0135_ETV4_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0166_SO

X9_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0177_IRF3_full_trim
er; 

TA0192_M
EIS1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0206_TGIF2_DBD_dim

er; TA0231_PAX6_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0245_PO
U

3F2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0246_PO

U
3F2_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0264_RFX2_DBD_dim

er; TA0265_RFX2_DBD_dim
er; TA0272_Rf x2_DBD_dim

er; TA0273_Rfx2_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0282_GM
EB2_DBD_dim

er; TA0283_GM
EB2_DBD_dim

er; TA0284_GM
EB2_DBD_dim

er; TA0310_TBX2_full_dim
er; TA0311_TBX2_full_m

onom
er; 

TA0317_TEAD1_full_m
onom

er; TA0318_TEAD1_full_dim
er; TA0319_TEAD3_DBD_dim

er; TA0320_TEAD3_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0337_ARN

TL_DBD_dim
er; TA0374_TCF3_DBD_dim

er; TA0401_Creb5_DBD_dim
er; TA0433_FO

XC1_DBD_dim
er; TA0434_FO

XC1_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0435_FO
XC1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0443_FO

XG1_DBD_dim
er; TA0444_FO

XG1_DBD_m
ultim

er; TA0456_FO
XO

1_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0457_FO

XO
1_DBD_dim

er; TA045 8_FO
XO

1_DBD_m
ultim

er; TA0469_Foxc1_DBD_dim
er; TA0470_Foxc1_DBD_m

onom
er; 

TA0471_Foxg1_DBD_dim
er; TA0472_Foxg1_DBD_m

ultim
er; TA0473_Foxg1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0694_ESRRG_full_dim

er; TA0695_ESRRG_full_dim
er; 

TA0696_ESRRG_full_m
onom

er; TA0707_N
R2E1_full_m

onom
er; TA0 708_N

R2E1_full_dim
er; TA0712_N

R2F6_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0713_N
R2F6_DBD_dim

er; TA0714_N
R2F6_full_dim

er; TA0720_N
r2e1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0721_N

r2e1_DBD_dim
er; TA0722_N

r2f6_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0723_N
r2f6_DBD_dim

er; TA0769_GM
EB2_DBD_dim

er; TA0800_SO
X21_DBD_dim

er; TA0801_SO
X21_DB D_dim

er; TA0802_SO
X21_DBD_dim

er; 
TA0803_SO

X21_DBD_dim
er; TA0804_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0805_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0806_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0807_SO

X2_full_dim
er; 

TA0808_SO
X2_full_dim

er; TA0809_SO
X2_full_dim

er; TA0822_SO
X9_full_dim

er; TA0823_SO
X9_full_dim

er; TA0824_SO
X9_full_dim

er; 
TA0825_SO

X9_full_dim
er; TA0826_SO

X9_full_dim
er; TA0827_SO

X9_full_dim
er  

PN
G T#2  

Table 6 – Signature genes, TF genes and selected TFBS motifs of PNGT#1.  
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Signature 
genes  

TF genes  

TFBS 
m

otifs  

 

ABI2; ACSL3; B3GALT1; CC2D1A,CCDC130; DAG1; DEN
N

D2A; FZR1; GN
AS; HM

G20B; IRS2; JU
N

D; KIAA0355; M
LC1; N

ES; PLCG1; PO
LRM

T; PO
M

T2; 
PO

U
3F2; PTN

; PTPRA; Q
TRT1; SALL1; SAM

D4A; SCRN
1; SEM

A6D; SIN
3B; SLC20A2; TLE1; TM

EM
161A; U

PF1; VPS16; ZN
F264  

ARN
T2; ARN

TL; CREB5; ERF; ESRRG; ETV4; FO
XC1; FO

XG1; FO
XO

1; GLI2; GM
EB2; HES1; HN

F4G; IRF3; JU
N

D; M
EIS1; N

FIC; N
O

TCH1; N
R2E1;  N

R2F6;  
PAX6; PO

U
3F2; PPARGC1A; RFX2; RREB1; SM

AD1; SO
X2; SO

X21; SO
X9; TBX2; TCF3; TEAD1; TEAD3; TGIF2 

M
A0003.1.TFAP2A; M

A0070.1.PBX1; M
A0087.1.Sox5; M

A0100.1.M
yb; M

A0103.1.ZEB1; M
A0109.1.Hltf; M

A0139.1.CTCF; M
A0143.1.Sox2; M

A01 55.1.IN
SM

1; 
M

A0442.1.SO
X10; BU

0008.E2F2_prim
ary; BU

0009.E2F3_prim
ary; BU

0045.M
yb_prim

ary; BU
0046.M

ybl1_prim
ary; BU

0061.Sox11_prim
ary; 

BU
0062.Sox12_prim

ary; BU
0071.Sox4_prim

ary; BU
0072.Sox5_prim

ary; BU
0076.Sp4_prim

ary; BU
0085.Tcfap2a_prim

ary; BU
0097.Zfp281_pri m

ary; 
ETS0014.h- ETV1; HO

M
EO

0036_ Gbx2_3110.1; HO
M

EO
0041_Hlxb9_3422.1; HO

M
EO

0042_Hm
box1_2674.1; HO

M
EO

0076_Hoxd1_3448.1; 
HO

M
EO

0081_Hoxd3_1742.2; HO
M

EO
0136_Pbx1_3203.1; HO

M
EO

0145_Pou2f1_3081.2; HO
M

EO
0177_Vax2_3500.1; TA0019_HSF2_dim

er- trim
er; 

TA0021_TCF4_dim
er; TA0030_TCF4; HC_AP2A_f2; HC_BPTF_si; HC_CDC5L_si; HC_CTCF_f2; HC_E2F2_f1; HC_E2F3_si; HC_FO

XM
1_f1; HC_FU

BP1_f1; 
HC_HLTF_f1; HC_HSF2_si; HC_HTF4_f1; HC_IN

SM
1_f1; HC_ITF2_f1; HC_KAISO

_f1; HC_M
AZ_f1; HC_M

ECP2_f1; HC_M
YBB_f1; HC_M

YB_f1; HC_N
R0B1_si; 

HC_N
R2C2_f1; HC_O

N
EC2_si; HC_PBX1_do; HC_PO

2F1_f1; HC_SM
RC1_f1; HC_SO

X10_si; HC_SO
X2_f1; HC_SO

X4_f1; HC_SO
X5_f1; HC_SP4_f1; HC_SU

H_f1; 
HC_TBX5_si; HC_TFAP4_si; HC_THA_f1; HC_THA_f2; HC_YBO

X1_f2; HC_ZEB1_do; HC_ZN
238_f1; HC_ZN

589_f1; HC_low
_ETV1_si; HC_low

_GTF2 I_f1; 
HC_low

_N
O

TC1_si; HC_low
_PARP1_ si; HC_low

_PSIP1_f1; HC_low
_SATB1_f1; TA0032_CTCF_full_m

onom
er; TA0045_HIC2_DBD_m

onom
er; 

TA0054_Klf12_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0061_SP4_full_m
onom

er; TA0074_ZN
F238_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0075_ZN

F238_full_m
onom

er; 
TA0085_Zfp652_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0101_O

N
ECU

T2_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0103 _E2F2_DBD_dim
er; TA0104_E2F2_DBD_dim

er; TA0105_E2F3_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0106_E2F3_DBD_dim
er; TA0107_E2F3_DBD_dim

er; TA0132_ETV1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0167_TCF7L1_full_m
onom

er; TA0172_HSF2_DBD_trim
er; 

TA0207_M
YBL1_DBD_dim

er; TA0208_M
YBL1_DBD_dim

er; TA0209_M
YBL1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0210_M

YBL1_DBD_dim
er; TA0211_M

YBL2_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0212_M
YBL2_DBD_dim

er; TA0213_M
YBL2_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0214_M

YBL2_DBD_dim
er; TA0222_N

FIB_full_dim
er; TA0237_PO

U
2F1_DBD_m

onom
er; 

TA0238_PO
U

2F1_DBD_dim
er; TA0314_TBX5_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0315_TBX5_DBD_dim

er; TA0322 _TFAP2A_DBD_dim
er; TA0323_TFAP2A_DBD_dim

er; 
TA0324_TFAP2A_DBD_dim

er; TA0334_Tcfap2a_DBD_dim
er; TA0335_Tcfap2a_DBD_dim

er; TA0336_Tcfap2a_DBD_dim
er; TA0369_O

LIG2_DBD_dim
er ; 

TA0370_O
LIG2_full_dim

er; TA0375_TCF4_DBD_dim
er; TA0376_TCF4_full_dim

er; TA0377_TFAP4_ DBD_dim
er; TA0378_TFAP4_full_dim

er; 
TA0533_GBX2_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0534_GBX2_DBD_dim

er; TA0535_GBX2_full_m
onom

er; TA0541_Gbx2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0544_HM

BO
X1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0589_Hoxd3_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0621_M

N
X1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0679_VAX2_DBD_m

onom
er; 

TA0706_N
R2C2_DBD_d im

er; TA0758_THRA_FL_dim
er; TA0777_ZN

F435_full_dim
er; TA0782_E2F2_DBD_dim

er; TA0786_SO
X10_full_dim

er; 
TA0787_SO

X10_full_dim
er; TA0788_SO

X10_full_dim
er; TA0789_SO

X10_full_dim
er; TA0790_SO

X10_full_dim
er; TA0804_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0805_SO
X2_DBD_dim

er; TA0806_S O
X2_DBD_dim

er; TA0807_SO
X2_full_dim

er; TA0808_SO
X2_full_dim

er; TA0809_SO
X2_full_dim

er; 
TA0810_SO

X4_DBD_dim
er; TA0832_Sox10_DBD_dim

er; TA0833_Sox10_DBD_dim
er; TA0834_Sox10_DBD_dim

er; TA0835_Sox11_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0862_TFAP2A_DBD_dim
er; TA0863_TFAP2A_DBD_dim

er; TA0864_TFAP2A_DBD_dim
er 

CLGT#1 

Table 7 – Signature genes, TF genes and selected TFBS motifs of CLGT#1.  
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Signature 
genes  

TF genes  

TFBS 
m

otifs  

 

ABI2; ACSL3; B3GALT1; CC2D1A,CCDC130; DAG1; DEN
N

D2A; FZR1; GN
AS; HM

G20B; IRS2; JU
N

D; KIAA0355; M
LC1; N

ES; PLCG1; PO
LRM

T; PO
M

T2; 
PO

U
3F2; PTN

; PTPRA; Q
TRT1; SALL1; SAM

D4A; SCRN
1; SEM

A6D; SIN
3B; SLC20A2; TLE1; TM

EM
161A; U

PF1; VPS16; ZN
F264  

ARN
T2; ARN

TL; CREB5; ERF; ESRRG; ETV4; FO
XC1; FO

XG1; FO
XO

1; GLI2; GM
EB2; HES1; HN

F4G; IRF3; JU
N

D; M
EIS1; N

FIC; N
O

TCH1; N
R2E1; N

R2F6; 
PAX6; PO

U
3F2; PPARGC1A; RFX2; RREB1; SM

AD1; SO
X2; SO

X21; SO
X9; TBX2; TCF3; TEAD1; TEAD3; TGIF2 

M
A0003.1.TFAP2A; M

A0070.1.PBX1; M
A0087.1.Sox5; M

A0100.1.M
yb; M

A0103.1.ZEB1; M
A0109.1.Hltf; M

A0139.1.CTCF; M
A0143.1.Sox2; 

M
A0155.1.IN

SM
1; M

A0442.1.SO
X10; BU

0008.E2F2_prim
ary; BU

0009.E2F3_prim
ary; BU

0045.M
yb_prim

ary; BU
0046.M

ybl1_prim
ary; 

BU
0061.Sox11_prim

ary; BU
0062.Sox12_prim

ary; BU
0071.Sox4_prim

ary; BU
0072.Sox5_prim

ary; BU
0076.Sp4_prim

ary; BU
0085.Tcfap2a_prim

ary; 
BU

0097.Zfp281_prim
ary; ETS0014.h -ETV1 ; HO

M
EO

0036_Gbx2_3110.1; HO
M

EO
0041_Hlxb9_3422.1; HO

M
EO

0042_Hm
box1_2674.1; 

HO
M

EO
0076_Hoxd1_3448.1; HO

M
EO

0081_Hoxd3_1742.2; HO
M

EO
0136_Pbx1_3203.1; HO

M
EO

0145_Pou2f1_3081.2; HO
M

EO
0177_Vax2_3500.1; 

TA0019_HSF2_dim
er- trim

er; TA0021_TCF4_dim
er; TA0030_TCF4; HC_AP2A_f2; HC_BPTF_si; HC_CDC5L_si; HC_CTCF_f2; HC_E2F2_f1; HC_E2F3_si; 

HC_FO
XM

1_f1; HC_FU
BP1_f1; HC_HLTF_f1; HC_HSF2_si; HC_HTF4_f1; HC_IN

SM
1_f1; HC_ITF2_f1; HC_KAISO

_f1; HC_M
AZ_f1; HC_M

ECP2_f1; 
HC_M

YBB_f1; HC_M
YB_f1; HC_N

R0B1_si; HC_N
R2C2_f1; HC_O

N
EC2_si; HC _PBX1_do; HC_PO

2F1_f1; HC_SM
RC1_f1; HC_SO

X10_si; HC_SO
X2_f1; 

HC_SO
X4_f1; HC_SO

X5_f1; HC_SP4_f1; HC_SU
H_f1; HC_TBX5_si; HC_TFAP4_si; HC_THA_f1; HC_THA_f2; HC_YBO

X1_f2; HC_ZEB1_do; HC_ZN
23 8_f1; 

HC_ZN
589_f1; HC_low

_ETV1_si; HC_low
_GTF2I_f1; HC_low

_N
O

TC1_si; HC_low
_PARP1_si; HC_low

_PSIP1_f1; HC_low
_SATB1_f1; 

TA0032_CTCF_full_m
onom

er; TA0045_HIC2_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0054_Klf12_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0061_SP4_full_m
onom

er; 
TA0074_ZN

F238_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0075_ZN
F238_full_m

onom
er; TA0085_Zfp652_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0101_O

N
ECU

T2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0103_E2F2_DBD_dim

er; TA0104_E2F2_DBD_dim
er; TA0105_E2F3_DBD_dim

er; TA0106_E2F3_DBD_dim
er; TA0107_E2F3_DBD_dim

er; 
TA0132_ETV1_DBD_m

onom
er; TA0167_TCF7L1_full_m

onom
er; TA0172_HSF2_DBD_trim

er; TA0207_M
YBL1_DBD_dim

er; TA0208_M
YBL1_DBD_dim

er; 
TA0209_M

YB L1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0210_M
YBL1_DBD_dim

er; TA0211_M
YBL2_DBD_dim

er; TA0212_M
YBL2_DBD_dim

er; 
TA0213_M

YBL2_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0214_M
YBL2_DBD_dim

er; TA0222_N
FIB_full_dim

er; TA0237_PO
U

2F1_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0238_PO

U
2F1_DBD_dim

er; TA0314_TBX5_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0315_TBX5_DBD_d im
er; TA0322_TFAP2A_DBD_dim

er; TA0323_TFAP2A_DBD_dim
er; 

TA0324_TFAP2A_DBD_dim
er; TA0334_Tcfap2a_DBD_dim

er; TA0335_Tcfap2a_DBD_dim
er; TA0336_Tcfap2a_DBD_dim

er; TA0369_O
LIG2_DBD_dim

er ; 
TA0370_O

LIG2_full_dim
er; TA0375_TCF4_DBD_dim

er; TA0376_TCF4_full_dim
er; TA0377_TFAP4_DBD_dim

er; TA0378_TFAP4_full_dim
er; 

TA0533_GBX2_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0534_GBX2_DBD_dim
er; TA0535_GBX2_full_m

onom
er; TA0541_Gbx2_DBD_m

onom
er; 

TA0544_HM
BO

X1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0589_Hoxd3_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0621_M
N

X1_DBD_m
onom

er; TA0679_VAX2_DBD_m
onom

er; 
TA0706_N

R2C2_DBD_dim
er; TA0758_THRA_FL_dim

er; TA0777_ZN
F435_full_dim

er; TA0782_E2F2_DBD_dim
er; TA0786_SO

X10_full_dim
er; 

TA0787_SO
X10_full_dim

er; TA0788_SO
X10_full_dim

er; TA0789_SO
X10_full_dim

er; TA0790_SO
X10_full_dim

er; TA0804_SO
X2_DBD_dim

er; 
TA0805_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0806_SO

X2_DBD_dim
er; TA0807_SO

X2_full_dim
er; TA0808_SO

X2_full_dim
er; TA0809_SO

X2_full_dim
er; 

TA0810_SO
X4_DBD_dim

er; TA0832_Sox10_DBD_dim
er; TA0833_Sox10_DBD_dim

er; TA0834_Sox10_DBD_dim
er; TA0835_Sox11_DBD_dim

er; 
TA0862_TFAP2A_DBD_dim

er; TA0863_TFAP2A _DBD_dim
er; TA0864_TFAP2A_DBD_dim

er 

CLGT#2 

 Table 8 – Signature genes, TF genes and selected TFBS motifs of CLGT#2.  
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